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The Directory has over 1,000 firms listed

and is continuously growing. It is a com-

prehensive tool to support your work-

place security effort to provide a safe

workplace for employees.

Publications
Screening for Violent Prone Individuals

Background Screening and

Investigations: Managing Hiring Risk

from the HR and Security Perspectives

Contemporary review of background

screening practices that addresses legal

requirements, infinity screening, interna-

tional screening, security risk, sexual

offenders, and much more. Written from

the perspective of a SPHR certified senior

human resource manager and a CPP cer-

tified senior security manager the book

offers insight into a cross functional view

of background screening and addresses

many of the issues that oftentimes arise

between these two functions that have an

important role in the hiring process. It is

a must read for all professionals involved

in hiring people.

he National Institute for the Pre-

vention of Workplace Violence,

Inc. is a professional consulting firm that

specializes in providing training, consult-

ing, research, publications and services to

assist public and private organizations to:

• create violence free workplaces,

• establish programs that prevent work-

place violence and

• how to address incidents should one

occur.

Online Services
Award winning web site

www.Workplaceviolence911.com

Workplaceviolence911.com is widely rec-

ognized as the most comprehensive source

of information on workplace violence on

the Internet. The site includes articles, a

resource center, research reports & studies,

model workplace violence prevention poli-

cies, training information, publications

(some are downloadable) and much more.

Its your one stop source for information on

workplace violence.

The Background Screening Directory -

www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

PreemploymentDirectory.com helps busi-

nesses to meet the critical need to know

who they are hiring, who is on their pay-

roll and to avoid making bad hires. Our

background screening directory is the

largest and most comprehensive web

based directory of background screening

firms designed specifically to make it easy

for businesses to quickly find a company

to meet their screening needs.

The Directory consists of several sec-

tions to guide businesses quickly to the

company that will serve them best:

1) • U. S. Domestic Section (firms are

listed by their location, State by

State)

2) • International Section (firms that

conduct international background

screenings are listed by geographic

region and country, e.g.,

European Union, Asia Pacific,

etc.)

3) • Vendor Showcase

(firms that provide services to

the background screening

industry are listed by sub-cate-

gories such as court searchers,

software providers, etc.)

4) • Alphabetical listing

About Us
The National Institute for the Prevention of Workplace Violence
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identified as being the most common in

organizations that have had violent inci-

dents and have an increased risk of expe-

riencing an incident of violence. A must

read for managers who want to learn how

to create a violence free work environ-

ment.

Workplace
Violence Prevention
Software Products

The Ultimate Workplace Violence

Prevention Policy Maker

The Policy Maker Software allows a firm

to create a comprehensive workplace

violence prevention policy in about an

hour. The software has been specifically

designed for organization to use to sig-

nificantly shorten policy development

time. We have built into the database

extensive research on workplace vio-

lence policies as well as our in depth

knowledge and experience gained

through our consulting practice. The

result is a software product that allows

you to create a highly customized policy

that fits the unique culture and work

environment in your organization. This

product is designed to create a compre-

hensive workplace violence prevention

policy, not a generic policy as many pol-

icy development products on the market

are designed to do. You will be able to

quickly and easily create a comprehen-

sive workplace violence prevention poli-

cy by answering a series of carefully

crafted questions specific to workplace

violence that cover a wide array of the

policy, procedure and legal issues related

to workplace violence.

The software is available online at

http://www.workplaceviolence911.com/Poli

cyMaker/policymaker.html

ing your firm’s workplace violence pre-

vention policy. It includes tips on how to

create a violence free workplace, identi-

fies the early warning signs and covers

many violence prevention techniques.

Financial Impact of Workplace Violence

An in depth analysis of the cost impact of

workplace violence on a business is

explored. A cost model is introduced to

identify the cost that are associated with a

serious workplace violence incident occur-

ring. Emphasis is placed on the critical role

of Disaster and Emergency Preparedness

Planning which can reduce the impact of

such occurrences. The case is also made

for focusing on anticipating the possibility

of workplace violence and not just prepar-

ing to react, but also taking preventative

steps to reduce the likelihood of such

events occurring. The role of Financial

Managers in preparing for addressing

workplace violence is also discussed.

Common Factors to Organizations

that are Violence Prone:

An overview of the factors that have been

Booklets
Comprehensive Guide for Selecting a

Background Screening Firm

The Guide contains everything you need

to know to select a background screening

firm that will help you to avoid bad hires.

The guide clearly identifies specific selec-

tion criteria that should be used by

Human Resource, Security and Risk

Management professionals or hiring man-

agers to select an outsourced service

provider that complies with appropriate

legal requirements, industry best prac-

tices and standards. The Guide is written

in an easy to read format. Anyone

involved in selecting a background

screening firm should read this booklet

before they make a decision. It is a must

read to maximize your human resource

investment, avoid costly legal and/or fidu-

ciary issues.

A free copy of the Guide can be downloaded

at www.PreemploymentDirectory.com.

Complete Hiring Process to Screen for

Violence Prone Individuals:

A detail description of actions employers

should take to ensure their employment

processes are tuned to address screening

out potentially violent individuals. Top-

ics covered include interviewing tech-

niques, important questions to ask during

interviews as well as appropriate type

responses, identification of critical behav-

ior traits, psychological testing, reference

checking, and much more.

Workplace
Violence Prevention Booklets

Zero Tolerance is Not Enough – How to

Make Violence Prevention Really Work

An easy to read booklet designed for

supervisors that provides a solid overview

of prevention techniques for implement-

The National Institiute for

the Prevention of Workplace

Violence, Inc. is a

professional consulting firm

that specializes in providing

training, consulting,

research, publications and

services to assist public and

private organizations

About Us
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From the Publisher

Welcome!
I want to extend a heartfelt welcome to the first edition of The Employment Screening Journal.

As you read this message and go through this Journal you are making history. This is the first
‘Buyers Guide’ produced for the background screening industry. Not much more than ten years
ago background screening was mostly focused on law enforcement or security related jobs, very
unique jobs, high level executives or government related positions requiring special clearances
and the number of screening firms could be committed to memory. However, fueled by growing

numbers of workplace violence, negligent hiring lawsuits, identify theft becoming a leading crime, employee fraud
and theft reaching record proportions, and the shock of the tragic attack on September 11, 2001 the business world
has clamored for more and more background checks.

A recent report by KPMG indicates background screening is now a 2-3 billion dollar industry. It has also
become a profession with its own professional association – the National Association for Professional Background
Screeners. By any measure it is an amazing growth story.

This birth of an industry has spawned the creation of this Journal. Our intent is to create an information bridge
for Human Resource Managers charged with the responsibility to hire the best talent for their organization and the
industry that provides vital support to help the hiring decision process. Our goal is to help connect businesses to
background screening firms and the state of the art of employment screening.

In this Journal you will see many of the top background screening firms in the country and the world. We
also have an online background screening directory – PreemploymentDirectory.com that features background
screening firms which we encourage you to use to source screening firms to meet your needs as well.

In addition to being able to find a screening company in these pages, we have also included some exception-
al articles and information on background screening that are must reads for you.

• Our Comprehensive Guide for Selecting a Background Screening Firm will help you key in on the way to
select the best firm to work with you.

• The ASIS International Preemployment Background Screening Guidelines will give you a clear under-
standing of an effective process for conducting background screenings.

• Several of the top surveys that have been conducted on background screening to ensure you are up to speed
about what other businesses are doing.

• An insightful article ‘Taking Screening to the Next Level’ that discusses Infinity Screening which is one of
the hottest trends in background screening.

• Information about national databases, international data protection laws and an innovative new approach
to conducting reference checks.

The Employment Screening Journal is packed with information to enhance your background screening knowl-
edge to help you make the best hiring decisions possible.

We hope you enjoy reading the first edition of the Employment Screening Journal and invite you to provide
us your honest input which will be useful in planning next years edition. I would love to hear from you regard-
ing your feedback. I can be reached at 949-770-5264 or online at wbnixon@aol.com.

Thanks and happy hiring!

Barry Nixon

The Employment Screening Journal
Special Edition Featuring

2008-09 Background Screening Industry Buyers Guide
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that do not actually have the experience,

education or credentials upon which you

based your hiring decision .

Some real cases

• Disgraced former Radio Shack CEO

David Edmondson isn't the only one

to lie about college degrees on his

resume; it seems that 14 percent of

Americans have twisted the truth

about educational attainment.

• Springfield, MA Police Department

conducted an investigation into a

report that a convicted sex offender

was driving a vehicle carrying public

school children for a private trans-

portation company.

• A former employee of a St. Louis char-

ter school, used about $100,000 of

the school’s money to buy a BMW,

fancy clothes, electronics, hotel stays

and airline flights. When he was

hired he was on probation for stealing

and writing bad checks.

• A Chief Financial Officer of a bank

stole $150,000 from the bank where

he worked to cover his personal

financial problems.

• In a case involving the healthcare

industry, a patient suffering from

cerebral palsy was murdered in his

home by a visiting nurse.

Some of the factors that continue to

drive the focus on background screening

The intent of this guide is to present the

most current information available and to

provide general guidelines that should be

considered in selecting a background

screening firm. It is my firm belief that busi-

nesses need to consider the selection of a

background screening firm as carefully as

selecting a CPA firm. A good background

screening firm can keep you out of trouble,

while one that doesn’t protect applicant or

employee data or provide accurate informa-

tion can get you into a lot of hot water.

Some Compelling Reasons
to Conducting

Background Checks
The rapid growth of the background screen-

ing industry is a testimony to the impor-

tance that organizations of all kind have put

on the need to check applicants’ back-

grounds as part of the employment hiring

process. Also, it is evidenced by statistics

that the process of conducting background

screening actually works. The 2005 ADP

Screening Index and 2005 InfoLink Screen-

ing Services Annual Screening Statistics

reported that approximately 1 out of ten

applicants have a criminal record and 40-

60% falsify or exaggerate information pre-

sented on their resume, employment appli-

cation or CV. The translation of this means

that if you hired ten people this year and did

not check their backgrounds, it is likely that

you have at least one person with a criminal

past and 4 to 6 employees on your payroll

he purpose of this guide is to

increase business’ awareness of the

essential elements that should be

considered when selecting an outsourced

background screening firm. It is our pre-

sumption that every business entity wants

to maximize their return on investment

from services procured and more important-

ly they want to provide a safe and secure

workplace for their employees.

To this end, it is our intent to identify

important considerations that will strengthen

the quality of selectionof a background

screening firm which ultimately will lead to

higher quality employee selection outcomes.

Our focus is on helping businesses to select

providers that operate within compliance

with all governing laws, have established

business practices that demonstrate excel-

lence in protecting consumer personal data

based on ‘best practices’ and that adhere to

the spirit of the accreditation standards

promulgated by the National Association of

Professional Background Screeners. (NAPBS)

It is also important to note that our firm,

the National Institute for the Prevention of

Workplace Violence, Inc. is not in the busi-

ness of providing background checks of any

kind so we are an unbiased and objective view

of the selection process. Our business focuses

on providing workplace violence prevention

solutions to public and private organizations.

And, of course, background screening is an

important element of any effective workplace

violence prevention initiative.

T



The average

out-of-court settlement

approaches $500,000

and the average

jury award is $3 million.

A few awards

have reached as high

as $5.49 million.
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making hiring decisions from one place and

one source versus the old process of having

to go to multiple sources and data feeds.

The process is getting simpler and more effi-

cient.

In addition, with biometric advances we

are getting to the point where we will be

able to identify individuals with a higher

degree of certainty by cross referencing mul-

tiple physical attributes like fingerprints

and iris scans which will help significantly

reduce troublesome situations caused by

false negatives or mistaken identity.

The next frontier that both employers

and background screening firms must face

is addressing privacy issues and data protec-

tion. After the ‘year of the data breach’

which 2005 has become known as, the

industry is facing new data protection and

privacy legislation and must exert much

more due diligence in addressing this very

important issue. Nuala O’Connor Kelly,

chief privacy leader at General Electric

articulates the issue best when she said, “A

breach of employee data could be as damag-

ing to a company’s reputation as a consumer

data breach, she says.

"Privacy is to the information age what

the environment was to the industrial age,"2

O’Connor Kelly says.

Accordingly, we believe that the trend

towards background screening will contin-

ue well into the future as security concerns

continue to be at the forefront as organiza-

tions continue to focus on avoiding costs

associated with making poor hiring deci-

sions.

Selecting a
Background Screening Firm

These are some of the key factors that firms

should consider in selecting a background

screening firm:

1 ) Does the vendor provide ‘Full Service’

Employers have responded by conduct-

ing background screenings at an unprece-

dented level.

The Society for Human Resource Man-

agement’s (SHRM) 2004 Survey on Reference

Checking indicated that over 80% of busi-

ness that responded to their survey were con-

ducting some form of background checks

and the PreemploymentDirectory.com’s 2005

Employer Background Screening Practices

Survey (see http://www.workplaceviolence911.-

com/docs/03_2006_results.pdf) produced a

similar result with 82% of respondents indi-

cating they conduct screenings.

Another factor that is encouraging the

increase in background screening is techno-

logical developments with the Internet and

software that is facilitating the integration of

background screening with enterprise

human resource information systems.

Through Information Dash Boards, employ-

ers are able to

access all the information that is relevant to

include the obvious focus on security result-

ing from the terrorist attack on the World

Trade Center in New York City to the dra-

matic rise in workplace criminal activities

such as identity theft, fraud, product and

information theft to other problems such as

workplace violence and exposure to negli-

gent hiring liability.

Employers are besieged by the advent of

these issues and their financial toll:

• Employees are responsible for approx-

imately 60% of losses due to fraud,

information and property thefts,

• A 2003 KPMG Forensic Practice

Survey of executives at public compa-

nies with revenues of more than $250

million reported that 36% of the com-

panies surveyed suffered fraud of $1

million or more.

• U.S. organizations lose an average of

6% of their revenues to all forms of

occupational fraud according to the

Association of Certified Fraud Ex-

aminers and the costs of fraud from

such things as employee espionage or

identity theft is estimated around $6

billion annually.

• The number of workplace violence

homicides have actually decreased

over the last several years, however,

horrific incidents continue to happen

and cause tremendous suffering and

financial burden on employers. Re-

searchers from the National Institute

for Occupational Safety & Health

(NIOSH) estimate that the average

cost of a workplace homicide is

$800,000.

• Negligent hiring lawsuits that result

in a jury trail have an average cost of

over 3 million dollars to employers

that lose and cases settled prior to

trial are running around a half mil-

lion dollars.
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30 states require

private investigator

licenses to conduct

background checks.

The capability to collect

direct information

from court houses

is essential to be able

to verify the accuracy of

records found.
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verifying information, etc.

10) Does the vendor have a written policy

and procedure in place to avoid contact-

ing a current employer if the applicant

has requested that theynnot do so?

1 1) Does the vendor certify that all staff, reg-

ular, parttime and temporary, have been

criminally screened at time of hire and

ongoing checks are made to ensure

employees continue to have acceptable

work backgrounds. This should be a con-

tractual agreement that is part of the

service delivey contract?

12) Does the vendor certify that all em-

ployees of the vendor and their sub-con-

tractors that are involved in processing or

who will have access to personal identifi-

able information sign a confidentially

and non-disclosure agreement that meets

your company requirements? This

should include language that addresses

new hires and employees leaving the

firm. Have your legal counsel review the

agreements.

13) Does the vendor have a written policy

and procedure that details how they

investigate and certify that all their sub-

contractors are bona fide businesses

involved in the legitimate processing of

personal identifiable information for a

permissible purpose as defined by

FCRA? Also, does the vendor’s policy

meet your needs?

3)Can the vendor meet your required turn-

around time for each type of background

check you will require?

4) Does the vendor use a variety of methods

for meeting your order and reporting

needs including Internetbased tool with

24 X 7 access from any computer device

at anytime from anywhere as well as fax,

email, interactive voice response, and

electronic file transfer?

5)Verify that in providing educational veri-

fication that the vendor also provides col-

lege and university accreditation status,

legitamcy of the institution as a degree

granting entity and for foreign institu-

tions equivalency information to US

institutions.

6)Verify that the vendor is certified in states

that require Background Screening firms

to be certified or require a Private

Investigator license.

7) Does the vendor have a clearly de-

monstrated process in place to fully

explain limitations of national or multi-

jurisdiction databases to clients and have

a written procedure in place for how

criminal hits received from such sources

will be reverified?

8) Require the vendor to certify their com-

pliance with all applicable federal, state

and local privacy, EEO/discrimination,

consumer reporting, data destruction and

other governing laws and has written pro-

cedures in place to ensure that all informa-

tion sent to client will comply with the law,

e.g., arrest records, sealed or expundged

records, etc.? In addition, does the vendor

provide all necessary FCRA forms, proce-

dures and training in how to appropriately

use, as needed?

9) Does the vendor have a written policy

and procedure that clearly articulates

their process that will be used when a

criminal hit is reported? At minimum

this should include who will report it,

how it will be reported, specific informa-

tion that will be included, process for re-

background screening services that will

meet your business and hiring needs? At

minimum, these services should include

the following:

• Verification of identity

• State, County and multi-jurisdict-

ions (national*) Criminal and civil

background check including cur-

rent warrants as well as felonies

and misdemeanors, when available

• Reference check and previous work

history

• Verification of education and profes-

sional license records

• Motor Vehicle records

• Sexual offender search
• Terrorist search
• Credit history
• Other searches as deemed

necessary

2) Does the vendor have the capability to

collect direct information from court

houses in jurisdictions appropriate to



Predetermined hiring

criteria can be

programmed into a

system so each report

on an applicant is graded

consistently and fairly.

One of the worst

things that can

happen is to have a current

employer contacted

for a reference or

background check against

the applicants request.
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reports that demonstrate that the training is

occuring as scheduled.

18) Can the vendor assist you in developing

an effective Background Screening

Policy, if needed, or if one already exists

will they review your policy and make

recommendations for improvements?

19) Does the vendor have a documented

compliance policy, on-going training

and audit processes in place that ensures

that all staff complies with all appropri-

ate federal, state, local and international

laws and regulations as required to

legally conduct background screenings?

20) Does the vendor have System Security

that provides high level of Data Pro-

tection. Ensure that the vendor has an

Information Security Policy that:

• details the purpose of the collection

of an applicant or employee’s person-

al identifiable information,

• the intended use, and how the in-

formation will be shared, stored

and destroyed

• creates an audit trail of who has ac-

cessed information? Have your In-

formation Technology staff verify

16) With the advent of artificial intelligence

and smart programming systems, prede-

termined hiring criteria can be pro-

grammed into a system so each report on

an applicant is graded consistently and

fairly. Using rules that apply to the various

searches conducted during a background

screening, a system can electronically e-

valuate all the information to yield indi-

vidual search decisions, as well as an over-

all recommendation. Does the vendor

have this ability to create ‘smart’ systems?

Please note that care needs to be taken

that these systems do not simply identify

“pass/hire or fail/no hire’ decisions which

could run afoul with EEOC guidelines

addressing hiring ex-convicts. For exam-

ple, a decision matrix that defines posi-

tions that involve handling of cash or

other valuables no one with a conviction

within the last seven years for a financial

related crime, e.g., embezzlement, etc.

would be recommended for hire might

very well be fine versus a blanket rule

that no one ever convicted of a felony

would be automatically disqualified.

17) Does the vendor have a documented

and visible training process in place

for all staff whom will be involved in

processing or will have access to per-

sonal identifiable information? This

training should be offerred at time of

hire and on an ongoing scheduled

basis to ensure competency levels are

maintained. Training should, at mini-

mum, cover:

• legal requirements for conducting

background screening,

• effective data protection and privacy

to ensure security of information,

• essential elements of a background

screening policy and how to effec-

tively implement an effective

background screening program.

(see http://www.hrtutor.com/en/feat-

uring_Background_Screening_-

Violence_Prevention_Suite.aspx)

Require the vendor to provide periodic

address that personal identifiable infor-

mation will only be provided to an

authorized respresentatives of your firm.

14) Require the vendor to fully disclose pre-

vious litigation involving data breaches

within the last five years and any that

occur while the contract is in place.

Make sure this language is built into your

contractual agreement.

15) Does the vendor have the capability to

interface and/or integrate their database

with the your HR and/or Employment

information system(s) to allow informa-

tion to seamlessly flow in and out of your

organization’s HR system. The desired

result is to have the ability to go to one

place to retrieve screening information

along with other employment related

information in one report that faciliates

hiring decision making.



Comprehensive Guide For Selecting a Background Screening Firm

Training should

be offered at the time

of hire and on an on going

scheduled basis

to ensure competency

levels are maintained.
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involved with the processing of personal

identifiable information or will have

access to this information and ensure

that these vendors and their employees

be held to same standards you have

established for your employees. Require

that new vendors that may behired dur-

ing the duration of the contract be held

to these standards and require the vendor

to either provide periodic reports verify-

ing this procedure is being followed or to

allow their processes to be audited.

In the above items we have presented many

of the essential factors that should be con-

sidered in selecting a background screening

firm to help you make informed hiring deci-

sions. Two future considerations that we

believe also warrant your attention include

two technology driven issues.

The first issue deals with “Infinity

Screening (continuous post hire employee

screening)’ which is emerging as a valuable

tool to notify firms of derogatory informa-

tion, status of licenses, etc. that occur after

the person becomes an employee.

This will become a powerful tool to pre-

vent negligent retention, once the myriad of

issues that must be addressed to introduce it

are overcome.

The second issue is the impending con-

vergence of two heretofore separate areas:

Physical Access Control and Background

Screening. This will usher in the age of

Identity Verification Management in which

verification and authentication are joined

together in one automated system. Any

future plans dealing with selecting a back-

ground screening firm should consider these

emerging issues. In summary, we have

attempted to present comprehensive infor-

mation to you regarding ‘factors to consider

in selecting a background screening firm,’

and hope that this information will provide

you valuable insight in selecting your future

employees. It should also be noted that the

specific application of these recommenda-

tions should be done under the auspices of a

industry standards as defined

by the NAPBS.

21) Does the vendor have a documented

quality assurance policy and on going

process in place to ensure the highest

report accuracy and maintains records

of quality audits for all their sources of

data and information?

22) Does the vendor have demonstrated fi-

nancial stability over the last three years?

Have your Controller or CPA review:

• Debt ratio and outstanding debt to

analyze whether they are within

acceptable industry standards and

do not indicate potential problems

in the near term,

• Existence of sufficient cash, credit

and liquid assets to fund continued

investments in technology to main-

tain a competitive position

23)Verify that a written policy exists that

states that applicant or client personal

data information is never resold . Make

sure this language is built into your con-

tractual agreement.

24) Require the vendor to disclose all sub-

contractors that will be used that are

that the vendor and any sub-con-

tractors that are involved with pro-

cessing personal identifiable infor-

mation:

a) have system security in place

that fully meets your data secu-

rity requirements and meets

background industry standards

as defined by NAPBS.

b) have procedures in place to

mask some or all of the social

security number from all re-

ports, as well as obscure the

year of birth.

c) have your Information Tech-

nology staff closely scrutinize

data security processes for com-

municating and securing data if

the firm utilizes independent

contractors or home operators

for court record verifications or

sends data offshore for process-

ing. In addition, if such prac-

tices are used by the vendor you

should have your Legal Counsel

define contractual language to

be included in the vendor’s

agreement with their contrac-

tors that addresses:

• the appropriate type and amount of

Errors & Omissions insurance cov-

erage that needs to be in force with

your firm named as co-beneficiary,

• the contractors and their employees

are held to the same requirements

and standards as the vendor’s

employees,

• specific procedures exist to ensure

your data is protected and

• all data protection laws are strictly

followed.

d) Have your Security staff verify

that the vendor and any sub-

contractors that process per-

sonal identifiable information

meet your physical security

requirements for securing their

systems and meets background



Data protection and

system security needs

to be in a high priority

evidenced by a

comprehensive

information security

policy and continuous

due dilligence.
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The Directory has over 1,000 firms listed

and is continuously growing. It is a compre-

hensive tool to support your workplace secu-

rity effort to provide a safe workplace for

employees.

Website: www.PreemploymentDirectory.com
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1. Ward v. Visiting Nurse Association and

Trusted Health Resources, Inc. No.
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Philadelphia Inquirer, February 15, 2001

Additional Reference Materials to
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Reference Checking Handbook, Amacom,

New York, 2002.

2. Barada, Paul W., Reference Checking for

Everyone, McGraw-Hill, New York, 2003.

3. Nadell, Barry, Sleuthing 101:Background

Checks and the Law, InfoLink Screening

Services, Chatworth, CA., 2004.

4. Rosen, Lester, The Safe Hiring Manual,

Facts on Demand Press, Tempe, AZ 2004.

5. Criminal Background Checks for

Employment Purposes; www.NAPBS.com

6. ‘LPA Background Check Protocol:

Achieving the Appropriate Balance

Between Workplace Security and Privacy,

Workplace Security Advisory Board, Labor

Policy Association (LPA), 2003.

7. NAPBS Employment & Education V

erification Provider Guidelines;

www.NAPBS.com

8. ‘Preemployment Background Screening

(Draft Guidelines), ASIS International,

Background Screening

- Taskforce, www.ASISonline.com.

To download a free copy of the

Comprehensive Guide for Selecting a

Background Screeing Firm go to

www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

know whom they arehiring and who is on

their payroll. The Background Screening

Directory is the largest and most compre-

hensive web based directory of background

screening firms designed for employers to

quickly and easily find a company to meet

their screening needs.

The Directory consists of several sections

to guide employers quickly to the company

that will serve them best:

1. U. S. Domestic Section

(firms are listed by their location,

State by State)

2. International Section

(firms that conduct

background screening internationally)

3. Vendor Showcase

(firms that provide services to the back-

ground screening industry presented by

sub-categories like court searchers,

software providers, etc.

4. Alphabetical listing

knowledgeable labor attorney and/or expert

consultant with specialized knowledge of

background screening. There is no intent to

provide legal advice in any form which can

only be provided by a licensed attorney.

About Us
The National Institute for the Prevention of

Workplace Violence, Inc. – A professional

consulting firm that provides training, con-

sulting, research, publications and services to

assist public and private organizations to cre-

ate violence free workplaces, establish pro-

grams that prevent workplace violence and

how to address incidents should one occur.

Our services include the award winning web

site www.Workplaceviolence911.com that is

widely recognized as the most comprehensive

source of information on workplace violence

on the Internet and www.Preemployment-

Directory.com our online Background Screen-

ing Directory is the largest listing of back-

ground screening companies on the internet

for employers to find employment screening

firms. We also offer numerous booklets on

workplace violence related issues and the

Ultimate Workplace Violence Prevention Pol-

icy Maker Software which allows a firm to

create a comprehensive workplace violence

prevention policy in about an hour.

Website: www.Workplaceviolence911.com

Booklets:

• Zero Tolerance is Not Enough: How to

Make Violence Prevention Really Works

• The Complete Hiring Guide to Screen for

Violent Prone Individuals

• Common Factors to Violent Prone Org-

anizations

• The Financial Impact of Workplace Vio-

lence Software: The Ultimate Workplace

Violence Prevention Policy Maker software

The
Background Screeing

Directory
PreemploymentDirectory.com helps em-

ployers meetthe critical need they have to
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

ABSO
For more information,
visit abso.com, or call
(800) 943-2589.

ACC I O D A T A
PO Box 787
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 USA
PH: (888) 450-2060
F: (512) 366-7256
http://www.acciodata.com
sales@acciodata.com

ACC U - S C R E E N , I N C .
5303 S. Macdill Ave.
Tampa, FL 33611 USA
PH: (800) 689-2228
F: (813) 837-1920
www.AccuScreen.com
info@AccuScreen.com

ACRAN E T, I N C .
521 West Maxwell,
Spokane, WA 99201-2417 USA
PH: (866) 440-8518
F: (800) 845-7435
www.ACRAnet.com
backgroundscreen-
ing@ACRAnet.com

Abso’s Talent Edition™ provides enterprise and SMB clients a
hosted solution to help you acquire the best employees more effi-
ciently. Our amazingly affordable, easy-to-use software stream-
lines your processes through a fully integrated talent acquisition,
screening, and onboarding solution. Discover how Abso’s inno-
vative applications and unmatched client support reduces your
time-to-hire.

Workforce Success—One Employee at a Time

Accio Data provides scalable, powerful, and fast software to
employment screening firms. Our clients want to improve per-
formance, functionality, and market penetration while reducing
total cost ofownership. Our software is ready for new firms to use
out of the box, and seasoned operations will appreciate our full-
featured XML based customization interface. Screening firms
and researchers alike will appreciate our researcher interface
allowing screening firms to automatically and instantly dispatch
orders to their suppliers and researchers to process results more
quickly than with traditional systems.

Accu-Screen provides companies with the highest standards of
personalized, cost-effective pre-employment screening. Our pro-
fessionals are qualified specialists in the criminal research and
reference checking fields; dedicated to expedient, accurate
reporting. Accu-Screen’s services include Criminal Records,
Driving Records, Drug Testing, Verification of Social Security
Numbers, Prior Employment, Education, Worker’s Compen-
sation, Professional Licenses, Credit Reports and more.Accu-
Screen offers 24 – 72 hour turnaround time, accurate, easy to
read reports, performance guarantee and Safe & Secure 24/7
Online access.

ACRAnet has nationwide coverage with 16 branches in 10 states
and has a history of B2B information reporting going back to
1903. Family owned and operated, ACRAnet offers complete
employment background screening for all commercial and gov-
ernment clients. Services include state, federal and county crim-
inal searches, reference verification, drug testing and other spe-
cialty products such as international searches. Custom solutions
are available.

SM
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ACX I OM
6111 Oak Tree Blvd.
Independence, Ohio 44131 USA
PH: (800) 853-3228
F: (216) 615-7694
www.acxiom.com/back-ground-
screening.com
aiss@acxiom.com

ADMED
CONSU LT I N G I N C .
3821 Signal St.
Bismarck, ND 58504 USA
PH: (701) 258-7127
F: (530-267-7127
kenwill@btinet.net

A I R P R E - EMP L O YMEN T
S CR E E N I N G
S E RV I C E S , I N C .
11403 Cronridge Drive, Suite 232
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 USA
PH: (800)469-4473
F: (800)675-4473
www.air-prehire.com
sales@air-prehire.com

APP L I C A N T I N S I G H T
5396 School Road
New Port Richey, FL 34652 USA
PH: (800) 771-7703
F: (800) 890-6454

APO L L O S E RV I C E S I N C .
921 Transport Way, Suite 24
Petaluma, CA 94954 USA
PH: (707) 778-7088
F: (707) 778-7099
www.apolloservices.org

Acxiom provides multi-layer, 100% in-person/real time FCRA-
compliant reports including but not limited to criminal record
checks, credit reports, driving records, drug testing and finger-
printing. These services, in combination with others such as em-
ployment, I-9, education and professional license verifications, aid
businesses in reducing turnover and shrinkage, decreasing training
costs and increasing productivity while protecting the integrity of
the companies utilizing them.

AdMed Consulting Inc. has over thirty five years of experience
with refined skills in the acquisition and sale of businesses, build-
ing of business units, acquisition strategy and execution, “roll up”
strategies, coordination of post M&A transition activities, partner-
ships, joint ventures, structuring, financing, financial and strate-
gic management planning, incorporations, liquidations, leveraged
buyouts, initial public offering, coordination of post M&A transi-
tion activities such as refinancing bridge debt; all exclusively with-
in the Background Screening/Drug Testing /Urgent Care industry.

Air Pre-employment Screening has been providing the most exten-
sive, accurate, timely pre-employment screening reports since
1995. Our experienced team of professionals is dedicated to pro-
viding our clients with the highest level of customer service along
with verifiable, accurate reporting. Offering Criminal record
searches – national and international, employment and education
verifications, driving records, credit reports, social security num-
ber and identity verifications, patriot act compliance, drug testing
and more. Web access 24/7.

Applicant Insight is an 18-year industry leader and widely recog-
nized provider of background screening and substance abuse test-
ing both domestically and internationally. Ai’s proprietary, web-
based technology and patented paperless workflow automation,
ensures the administration, implementation and expert manage-
ment of even the most complex screening programs. With pro-
grams developed specifically for key industries, including insur-
ance, financial, transportation, staffing, education and healthcare,
Ai is able to extend a superior single source solution to facilitate
confident staffing decisions.

We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional service, fast turn-
around time, accuracy and low pricing which are the pivotal fac-
tors that differentiate pre employment screening companies. As
licensed Private Investigators we take an investigative approach to
background screening to ensure that you have the most knowl-
edgeable support and effective methods. Being great in terms of
price and quality only gets you into the game. Great Service wins
the game. Apollo is committed to excellence in pre employment
screening Nationwide.

R
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THE BACKGROUND BUZZ
To Sign Up – Go to
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com
and click on Background Buzz on
the gray bar or email the editor,
W. Barry Nixon, SPHR, at
wbnixon@aol.com or call him at
1-949-770-5264

T H E B A CK GROUND
I N V E S T I G A T O R
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866) 909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

B E R G
C ONSU LT I N G G R OUP
PH: (561) 712-1277 ext 1#
C: (561) 827-2694
F: (561) 712-1255
www.bergconsultinggroup.com

BRB
PUB L I C A T I O N S , I N C .
PO Box 27869
Tempe, AZ 85285 USA
PH: (800) 929-3811
F: (800) 929-4981
www.brbpub.com
brb@brbpub.com

CHO I C E P O I N T
1100 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA 30005 USA
PH: (866) 432-7241
screening.choicepoint.com

The Background Buzz is the leading webzine for the professional
employment screening industry. Every edition includes insightful
information as well as two feature columns: The Background Bistro
that spotlights a service provider to the screening industry and
Global Connections which highlights a screening firm in another
country. The Background Buzz is published monthly and is compli-
mentary to professional background screening firms as well as firms
serving the industry. We are the information source for the back-
ground screening industry.

Read monthly by thousands; saved for years and used extensively
for research, The Background Investigator is the foremost newspa-
per in the pre-employment screening industry.

Since 2000, we have been America’s #1 consultancy specifically
focused on background screening. We have over 17 years experi-
ence in the industry with tremendous success. Bruce Berg built his
company (CIC/HireCheck/First Ad van tage)
becoming the absolute best company in the industry. Ask anyone.

• We really know this industry. It’s all we do.
• Dramatically improve your background checking:

- Search depth and breadth.
- Slash turnaround time.
- Cut your expenditures up to 50%.

BRB Publications, Inc is the nation’s leading publisher of source-
books and online search tools used for locating public record
sources. BRB’s books and electronic products point the way to over
26,000 government agencies and institutions which house public
records. With BRB resources, you’ll find what you can’t get from
Google and other online sources including access procedures,
restrictions fees, turn around times, web addresses and more. The
resource tools are up-to-date, comprehensive and affordable.

ChoicePoint helps organizations attract, screen and hire the most
qualified talent in an increasingly competitive marketplace.
Focused on the long-term success of your organization, Choice-
Point is continually developing flexible, integrated technologies
that help organizations reduce risk, boost productivity, improve
compliance and further streamline the hiring process. As a trusted,
reliable industry leader serving organizations of all sizes,
ChoicePoint offers highly-specialized screening solutions such as
compliance management, employment eligibility verifications, glo-
bal screening services, and more.
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CON F I - D A T A L L C
PO Box 5126
Bartlett, TN 38018 USA
PH: (901) 382-6400

(800) 382-6400
F: (901) 384-6460
www.Confi-data.com
info@Confi-data.com

CORPORATE RESEARCH
AND INVESTIGATIONS
(PVT.) L IMITED
Ste No. 7&9, 1st Flr, Exec. Center,
I-8Markaz, Islamabad-44000
Pakistan
PH: +92 51 111 888 400

+92 51 800 00-CRI (274)
F: +92 51 4861275
screenings@cri.com.pk
www.cri.com.pk

CORP ORA T E
S C R E E N I N G
16530 Commerce Ct.
Cleveland, Ohio USA
PH: (800) 229-8606
F: (440) 243-4204
www.CorporateScreening.com
Sales@CorporateScreening.com

CR IMCH E CK . C OM
1 Berea Commons #209
Berea, OH 44017 USA
PH: (877) 992-4325
F: (877) 992-4727
www.crimcheck.com
sales@crimcheck.com

DA T A A C C E S S I N C .
999 McBride Avenue. Suite
C205
West Paterson, NJ 07424 USA
PH: (800) 247-2365
F: (973) 256-2072
www.datascreening.com
sales@datascreening.com

Confi-Data is in the business of providing quality employment
screening services. We provide fast, accurate, compliant, inexpen-
sive and verified data to your desktop. By tailoring our services to
your specific requirements, your Human Resources' Department
will be more productive and efficient on all fronts.

“CRI” is a global leading provider of Pre-employment Background
Investigations and Screening Services, Investigative Due Diligence,
Headquartered in Islamabad, Pakistan with key offices in all strate-
gic locations across Pakistan and local presence in Middle East hav-
ing offices at UAE. Our approach is to always bring our customers
the latest tools and ideas in sensing and control to help them oper-
ate more efficiently and smarter. CRI has operationally experienced
well-groomed investigative researchers with diverse backgrounds.

One size does not fit all which is why Corporate Screening special-
izes in developing employment screening solutions that meet the
unique needs of our clients. Partnering with Corporate Screening
should be a major part of your HR strategy. We work with top
employers to provide comprehensive backgrounds that span pre-
employment screening to international business research while
consultants assist human resource departments assess and design
employee hiring programs that tightly conform to state and feder-
al guidelines.

Crimcheck.com, provides fast, affordable, comprehensive background
checks. We combine expert analysis with the power of the internet to
offer unsurpassed service in the background screening industry. We
help companies protect their most important asset – the employees
that make them a success. Our investigative consultants are highly
qualified and have diverse backgrounds including criminal justice
graduates, former law enforcement, and other related disciplines.
Crimcheck.com delivers the level of professionalism you expect
when conducting applicant/employee background checks.

Data Access is an employment screening firm that offers HR profes-
sionals and business owners the ability to order a variety of back-
ground checks for pre-employment screening. Our state-of-the-art
technology provides customers with an Internet platform to order,
retrieve and track their background searches. Our searches include:
criminal records, driving records, credit reports, OIG/GSA, home-
land security, drug screening and social security searches. Many
searches provide instant results, others are investigated in a timely
manner. We are proud to provide our customers with the most up-
to-date, comprehensive information for background checks.
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D E V E R U S , I N C .
1708 W Sixth Street
Austin, TX 78703 USA
PH: (512) 485-3110

(888) 690-9297
F: (512) 485-3111
www.deverus.com
sales@deverus.com

DRUG F R E E
C OMP L I A N C E , I N C .
P.O. BOX 933
Lake Worth, FL 33460 USA
PH: (800) 785-6789
F: (561) 423-7795
www.drugfreecompliance.com
info@drugfreecompliance.com

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

EMP L O Y E E S C R E E N I Q
4853 Galaxy Parkway, Bldg. K
Cleveland, Ohio 44128 USA
PH: (800) 235-3954
F: (888) 390-4631
www.employeescreen.com
university.employeescreen.com
info@employeescreen.com

E R C DA T A P L U S , I N C .
50 Washington St., Suite 510
Norwalk, CT 06854 USA
PH: 800-341-6636
F: 203-750-5900
www.ercdataplus.com/resources
carla.knoll@ercdataplus.com

Founded in 1998, deverus is the leading provider of software, inte-
gration technology, and strategic services for the background check
industry. From system-to-system integration, customized and off-
the- shelf enterprise level applications to sophisticated tools that
manage the information supply chain, deverus enables background
check companies to dramatically lower operating expenses and
increase revenues by connecting to customers, employees, and
information sources online, anytime, from anywhere.

Drug Free Compliance, Inc. offers drug and/or alcohol screening
for companies with one location or several locations throughout
the country. Drug Free Workplace Policy provided will comply with
the laws of each state and the Federal Government. Random selec-
tions and supplies are at no additional cost. We are expects in help-
ing companies implement their drug free workplace for the first
time. We provide a hands-on, personal approach.

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

employeescreenIQ is a global background screening company dedi-
cated to superior client service. Our smarter, comprehensive
research techniques produce thorough, accurate screening reports
that meet the unique needs of our clients and the standards of fed-
eral and international employment guidelines. employeescreenIQ
clients can be confident they are making intelligent hiring decisions.
Check out employeescreen University at http://university.-
employeescreen.com; a first of its kind interactive learning re-
source for looking to boost their background screening “IQ”.

ERC Dataplus assists employers in screening, hiring and retaining
the workforce you want - efficiently!SM Selectech® Workforce
Management: a modularly designed, OFCCP-compliant requisi-
tion, pre-qualification, resume collection, validated assessment,
scheduling, on-boarding hiring system, and I-9 management.
Integrated with premier background screening technology pro-
viders at no additional cost (Visit www.ercdataplus.com/resources
for current list.) Both exempt and non-exempt hiring on a single
platform. Selectech® Interviewer Training: an online, interactive
program providing learning for interviewers to prepare and con-
duct better interviews.
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EMP L O YMEN T
SCREENING RESOURCES
7110 Redwood Blvd., Ste C
Novato, CA. 94945 USA
PH: (888) 999-4474
www.esrcheck.com

H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

T H E H UMAN E Q UA T I O N
900 South Pine Island Rd, Ste 300
Plantation, FL 33324 USA
PH: 800-521-9667
F: 954-382-2810
www.thehumanequation.com
sales@thehumanequation.com

HR V E N DOR
PHON E B O OK
OUTCALT & ASSOCIATES, INC.
3531 NW 19th Place
Gainesville, FL 32605 USA
PH: (770) 222-7799
F: (770) 222-3131
www.HRVendors.com
publisher@HRVendors.com

I - C OV E R
99 Boulevard Haussmann
75008 Paris, France
PH: #33 1 77 35 00 07
contact@i-covereurope.com
www.i-covereurope.com

ESR makes it easy to protect your firm through pre-employment
screening background checks. Tired of entering Applicant Data for
your background screening provider? The ESR Applicant
Generated Report (AGR) system utilizes proprietary technology to
achieve a complete paperless Background Screening System,
including an E-sign electronic signature for a truly paperless and
automated system. ESR combines human resources, public records
and legal expertise in providing your company with fast, accurate
and cost-effective employment pre-screening.

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ provides
on-demand employment background and drug screening solutions
that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinctive features
that help HR and security professionals more effectively manage
screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s fastest turn-
around times, innovative time-saving solutions, turnkey integrations
with top talent management applications (like Taleo™, Vurv™,
PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™ and PeopleAdmin™)
and reach to more than 200 countries and territories.

The Human Equation, a solid leader in online training and risk man-
agement technology solutions, develops solutions for a broad range
of enterprise risks, from compliance and HR to occupational injury
and performance management. The technologies we’ve developed
define and communicate enterprise priorities and reinforce compe-
tencies and preferred behaviors identified by the enterprise as the
most beneficial for the achievement of its collective goals. The tools
provide online training, content and communications management,
and rules-based performance and process management.

Outcalt & Associates, Inc., publisher of guides and directories for
34 years, releases an updated edition of the “HR Vendor
Phonebook” semi-annually. HR Professionals can order a free copy
by visiting www.HRVendors.com and selecting the One Minute
Order Form. Vendors may also order by selecting Vendors Enter
Here. Complimentary subscriptions are also available to Opt-In
USA HR Professionals.

I-Cover offers a comprehensive range of products and services to
assist an employer or organization to guide an applicant through
the hiring process. We are a well established operation, staffed by
industry professionals, with experienced in country interviewers
providing real-time translations. I-Cover is present throughout
Europe (East & West), the Middle-East and sub- Saharan Africa
where we have unrivalled knowledge on local compliance and best
practice issues. The immediate and efficient service provided by I
Cover, in association with a competitive pricing structure, answer
your needs for background screening services.

For more info: www.i-covereurope.com

HR Vendor
Phonebook
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I N F OMAR T
1582 Terrell Mill Road
Marietta, GA 30067 USA
PH: (770) 984-2727
F: (770) 984-8997
www.infomart-usa.com
info@infomart-usa.com

I N N OVA T I V E
E N T E R P R I S E S , I N C .
11846 Rock Landing Drive, Ste A
Newport News, VA 23606 USA
PH: (888) 777-9435
F: (757) 877-4242
www.knowthefacts.com
solutions@knowthefacts.com

L E X I S N E X I S ®
S C R E E N I N G
S O L U T I O N S
6601 Park of Commerce Blvd.
Boca Raton, Florida 33487 USA
PH: (800) 590-8535
F: (800) 631-8776
http://lexisnexis.com/screening
screening@lexisnexis.com

L I B E R T Y
A L L I A N C E , I N C .
22707 E LaPalma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
PH: (800) 630-2880
F: (800) 630-2880
www.Liberty-Alliance.com
Rdyer@Liberty-Alliance.com

NA T I O N A L A PP L I C A N T
S CR E E N I N G
1255 Lakes Pkwy, Suite 380
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 USA
PH: (770) 339-2880
F: (770) 339-2708
www.nascreening.com
tommyh@nascreening.com

InfoMart, a Woman-Owned Business, has grown to become one of
the largest background check companies in the industry by provid-
ing quick, accurate, cost effective information. We provide crimi-
nal histories, credit, driving records, employment and education
verifications, drug screening and assessments for companies
nationwide. InfoMart is known for its technology and ability to
provide clients with customized screening programs. Background
screening doesn’t have to be hard or expensive – "Get the Whole
Story" on your applicants today!

Since 1996, we’ve provided Innovative solutions to our customers’
most perplexing business problems. We offer state-of-the-art tech-
nology including multiple integration options and fully-customiz-
able information products. Our expert staff employs deep, state-
specific knowledge of court records right down to the jurisdiction-
al level, enabling us to serve as your resource and knowledgebank
as well as your information provider. We offer a unique combina-
tion of superior products, cutting-edge technology and world class
experts that is second to none.

LexisNexis® Screening Solutions quickly authenticates the identi-
ties and verifies the backgrounds of both individuals and business-
es. With 30 years of experience providing critical business data,
LexisNexis provides powerful intelligence and analytics organiza-
tions need for managing their risks in hiring decisions.
LexisNexis® provides solutions to all sizes of organizations and
can tailor reports, billing, and orders based on the unique needs of
each business. Data can be delivered directly via XML-based inte-
gration or by batching technology.

Liberty Alliance is a Global provider of employment background
screening solutions. Liberty Alliance delivers effective, customer-
focused solutions which reduce time to hire and provide greater
efficiency and faster results based on customer needs, pre-integrat-
ed employment screening services through HR-XML interfaces.
We are driven by our daily goals of customer service, customer sat-
isfaction, personal phone interaction and the fastest turnaround
time available with accuracy and clarity for the client.

National Applicant Screening provides nationwide and interna-
tional employment background screening services. The goal of
National Applicant Screening is to provide a safe and secure envi-
ronment for you and your employees. National Applicant
Screening is committed to providing state of the art technology,
quality and accurate background reports, and rock star customer
service. Our background reports will help you make the most
knowledgeable and informed hiring decisions for you business.
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NATIONAL BACKGROUND
DATA, LLC
P.O. Box 772277
Ocala, FL 34477-2277 USA
PH: 866.234.4455
F: 352.861-7657
www.NationalBackgroundData.com
wjb@NationalBackgroundData.com

NA T I O N A L
D I A G N OS T I C S , I N C .
6407 Idlewild Road, Suite 201
Charlotte, NC 28212 USA
PH: (800) 272-3350
F: (704) 364-7190
www.natldiag.com
sales@natldiag.com

NAV I C U S , I N C .
951 Broken Sound Parkway, Suite
190, Boca Raton, FL 33487 USA
PH: (561) 826-8000
F: (561) 826-8001
www.navicus.com
info@navicus.com

ON L I N E R E C R U I TM EN T
MAGA Z I N E
PH: (630) 985-3006
tim@onrec.com

OP E N ON L I N E
1650 Lake Shore Drive, Ste. 350
Columbus, OH 43204 USA
PH: (614) 481-6999

(800) 935-6736
F: (614) 481-6980
www.openonline.com
info@openonline.com

National Background Data, LLC (NBD) is the leading provider of
criminal history database information to the background screening
industry. With the nation’s largest privately held criminal records
database, NBD provides efficient and economical access to multi-
jurisdictional data only available through its network of Solution
Providers. NBD helps companies reduce operating costs and opti-
mize profits by providing efficient, quality service unmatched in
the industry. Learn more at www.NationalBackgroundData.com.

National Diagnostics, Incorporated (NDI) understands the screen-
ing needs of today’s employers. Employment Screening is our spe-
cialty and we strive to deliver cost-effective and efficient solutions
to organizations of all sizes. NDI services include: Substance
Abuse Testing, Employment Background Screening, Physical
Examination and Medical Surveillance Programs. Our single-
source management solution combines all screening activities
together in one location, providing employers with integrated
reports and real time updates so they can make fast, well-informed
hiring decisions.

Navicus provides background checks, drug testing, and talent man-
agement software to employers who want fast, cost-effective, and
compliant solutions. Employers no longer have to contract with
separate service providers, manage multiple sources of data, and
summarize the different pieces of the recruitment, hiring, and
retention process. By combining multiple service offerings, technol-
ogy, and industry expertise Navicus helps companies develop best-
practice hiring solutions, streamline the overall workflow, and man-
age the employee life cycle.

Since 2000, Onrec.com/Online Recruitment Magazine has grown to
become one of the largest Recruiter Information Portals on the
Web. As the new "War for Talent" gains momentum, recruitment is
becoming a huge issue. The search for talent is borderless and glob-
al in nature. There are best practices out there to learn and profit
from, and online recruiting is changing very quickly. Whether
you're a corporate recruiter, staffing director, or work for a staf-
fing/recruiting firm, www.onrec.com can provide you with free
newsletters and a free monthlymagazine, filled with the latest infor-
mation and tools, to help you and your staff recruit the best!

Established in 1992, OPENonline has been a pioneer in providing
innovative background screening services to their customers. The
company offers a broad range of pre- employment, drug screening,
and investigative services, providing customer-focused solutions to
clients in a full range of industries. For more information, visit
www.openonline.com.

ENOP
online
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OWENS ON L I N E , I N C .
6501 N. Himes Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33614 USA
PH: (813) 877-2008 ext. 5022
F: (813) 579-4222
mowens@owens.com
www.owens.com

P E R MAR
S E C UR I T Y S E RV I C E S
5424 Tremont Ave
Davenport, IA 52807 USA
PH: (800) 251-0307
F: (800) 269-4618
www.permarsecurity.com
dconroy@permarsecurity.com

PR E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

RAP I D C O UR T. C OM
9710 Northcross Center Court,
Suite 105
Huntersville, NC 28078-7301 USA
PH: (704) 997-0101
F: (704) 997-0102
www.rapidcourt.com
badams@rapidcourt.com

SAPAA
1014 Whispering Oak Drive
Bardstown, KY 40004 USA
PH: (800) 672-7229
F: (281) 664-3152
www.sapaa.com
exdir2@sapaa.com

Established in 1992, Owens OnLine provides credit reports and
background checks on companies and individuals in over 250
countries. Services are offered on a pay-as-you-go basis with no
minimums or contracts. Find any product in 2 mouse clicks with
detailed product descriptions, search notes, pricing, delivery times
and consent requirements, all of which are offered in a systematic
format for easy reference. See: www.owens.com or call 1-800-745-
4656 or 813-877-2008 for more information.

Since 1953, Per Mar Security Services Background & Investigations
team assists customers with covert camera systems to background
research. We have the ability to provide you every tool you need to
assure you and your company are protected.

Our state-of-the-art website allows you to contact us when it is
convenient for you at WWW.PERMARSECURITY.COM or call us
at 1.800.251.0307.

• Security Officer & Special Event Services
• Commercial & Residential Security Systems

PreemploymentDirectory.com helps businesses meet the critical
need to know whom they are hiring and who is on their payroll.
Our web-based backgorund screening directory provides business-
es with a quick and easy way to find a screening firm to meet their
employment screening needs. Businesses can search the Directory
alphabetically, geographically by State in the US or Internationally
by country. The Directory is becoming one of the leading sources
for businesses to search for background screening firms.

RapidCourt.com provides access to various public records from
our constantly expanding network of data sources. Our products
include the most comprehensive coverage of criminal and sex
offender records available in the industry. RapidCourt.com offers
customizable search tools and multiple access methods designed to
increase the speed and accuracy of your in-house research. Our
instant search products include: State and County Criminal,
Comprehensive Criminal, National Sex Offender, Security Watch
List, Address History Trace, and SSN Validation.

The Substance Abuse Program Administrators Association (SAPAA)
is a non-profit trade association whose members represent all of
the alcohol and drug testing service agents including third party
administrators (TPAs), in-house administrators, medical review
officers (MROs), Substance Abuse Professionals (SAPs), manufac-
turers of testing devices, and collection sites/collectors. Our mem-
bership includes representation from all 50 states and Canada in
all the above professions.
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S T E R L I N G T E S T I N G
S Y S T EMS , I N C .
249 West 17th Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10011 USA
PH: (212) 736-5100
www.sterlingtesting.com

SK I L L S U RV E Y , I N C .
1055 Westlakes Drive, Ste. 300
Berwyn, PA 19312 USA
PH: (610) 727-4161
F: (347) 438-3000
www.skillsurvey.com
info@skillsurvey.com

S T R A I G H T L I N E
I N T E R NA T I O N A L
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866)-909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

SUP E R S O F T
C ONS U LT A N T S
PR I VA T E L IM I T E D
P O Box 26730
Mumbai, 400 052, INDI
PH: +91 22 6725 4000
F: +91 22 6725 4010
info@supersoftindia.com
www.supersoftindia.com

T A ZWORKS
1192 East Draper Parkway #401
Draper, UT 84020 USA
PH: (801) 572-7401
sales@TazWorks.com
www.TazWorks.com

Sterling is the leading provider of pre-employment screening,
Occupational Health Services including drug testing, I-9 processing
and integrations with ATS and HRIS applications. Sterling’s propri-
etary technologies – Sterling DirectSM and Court DirectSM – seam-
lessly link HR professionals to a host of pre-employment screening
information while providing most accurate intelligence, at the high-
est speed, at the most effective cost, utilizing the latest technology to
make our screening process a model of service and value.

SkillSurvey is the pioneer and leading provider of on-demand refer-
ence checking solutions that increase quality of hire and improve
recruiting efficiency. Using SkillSurvey Pre-Hire 360™, organizations
improve the quality and quantity of information they collect regard-
ing a candidate’s past work performance, enabling them to qualify the
pool of applicants in a shorter amount of time. This breakthrough,
patent-pending approach to reference assessments was recognized by
Human Resource Executive® as a Top HR Product of 2007. Infor-
mation is available at www.skillsurvey.com.

Finding criminal records in foreign countries has never been more
important or easier! Straightline International can help you.
Straightline International offers comprehensive background histo-
ry checks and criminal record searches from around the world.
Whether it is Asia, Africa, Europe, Oceania, South America, or
North America, criminal record checks are just a click away. From
international to nationwide criminal background check and
retrieval services count on us.

supersoft is a Risk Management firm based in Mumbai, India pro-
viding Employment, Education & Criminal Background checks,
India-specific Court Records Search, Global Compliance &
Database Checks including 215+ official sanctions & embargo
lists, KYC/AML screening for Specially Designated Nationals
(SDNs), Politically Exposed People (PEPs), Global Bank
Defaulters, Enhanced Due Diligence & Risk Management
Consulting services to clients globally. supersoft is ranked as a
top-performing vendor across clients in terms of compliance & has
one of the fastest turnaround times.

TazWorks is a web based professional background screening com-
pany who recently released InstaScreen Premiere 2.0, which is
allowing background screening companies, consumer reporting
agencies, and investigative industries to exceed their client’s expec-
tations with the most simple and powerful software on the market.
The founders of TazWorks are experts in the background screening
and internet development industries with decades of experience
bridging the gap between cutting edge technology and ease of use.
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T R A K - 1 T E C HNO L O G Y
2705 E. 21st Street
Tulsa, OK 74114 USA
PH: (800) 600-8999
F: (877) 779-7004
www.trak-1.com
customercare@trak-1.com

USA BACKGROUND
S E A R CH
2010 Philadelphia Street, Suite 7
Ames, IA 50010 USA
PH: (888) 650-5777
F: (515) 232-1078
www.usabackgroundsearch.com
info@usabackgroundsearch.com

US I S S A L E S
7799 Leesburg Pike
Suite 1100 North
Falls Church, VA 22043 USA
PH: (866) 205-6129
sales@usis.com

V E R I F I C A T I O N S , I N C .
6900 Wedgwood Road North,
Suite 120
Minneapolis, MN 55311 USA
PH: (866) 455-0779
F: (800) 248-0943
www.verificationsinc.com
Sales@verificationsinc.com

V E R I F Y S C R E E N I N G
Kuala Lumpur Office
Menara Dion #12-02, 27 Jalan
Sultan Ismail
Kuala Lumpur 50250, Malaysia
PH: (603) 80225001
info@verifyscreening.com
www.verifyscreening.com

Trak-1 Technology is a national web-based full service background
screening solution provider. With 20+ sales and production offices
located across the country. Trak-1 has been actively involved in the
background screening industry for over a decade; and is an active
member of the National Association of Professional Background
Screeners. Trak-1 is proud to be a certified reseller for all three
major credit bureaus and to have achieved Cybertrust certification
for safety and security.

USA Background Search believes that integrity is fundamental to
running a successful business. That is why we offer the highest
quality FCRA compliant pre-employment screening, drug testing
and assessment testing that will enable you to eliminate uncertain-
ties in the hiring process. Choosing the right candidate doesn't
have to be a long, laborious task for you. We can help you screen
out the candidates that don't meet your company standards for
excellence. Members of the NAPBS.

USIS, the largest provider of security investigations for the federal
government, is also a recognized global supplier of security solutions
for mission critical needs. USIS uses its security convergence model,
combining various elements of traditional security solutions, to cre-
ate end-to-end approach that closes the security vulnerability win-
dow. Working under more than 70 contracts directly with federal
agencies and as a member of a team of security providers, USIS’ high-
ly trained professionals provide customer-focused solutions.

Verifications, Inc. (VI) is a leading provider of global employment
screening and applicant management services. Since 1987, over
5,000 companies have chosen VI because we consistently provide
the highest quality services and the most accurate information,
helping our clients make timely and informed hiring decisions. We
are certified to the ISO 9001:2000 standard and utilize state-of-the-
art technology to provide services including background investiga-
tions, substance abuse testing, and a full suite of applicant manage-
ment services.

Asia’s Leading Employment Screening Provider

Verify provides employment screening and vendor screening serv-
ices to some of the world’s biggest companies. With a presence in
Singapore, Malaysia, India, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea,
Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Indonesia, Verify is the Asian
screening partner of choice.

Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

OMN I D A T A R E T R I E VA L 20890 Kenbridge Court, Lakeville, MN 55044 USA,
PH: (952) 985-7220, F: (952) 985-7221, service@omnidataretrieval.com, www.omnidataretrieval.com
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

ABSO
For more information,
visit abso.com, or call
800.943.2589.

ACCU - S C R E E N , I N C .
5303 S. Macdill Ave.
Tampa, FL 33611 USA
PH: (800) 689-2228
F: (813) 837-1920
www.AccuScreen.com
info@AccuScreen.com

ACRAN E T, I N C .
521 West Maxwell,
Spokane, WA 99201-2417 USA
PH: (866) 440-8518
F: (800) 845-7435
www.ACRAnet.com
backgroundscreen-
ing@ACRAnet.com

ACX I OM
6111 Oak Tree Blvd.
Independence, Ohio 44131 USA
PH: (800) 853-3228
F: (216) 615-7694
www.acxiom.com/back-ground-
screening.com
aiss@acxiom.com

A I R P R E - EMP L O YMEN T
S CR E E N I N G
S E RV I C E S , I N C .
11403 Cronridge Drive, Suite 232
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 USA
PH: (800)469-4473
F: (800)675-4473
www.air-prehire.com
sales@air-prehire.com

Abso’s Talent Edition™ provides enterprise and SMB clients a host-
ed solution to help you acquire the best employees more efficient-
ly. Our amazingly affordable, easy-to-use software streamlines your
processes through a fully integrated talent acquisition, screening,
and onboarding solution. Discover how Abso’s innovative applica-
tions and unmatched client support reduces your time-to-hire.
Workforce Success—One Employee at a Time

Accu-Screen provides companies with the highest standards of personal-
ized, cost-effective pre-employment screening. Our professionals are
qualified specialists in the criminal research and reference checking
fields; dedicated to expedient, accurate reporting. Accu-Screen’s services
include Criminal Records, Driving Records, Drug Testing, Verification of
Social Security Numbers, Prior Employment, Education, Worker’s
Compensation, Professional Licenses, Credit Reports and more.Accu-
Screen offers 24 – 72 hour turnaround time, accurate, easy to read
reports, performance guarantee and Safe & Secure 24/7 Online access.

ACRAnet has nationwide coverage with 16 branches in 10 states
and has a history of B2B information reporting going back to 1903.
Family owned and operated, ACRAnet offers complete employ-
ment background screening for all commercial and government
clients. Services include state, federal and county criminal search-
es, reference verification, drug testing and other specialty products
such as international searches. Custom solutions are available.

Acxiom provides multi-layer, 100% in-person/real time FCRA-
compliant reports including but not limited to criminal record
checks, credit reports, driving records, drug testing and finger-
printing. These services, in combination with others such as
employment, I-9, education and professional license verifications,
aid businesses in reducing turnover and shrinkage, decreasing
training costs and increasing productivity while protecting the
integrity of the companies utilizing them.

Air Pre-employment Screening has been providing the most exten-
sive, accurate, timely pre-employment screening reports since
1995. Our experienced team of professionals is dedicated to pro-
viding our clients with the highest level of customer service along
with verifiable, accurate reporting. Offering Criminal record
searches – national and international, employment and education
verifications, driving records, credit reports, social security num-
ber and identity verifications, patriot act compliance, drug testing
and more. Web access 24/7.

SM
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A P P L I C A N T I N S I G H T
5396 School Road
New Port Richey, FL 34652 USA
PH: (800) 771-7703
F: (800) 890-6454

APO L L O
S E RV I C E S I N C .
921 Transport Way, Suite 24
Petaluma, CA 94954 USA
PH: (707) 778-7088
F: (707) 778-7099
www.apolloservices.org

CHO I C E P O I N T
1100 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA 30005 USA
PH: (866) 432-7241
screening.choicepoint.com

CON F I - D A T A L L C
PO Box 5126
Bartlett, TN 38018 USA
PH: (901) 382-6400

(800) 382-6400
F: (901) 384-6460
www.Confi-data.com
info@Confi-data.com

CORP ORA T E
S C R E E N I N G
16530 Commerce Ct.
Cleveland, Ohio USA
PH: (800) 229-8606
F: (440) 243-4204
www.CorporateScreening.com
Sales@CorporateScreening.com

Applicant Insight is an 18-year industry leader and widely recog-
nized provider of background screening and substance abuse test-
ing both domestically and internationally. Ai’s proprietary, web-
based technology and patented paperless workflow automation,
ensures the administration, implementation and expert manage-
ment of even the most complex screening programs. With pro-
grams developed specifically for key industries, including insur-
ance, financial, transportation, staffing, education and healthcare,
Ai is able to extend a superior single source solution to facilitate
confident staffing decisions.

We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional service, fast turn-
around time, accuracy and low pricing which are the pivotal fac-
tors that differentiate pre employment screening companies. As
licensed Private Investigators we take an investigative approach to
background screening to ensure that you have the most knowl-
edgeable support and effective methods. Being great in terms of
price and quality only gets you into the game. Great Service wins
the game. Apollo is committed to excellence in pre employment
screening Nationwide.

ChoicePoint helps organizations attract, screen and hire the most
qualified talent in an increasingly competitive marketplace. Focused
on the long-term success of your organization, ChoicePoint is contin-
ually developing flexible, integrated technologies that help organiza-
tions reduce risk, boost productivity, improve compliance and further
streamline the hiring process. As a trusted, reliable industry leader
serving organizations of all sizes, ChoicePoint offers highly-special-
ized screening solutions such as compliance management, employ-
ment eligibility verifications, global screening services, and more.

Confi-Data is in the business of providing quality employment
screening services. We provide fast, accurate, compliant, inexpen-
sive and verified data to your desktop. By tailoring our services to
your specific requirements, your Human Resources' Department
will be more productive and efficient on all fronts.

One size does not fit all which is why Corporate Screening special-
izes in developing employment screening solutions that meet the
unique needs of our clients. Partnering with Corporate Screening
should be a major part of your HR strategy. We work with top
employers to provide comprehensive backgrounds that span pre-
employment screening to international business research while
consultants assist human resource departments assess and design
employee hiring programs that tightly conform to state and feder-
al guidelines.
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CR IMCH E CK . C OM
1 Berea Commons #209
Berea, OH 44017 USA
PH: (877) 992-4325
F: (877) 992-4727
www.crimcheck.com
sales@crimcheck.com

DA T A A C C E S S I N C .
999 McBride Avenue. Suite
C205
West Paterson, NJ 07424 USA
PH: (800) 247-2365
F: (973) 256-2072
www.datascreening.com
sales@datascreening.com

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

EMP L O Y E E S C R E E N I Q
4853 Galaxy Parkway, Bldg. K
Cleveland, Ohio 44128 USA
PH: (800) 235-3954
F: (888) 390-4631
www.employeescreen.com
university.employeescreen.com
info@employeescreen.com

EMP L O YMEN T
SCREENING RESOURCES
7110 Redwood Blvd., Ste C
Novato, CA. 94945 USA
PH: (888) 999-4474
www.esrcheck.com

Crimcheck.com, provides fast, affordable, comprehensive background
checks. We combine expert analysis with the power of the internet to
offer unsurpassed service in the background screening industry. We
help companies protect their most important asset – the employees
that make them a success. Our investigative consultants are highly
qualified and have diverse backgrounds including criminal justice
graduates, former law enforcement, and other related disciplines.
Crimcheck.com delivers the level of professionalism you expect
when conducting applicant/employee background checks.

Data Access is an employment screening firm that offers HR profes-
sionals and business owners the ability to order a variety of back-
ground checks for pre-employment screening. Our state-of-the-art
technology provides customers with an Internet platform to order,
retrieve and track their background searches. Our searches include:
criminal records, driving records, credit reports, OIG/GSA, home-
land security, drug screening and social security searches. Many
searches provide instant results, others are investigated in a timely
manner. We are proud to provide our customers with the most up-
to-date, comprehensive information for background checks.

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

employeescreenIQ is a global background screening company dedi-
cated to superior client service. Our smarter, comprehensive
research techniques produce thorough, accurate screening reports
that meet the unique needs of our clients and the standards of fed-
eral and international employment guidelines. employeescreenIQ
clients can be confident they are making intelligent hiring decisions.
Check out employeescreen University at http://university.-
employeescreen.com; a first of its kind interactive learning re-
source for looking to boost their background screening “IQ”.

ESR makes it easy to protect your firm through pre-employment
screening background checks. Tired of entering Applicant Data for
your background screening provider? The ESR Applicant
Generated Report (AGR) system utilizes proprietary technology to
achieve a complete paperless Background Screening System,
including an E-sign electronic signature for a truly paperless and
automated system. ESR combines human resources, public records
and legal expertise in providing your company with fast, accurate
and cost-effective employment pre-screening.

Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s
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H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

I N F OMAR T
1582 Terrell Mill Road
Marietta, GA 30067 USA
PH: (770) 984-2727
F: (770) 984-8997
www.infomart-usa.com
info@infomart-usa.com

I N N OVA T I V E
E N T E R P R I S E S , I N C .
11846 Rock Landing Drive, Ste A
Newport News, VA 23606 USA
PH: (888) 777-9435
F: (757) 877-4242
www.knowthefacts.com
solutions@knowthefacts.com

L E X I S N E X I S ®
S C R E E N I N G
S O L U T I O N S
6601 Park of Commerce Blvd.
Boca Raton, Florida 33487 USA
PH: (800) 590-8535
F: (800) 631-8776
http://lexisnexis.com/screening
screening@lexisnexis.com

L I B E R T Y
A L L I A N C E , I N C .
22707 E LaPalma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
PH: (800) 630-2880
F: (800) 630-2880
www.Liberty-Alliance.com
Rdyer@Liberty-Alliance.com

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ pro-
vides on-demand employment background and drug screening
solutions that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinc-
tive features that help HR and security professionals more effec-
tively manage screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s
fastest turnaround times, innovative time-saving solutions,
turnkey integrations with top talent management applications
(like Taleo™, Vurv™, PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™
and PeopleAdmin™) and reach to more than 200 countries and
territories. Learn more at: www.HireRight.com.

InfoMart, a Woman-Owned Business, has grown to become one of
the largest background check companies in the industry by provid-
ing quick, accurate, cost effective information. We provide crimi-
nal histories, credit, driving records, employment and education
verifications, drug screening and assessments for companies
nationwide. InfoMart is known for its technology and ability to
provide clients with customized screening programs. Background
screening doesn’t have to be hard or expensive – "Get the Whole
Story" on your applicants today!

Since 1996, we’ve provided Innovative solutions to our customers’
most perplexing business problems. We offer state-of-the-art tech-
nology including multiple integration options and fully-customiz-
able information products. Our expert staff employs deep, state-
specific knowledge of court records right down to the jurisdiction-
al level, enabling us to serve as your resource and knowledgebank
as well as your information provider. We offer a unique combina-
tion of superior products, cutting-edge technology and world class
experts that is second to none.

LexisNexis® Screening Solutions quickly authenticates the identi-
ties and verifies the backgrounds of both individuals and business-
es. With 30 years of experience providing critical business data,
LexisNexis provides powerful intelligence and analytics organiza-
tions need for managing their risks in hiring decisions.
LexisNexis® provides solutions to all sizes of organizations and
can tailor reports, billing, and orders based on the unique needs of
each business. Data can be delivered directly via XML-based inte-
gration or by batching technology.

Liberty Alliance is a Global provider of employment background
screening solutions. Liberty Alliance delivers effective, customer-
focused solutions which reduce time to hire and provide greater
efficiency and faster results based on customer needs, pre-integrat-
ed employment screening services through HR-XML interfaces.
We are driven by our daily goals of customer service, customer sat-
isfaction, personal phone interaction and the fastest turnaround
time available with accuracy and clarity for the client.
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N A T I O N A L A PP L I C A N T
S CR E E N I N G
1255 Lakes Pkwy, Suite 380
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 USA
PH: (770) 339-2880
F: (770) 339-2708
www.nascreening.com
tommyh@nascreening.com

NA T I O N A L
D I A G N OS T I C S , I N C .
6407 Idlewild Road, Suite 201
Charlotte, NC 28212 USA
PH: (800) 272-3350
F: (704) 364-7190
www.natldiag.com
sales@natldiag.com

NAV I C U S , I N C .
951 Broken Sound Parkway, Suite
190, Boca Raton, FL 33487 USA
PH: (561) 826-8000
F: (561) 826-8001
www.navicus.com
info@navicus.com

OP E N ON L I N E
1650 Lake Shore Drive, Ste. 350
Columbus, OH 43204 USA
PH: (614) 481-6999

(800) 935-6736
F: (614) 481-6980
www.openonline.com
info@openonline.com

P E R MAR
S E C UR I T Y S E RV I C E S
5424 Tremont Ave
Davenport, IA 52807 USA
PH: (800) 251-0307
F: (800) 269-4618
www.permarsecurity.com
dconroy@permarsecurity.com

National Applicant Screening provides nationwide and interna-
tional employment background screening services. The goal of
National Applicant Screening is to provide a safe and secure envi-
ronment for you and your employees. National Applicant Screen-
ing is committed to providing state of the art technology, quality
and accurate background reports, and rock star customer service.
Our background reports will help you make the most knowledge-
able and informed hiring decisions for you business.

National Diagnostics, Incorporated (NDI) understands the screen-
ing needs of today’s employers. Employment Screening is our spe-
cialty and we strive to deliver cost-effective and efficient solutions
to organizations of all sizes. NDI services include: Substance Abuse
Testing, Employment Background Screening, Physical Examination
and Medical Surveillance Programs. Our single-source management
solution combines all screening activities together in one location,
providing employers with integrated reports and real time updates
so they can make fast, well-informed hiring decisions.

Navicus provides background checks, drug testing, and talent man-
agement software to employers who want fast, cost-effective, and
compliant solutions. Employers no longer have to contract with
separate service providers, manage multiple sources of data, and
summarize the different pieces of the recruitment, hiring, and
retention process. By combining multiple service offerings, technol-
ogy, and industry expertise Navicus helps companies develop best-
practice hiring solutions, streamline the overall workflow, and man-
age the employee life cycle.

Established in 1992, OPENonline has been a pioneer in providing
innovative background screening services to their customers. The
company offers a broad range of pre- employment, drug screening,
and investigative services, providing customer-focused solutions to
clients in a full range of industries. For more information, visit
www.openonline.com.

Since 1953, Per Mar Security Services Background & Investigations
team assists customers with covert camera systems to background
research. We have the ability to provide you every tool you need to
assure you and your company are protected. Our state-of-the-art
website allows you to contact us when it is convenient for you at
WWW.PERMARSECURITY.COM or call us at 1.800.251.0307.

• Security Officer & Special Event Services
• Commercial & Residential Security Systems

ENOP
online
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PR E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

S T E R L I N G T E S T I N G
S Y S T EMS , I N C .
249 West 17th Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10011 USA
PH: (212) 736-5100
www.sterlingtesting.com

T R AK -1 T E C HNO L O G Y
2705 E. 21st Street
Tulsa, OK 74114 USA
PH: (800) 600-8999
F: (877) 779-7004
www.trak-1.com
nancy@trak-1.com

USA BACK GROUND
S E A R CH
2010 Philadelphia Street, Suite 7
Ames, IA 50010 USA
PH: (888) 650-5777
F: (515) 232-1078
www.usabackgroundsearch.com
info@usabackgroundsearch.com

US I S S A L E S
7799 Leesburg Pike
Suite 1100 North
Falls Church, VA 22043 USA
PH: (866) 205-6129
sales@usis.com

PreemploymentDirectory.com helps businesses meet the critical
need to know whom they are hiring and who is on their payroll.
Our web-based backgorund screening directory provides busi-
nesses with a quick and easy way to find a screening firm to meet
their employment screening needs. Businesses can search the
Directory alphabetically, geographically by State in the US or
Internationally by country. The Directory is becoming one of the
leading sources for businesses to search for background screen-
ing firms.

Sterling is the leading provider of pre-employment screening,
Occupational Health Services including drug testing, I-9 process-
ing and integrations with ATS and HRIS applications. Sterling’s
proprietary technologies – Sterling DirectSM and Court DirectSM
– seamlessly link HR professionals to a host of pre-employment
screening information while providing most accurate intelli-
gence, at the highest speed, at the most effective cost, utilizing
the latest technology to make our screening process a model of
service and value.

Trak-1 Technology is a national web-based full service background
screening solution provider. With 20+ sales and production offices
located across the country. Trak-1 has been actively involved in the
background screening industry for over a decade; and is an active
member of the National Association of Professional Background
Screeners. Trak-1 is proud to be a certified reseller for all three
major credit bureaus and to have achieved Cybertrust certification
for safety and security.

USA Background Search believes that integrity is fundamental to
running a successful business. That is why we offer the highest
quality FCRA compliant pre-employment screening, drug testing
and assessment testing that will enable you to eliminate uncertain-
ties in the hiring process. Choosing the right candidate doesn't
have to be a long, laborious task for you. We can help you screen
out the candidates that don't meet your company standards for
excellence. Members of the NAPBS.

USIS, the largest provider of security investigations for the federal
government, is also a recognized global supplier of security solutions
for mission critical needs. USIS uses its security convergence model,
combining various elements of traditional security solutions, to cre-
ate end-to-end approach that closes the security vulnerability win-
dow. Working under more than 70 contracts directly with federal
agencies and as a member of a team of security providers, USIS’ high-
ly trained professionals provide customer-focused solutions.
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V E R I F I C A T I O N S , I N C .
6900 Wedgwood Road North,
Suite 120
Minneapolis, MN 55311 USA
PH: (866) 455-0779
F: (800) 248-0943
www.verificationsinc.com
Sales@verificationsinc.com

Verifications, Inc. (VI) is a leading provider of global employment
screening and applicant management services. Since 1987, over
5,000 companies have chosen VI because we consistently provide
the highest quality services and the most accurate information,
helping our clients make timely and informed hiring decisions. We
are certified to the ISO 9001:2000 standard and utilize state-of-the-
art technology to provide services including background investiga-
tions, substance abuse testing, and a full suite of applicant manage-
ment services.
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mployee lawsuits often catch employers by surprise. Yet,
an examination of the employee's application shows that
an employer could often have predicted well in advance

that they were hiring a lawsuit just waiting to happen.
By looking for the following ten (10) danger signals, an employer
can avoid hiring a problem in the first place.

Applicant does not sign application. An applicant with
something to hide may purposely not sign the application
form so they later cannot be accused of falsification.
Applicant does not sign consent for background screen-

ing. When a firm uses an outside agency to perform
screening, federal law requires a separate disclosure and
consent. A background consent form protects employers
in two ways: It discourages applicants with something to
hide and encourages candid interviews. If a firm does not
perform some sort of screening, they become the employ-
er of choice for problem applicants. If a candidate fails to
sign the consent, that is not a good sign.

Applicant leaves criminal questions blank. An applicant with
a past problemmay simply skip the questions about criminal
record. Every employment application should ask, in the
broadest possible terms allowed by law, if the applicant has a
criminal record. Most jurisdictions only permit questions
about convictions and pending cases only. Employers make a
big mistake if they only ask about felonies since misde-
meanors can be extremely serious. Although employment
may not be denied automatically because of a criminal con-
viction, an employer may consider the nature and gravity of
the offense, the nature of the job and the age of the offense in
evaluating whether there is a sound business reason not to
employ someone with a criminal record. If an applicant lies
about a criminal record however, the false application may be
the reason to deny employment.

Applicant self-reports a criminal violation. Just because
an applicant self-reports an offense does not eliminate the
possibility of other offences, or that it was reported it in a
misleading way to lessens its seriousness. An employer is
well advised to check it out.
Applicant fails to explain gaps in employment history. It
is critical to look for unexplained employment gaps. There
can be many reasons for a gap in employment. However,
if an applicant cannot account for the past seven to ten

The Top 10 Signs

You Are Hiring A
To Happen
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years, that can be a red flag. It is also important to know
where a person has been because of the way criminal
records are maintained in the United States. Contrary to
popular belief, there is not a national criminal database
available to most employers. Searches must be conducted
at each relevant courthouse, and there are over 10,000
courthouses in America. However, if an employer knows
where an applicant has been, it increases the accuracy of a
criminal search, and decreases the possibility that an
applicant has served time for a serious offense.

Applicant fails to give sufficient information to identify a

past employer for reference checks. If an applicant does
not give enough details about past employers, that can be a
sign of trouble. Verifying past employment is a critical and
important tool for safe hiring. Some employers make a
costly mistake by not checking past employment because
past employers may not give detailed information.
However, even if a reference check only reveals dates of
employment and job titles, this critical information elimi-
nates employment gaps. In addition, documenting the fact
that an effort was made will demonstrate due diligence.

Applicant fails to explain reason left past jobs. Past job per-
formance can be an important predictor of future success.
Explanations for employment gaps or reasons for leaving

past jobs do not make sense. A careful review of this sec-
tion is needed and anything that does not make sense
must to be cleared up in the interview.
Excessive cross-outs and changes. Can be an indication
that an applicant is making it up as they go.
Applicant failed to indicate or cannot recall the name of

a former supervisor. Another red flag. Past supervisors are
important in order to conduct past employment checks.

These danger signs assume employers use an application form.
Some employers put their firm at risk by just using just resumes.
However, using an employment application is considered a best
practice. Resumes are not always complete or clear. Applications
ensure uniformity and all needed information is obtained. It also
protects employers from having impermissible information a
resume may contain, and provides employers with a place for appli-
cants to sign necessary statements that are part of the hiring
process. ©2001 Employment Screening Resources

Les Rosen is the President of ESRCheck, Inc., a leading background
screening frim. Les can be reached at 414-898-0044 or lsr@esrcheck.com.
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fully automate the interaction between
providers and their customers. Back-
ground screening providers are able to save
time and money and also reduce data entry
errors by enabling their customers to input
requests electronically through a hosted
online application. Almost 65% (compared
to 62% last year) of all background
requests are submitted electronically from
clients. Roughly 70% of screening requests
to large and medium-sized companies are
submitted through a hosted application.
There has been a steady increase in the
companies providing results through host-
ed online services as almost half of the
respondents claim that more than 75% of
results were transmitted through hosted
online services. Almost 57% (compared to
52% last year) of the background requests
to small companies were submitted
through a hosted application, showing that
even small firms are increasingly moving
towards automated interactions.

Electronic tracking of background
checks is also becoming increasingly
offered. Roughly 90% (compared to 83%
last year) of respondents provide electron-
ic tracking of background checks with
almost all of the large and medium compa-
nies offering electronic tracking. Over half
of companies offer instant response for
criminal background checks with almost
70% of medium companies offering instant
products. For roughly 14% (compared to
12% last year) of companies, the revenues
from instant check products were more

ments on the survey, would like more
information on KPMG Corporate Finance
or would like to discuss our thoughts on
the background screening industry, please
contact me. Thank you once again for
your participation and we look forward to
hearing from you.

Key Findings
Technology remains key in delivering

service, however, industry providers

are placing a lower importance on

technology as a differentiator

Virtually all background screening firms
provide a technology-enabled screening
service. The industry has evolved over the
past few years and a base level of technol-
ogy is required even to be considered a
viable service provider. Said another way,
utilizing technology – whether it is pro-
prietary or a third party system – to deliv-
er service is now standard in the screen-
ing industry. That said, less than 40% of
survey respondents indicated that tech-
nology was generally a differentiator in
the sales process. Furthermore, respon-
dents did not feel that technology drives
customer purchasing decisions. Less than
one in four respondents ranked technolo-
gy in the top three factors driving their
customers purchasing decision.

As background screening technology
advances and companies become more
comfortable conducting business over the
internet, technology is utilized to more

PMG Corporate Finance LLC
would like to thank all of the

companies that participated in the fourth
edition of our Background Screening
Industry Survey. We received responses
from a wide range of companies: from
large, diversified firms with significant
technology infrastructure and Fortune
500 customer lists, to small regional serv-
ice providers with local customer bases
and modest technology investments.
Ultimately, the success of the survey
would not have been possible without the
candid feedback that we received from
each of you, so please accept our appreci-
ation for making this survey a success.

Overall, we believe the results of the sur-
vey provide a broad perspective on the cur-
rent state of the background screening
industry, as well as the future of the indus-
try.We have summarized our findings based
on all of the responses that we received and
have also segmented responses into large
companies (annual revenues greater than
$25 million), medium-sized companies
(annual revenues between $5 and $25 mil-
lion) and small companies (annual rev-
enues less than $5 million) in our summary
of key findings. While not all respondents
provided their revenue classification, we
believe that an analysis of responses by
company size provides a meaningful per-
spective on the competitive environment of
the industry as a whole, as well as the issues
facing different size companies.

If you have any questions or com-

K
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tomers. Almost 40% of the large compa-
nies and 25% of medium providers have
seen requests from more than 10% of their
customers. However, in contrast, only 10%
of small providers integrate with recruiting
systems. Even though the growth has been
slow with recruiting systems, almost 40%
of providers expect that requests for inte-
gration will “significantly increase.”

Integration with Assessment services

Integration with assessment testing has not
reached the same level as integration with
HRIS and recruiting systems and this is
unlikely to change. Almost 95% of the
respondents indicated that few of their
clients have requested integration with
assessment testing. The integration is not
expected to rise as over half of respondents
expect this level to remain the same.

Customer penetration of ancillary

services has increased

As background screening providers seek
closer ties to their customers and increase
the average revenue per candidate, offer-
ing ancillary services such as employment

tion will likely provide a competitive
advantage in winning larger accounts.

Integration with HRIS

In prior years, survey respondents have
projected that integration with HRIS
would increase. Approximately 34% (up
from 22% last year) of the respondents
have received requests for integration
from more than 10% of their customers.
Almost half of the large companies have
seen requests from more than 10% of
their customers likely reflecting the needs
from their larger customers. Going for-
ward, one half (up from 41% last year) of
providers feel that the integration will
“significantly increase” with HRIS. Com-
pared to recruiting systems and assess-
ment testing, the integration with HRIS is
expected to be more pronounced.

Integration with Recruiting Systems

The requests from customers for integra-
tion of recruitment systems have shown
only modest increases. Overall, roughly
22% (compared to 19% last year) of the
companies have received requests for inte-
gration from more than 10% of their cus-

than 50% of their total revenues.
Technology is critical to delivering

screening services to customers. Auto-
mation yields a better customer experi-
ence by improving information access,
accuracy and efficiency. Although tech-
nology is being utilized more in the deliv-
ery of service and has become critical to
competing in the industry, technology is
not the same differentiator that it was
even two or three years ago.

While integration of services is

expected to increase in all areas,

only integration with HRIS has

shown substantial growth

The level of integration that has been
requested by customers to date varies by
provider size. Although there has been a
four year trend of increased requests by
customers to integrate their offerings –
especially with HRIS – integrated services
still comprise only a small portion of the
market. Not surprisingly, the larger back-
ground screening companies have had the
most requests to provide integrated solu-
tions and their experience with integra-



verification, educational verification,
applicant tracking and drug testing, has
become more prevalent. While the level
of respondents offering the various ancil-
lary services has remained consistent with
prior years, providers are more successful
at selling the ancillary services to their
existing customers.

Consistent with the last survey, almost
all of the respondents offer employment
and educational verification, while over
80% offer drug testing and over 25% offer
applicant tracking. The number of cus-
tomers purchasing these services has
increased as follows:

• Almost 70% (up from 56% last year)
of the respondents claim that more
than 20% of their clients are users
of educational verification services.

• Almost 16% (up from 7% last year)
of the respondents claim that more
than 20% of their clients use the
applicant tracking services.

• Almost 48% (up from 40% last year)
claim that more than 40% of the
clients use the service.

The notable exception to increased cus-
tomer penetration is drug testing. Com-
panies may have an established relationship
with outside drug testing firms already so
the movement of this service to screening
companies has been slower to materialize.
Generally, as human resource departments
become more accustomed to outsourcing
services, we expect background screening
providers to continue to benefit.

Concentration risk is inversely

related to customer size

Customer concentration

Almost half of the larger providers do not
have a customer that accounts for more
than 5% of revenue and 84% do not have
a customer that accounts for more than
10% of revenue. Conversely, 64% of small

providers have a single customer repre-
senting over 10% of their revenues.
Furthermore, 6% of small providers have
a customer that comprises over 40% of
their screening revenue. Over half the
medium-sized providers indicated that
their largest customer accounted for 5 to
10% of revenue.

Geographic concentration

Concentration in immediate geographic
region is largely seen in small companies
with almost 45% having more than half
their revenues and 73% of them having
more than 20% of their revenues coming
from the immediate geographic region. In
contrast, larger companies have lesser
geographic concentration with over 90%
generating less than 20% of the revenues
from immediate geographic region.

Pricing remains a key factor driving

customer purchasing decisions

Respondents were asked to rank the top
three factors driving customer purchasing
decisions. The rankings varied by provider

size, however, consistent with the last
three surveys, price remains key. Price was
once again ranked the number one factor
driving customer purchasing decisions by
30% of the respondents and was the top
factor cited by small and medium-sized
companies followed by customer service.
Almost 80% of all respondents ranked
price among the top three factors and,
regardless of provider size, it was the factor
most cited in the top three.

For large providers, customer service
was cited as the most important factor driv-
ing customer decisions. Price was ranked
as the second most important factor along
with technology, turn around time and the
ability to offer a comprehensive suite of
products. While price is not the most
important factor driving customer deci-
sions for large companies, it is still an
important factor with three out of four
respondents ranking price in the top three.

The following charts highlight the fac-
tors that were cited most by providers.
Table 1 summarizes the factors that were
most cited as the number one factor driv-
ing customer purchasing decisions (with
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LARGE PROVIDERS MEDIUM PROVIDERS SMALL PROVIDERS

Customer service (23%) Price (38%) Price (31%)

Price (15%) Customer service (21%) Customer service (25%)

Technology (15%)

Suite of products (15%)

Turnaround (15%)

Fourth Background Screening Industry Survey

Factors Cited as the
Number One Driver of Customer Decisions

Table 1

LARGE PROVIDERS MEDIUM PROVIDERS SMALL PROVIDERS

Price (77%) Price (83%) Price (75%)

Turnaround (54%) Turnaround (62%) Turnaround (39%)

Customer service (46%) Customer service (59%) Customer service (72%)

Factors Cited in the
Top three Drivers of Customer Decisions

Table 2



the percentage of respondents ranking the
factor number one in parenthesis).

Table 2 highlights the factors driving
customer decisions that were most cited
in the top three (with the percentage
respondents ranking the factor in the top
three listed in parenthesis).

Challenges vary based on

provider size

Respondents were asked to rank the top
three challenges in their business. The
rankings varied by provider size. Medium
and small companies ranked recruiting
professionals as their most significant
challenge. Identifying, recruiting and
maintain a team of professionals that are
knowledgeable about the industry is more
challenging for these companies than the
larger competitors in the industry.

In contrast, the large companies felt
that building internal company infra-
structure and investing and maintaining
technology were the main challenges.
Large companies are providing various
solutions to the market and generally tar-

get a larger and more demanding cus-
tomer. Furthermore, some of the large
players have made acquisitions historical-
ly and establishing one platform and one
infrastructure has been difficult.

The following charts highlight the most
important challenges being faced by the
industry. Table 3 summarizes the chal-
lenges cited as the number one challenge
(with the percentage of respondents rank-
ing the factor number one in parenthesis).

Table 4 highlights the challenges being
faced by the companies that were cited
the most in the top three (with the per-
centage respondents ranking the factor in
the top three listed in parenthesis).

Large and medium-sized providers

are facing margin pressure

We have previously debated whether back-
ground screening services are more of a
commodity or a customized professional
service. While most respondents (43%)
characterized the market in the middle of
the two, 34% thought it is more commod-
ity-like, whereas 26% indicated it is more

customized. Interestingly, the larger the
provider, the more they characterized the
services as a commodity, with over half of
the large and 37% of medium providers,
but less than 25% of small providers,
describing the industry as a commodity.

The percentage of respondents lower-
ing prices “often” to win or maintain
business has increased drastically. Almost
23% (up from 16% last year) of respon-
dents have “often” lowered the prices in
order to win or maintain business. Large
and medium providers lower prices most
frequently with 38% of large companies
(up from 20% last year) and 24% of medi-
um companies (up from 13% last year)
lowering their prices “often” to win busi-
ness. Furthermore, margin compression
was cited in the top three challenges by
over half of all respondents. In fact,
almost 70% of large providers cited mar-
gin compression as a critical challenge.

The average revenue per search has
increased, with 25% (up from 21% last
year) of respondents reporting revenues
greater than $75 per search. This increas-
ing trend in average revenue per search is
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LARGE PROVIDERS MEDIUM PROVIDERS SMALL PROVIDERS

Maintaining the technology (23%) Recruiting (31%) Recruiting (22%)

Building company infrastructure (23%) Margin compression (24%) Competition (19%)

Competition (17%)

Factors Cited as the Most
Important Challenge Facing the Company

Table 3

LARGE PROVIDERS MEDIUM PROVIDERS SMALL PROVIDERS

Margin compression (69%) Recruiting (66%) Recruiting (22%)

Building company infrastructure (54%) Maintaining the technology (48%) Competition (19%)

Maintaining the technology (46%) Margin compression (45%)

Competition (46%) Legal and FCRA compliance (45%)

Competition (41%)

Factors Cited in the
top Three as Challenge Facing the Company

Table 4



more pronounced with small and medi-
um providers, with over 40% of small
companies and 17% of medium-sized
companies reporting revenues per search
greater than $75.

Approximately 64% of all respondents
indicated that the profitability of a search
has either stayed the same or decreased.
This is led by roughly 80% of medium-
sized providers and over 60% of large
providers. In contrast, half of the small
companies indicate increased profitability.
The difference between the small
providers on one hand and the medium
and large providers on the other can be
explained by (1) intensified competition
among large and medium players who
lower price to gain market share and (2)
small companies being able to increase
prices due to a better customer experi-
ence with improvements in technology
and processes. While smaller companies
may not be facing the same margin pres-
sure as the medium-sized and large com-
panies, almost half of small companies
still view margin compression as a key
challenge to their business.

Industry consolidation continues

Historically, the background screening
industry has witnessed substantial annual
deal volume with over 50 publicized
transactions over the past few years. The
pace of disclosed transactions in 2007,
however, has slowed. The large industry
consolidators Choicepoint and First
Advantage made only one screening
acquisition in 2007. While overall deal
activity has slowed most companies are
still considering M&A as an alternative.
Over the past year,

• Almost 30% (up from 25% last year)
of the respondents considered sell-
ing their business

• Almost 57% (down from 64% last
year) of respondents were ap-

proached by a potential acquirer
seeking to buy their business

• Almost half (compared to 56% last
year) of the respondents considered
buying another business and nearly
14% acquired another company

• Over 70% (up from 64% last year)
of the companies established strate-
gic relationships to expand the
sales channel

Generally, consolidation is not chang-
ing the outlook of providers with only
11% (compared to 5% last year) of the
survey respondents indicating that con-
solidation has hurt their ability to win
new business or maintain their customer
base. In contrast, about 47% (compared
to 52% last year) of the respondents feel
that industry consolidation has enhanced
their position in the industry.

Although competition remains

strong, providers project strong

industry outlook

Large and medium-sized companies con-
tinue to grow their customer base by tak-
ing business from other third-party sup-
pliers. Over 77% (down from over 80%
last year) of large companies, and almost
93% (up from 83% last year) of medium-
sized companies were able to take cus-
tomers from other providers. The number
of new implementers (companies imple-
menting background checks for the first
time) has decreased from 36% in 2004 to
30% in the last survey to 24% today. This
likely reflects a more saturated market
and the level of new implementers will
decrease going forward.

The environment to win new accounts
is highly competitive with almost 78% of
the respondents indicating that they gen-
erally compete against one to three com-
petitors and 21% stating that they gener-
ally compete against four or more com-
petitors when seeking new business. The
large providers typically face more com-

petition (38% indicate that there are gen-
erally four or more competitors for new
business). The intense competition at the
upper end of the market is also reflected
with low customer retention rates.
Almost 23% of large companies have cus-
tomer retention rate less than 90% where-
as only 7% of the medium companies and
almost no small companies have less then
90% customer retention rate.

Almost half of the respondents cite the
large national providers (ADP, FADV, Kroll,
etc.) as the most significant competitors.
Not surprisingly, 85% of large providers
and 54% of medium-sized providers indi-
cated that the large national providers are
their primary competition.

The competition in this industry re-
mains high with almost 72% of the
respondents (consistent with last year)
expecting competition to increase over
the next 12 months. Roughly half of all
respondents cited competition in the top
three challenges facing their business (the
second most frequent answer behind mar-
gin compression).

Consistent with last year’s survey, virtu-
ally all respondents expect revenues to
increase over the next 12months. That said,
the growth is anticipated to be more modest
than in previous years. Over 86% of respon-
dents project revenue to increase by more
than 10% and 35% of respondents project
their revenue to increase by more than 25%.
Medium-sized providers continue to be the
most optimistic about growth. Roughly
40% anticipate revenue growth above 25%.
This is down from 50% in the last survey
and down further from 75% the year before.
Strong industry dynamics will continue to
drive growth, however, the industry re-
mains exposed to changes in the overall
economic outlook and hiring trends, both
of which are uncertain for 2008.

Printed with permission of KPMG Corp-
orate Finance LLC. For more information con-
tact Cherie Smith Homa at 410.949.8692 or
csmith@kpmg.com
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Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p
Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

L I B E R T Y
A L L I A N C E , I N C .
22707 E LaPalma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
PH: (800) 630-2880
F: (800) 630-2880
www.Liberty-Alliance.com
Rdyer@Liberty-Alliance.com

DA T A A C C E S S I N C .
999 McBride Avenue. Ste. C205
West Paterson, NJ 07424 USA
PH: (800) 247-2365
F: (973) 256-2072
www.datascreening.com
sales@datascreening.com

NATIONAL BACKGROUND
DATA, LLC
P.O. Box 772277
Ocala, FL 34477-2277 USA
PH: 866.234.4455
F: 352.861-7657
www.NationalBackgroundData.com
wjb@NationalBackgroundData.com

RAP I D C O U R T. C OM
9710 Northcross Center Court,
Suite 105
Huntersville, NC 28078-7301 USA
PH: (704) 997-0101
F: (704) 997-0102
www.rapidcourt.com
badams@rapidcourt.com

Liberty Alliance is a Global provider of employment background
screening solutions. Liberty Alliance delivers effective, customerfo-
cused solutions which reduce time to hire and provide greater efficien-
cy and faster results based on customer needs, pre-integrated employ-
ment screening services throughHR-XML interfaces.We are driven by
our daily goals of customer service, customer satisfaction, personal
phone interaction and the fastest turnaround time available with accu-
racy and clarity for the client.

Data Access is an employment screening firm that offers HR profes-
sionals and business owners the ability to order a variety of back-
ground checks for pre-employment screening. Our state-of-the-art
technology provides customers with an Internet platform to order,
retrieve and track their background searches. Our searches include:
criminal records, driving records, credit reports, OIG/GSA, homeland
security, drug screening and social security searches.Many searches pro-
vide instant results, others are investigated in a timely manner. We are
proud to provide our customers with the most up-to-date, comprehen-
sive information for background checks.

National Background Data, LLC (NBD) is the leading provider of
criminal history database information to the background screening
industry. With the nation’s largest privately held criminal records
database, NBD provides efficient and economical access to multi-
jurisdictional data only available through its network of Solution
Providers. NBD helps companies reduce operating costs and opti-
mize profits by providing efficient, quality service unmatched in
the industry. Learn more at www.NationalBackgroundData.com.

RapidCourt.com provides access to various public records from
our constantly expanding network of data sources. Our products
include the most comprehensive coverage of criminal and sex
offender records available in the industry. RapidCourt.com offers
customizable search tools and multiple access methods designed
to increase the speed and accuracy of your in-house research. Our
instant search products include: State and County Criminal,
Comprehensive Criminal, National Sex Offender, Security Watch
List, Address History Trace, and SSN Validation.
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OMN I D A T A R E T R I E VA L 20890 Kenbridge Court, Lakeville, MN 55044 USA,
PH: (952) 985-7220, F: (952) 985-7221, service@omnidataretrieval.com, www.omnidataretrieval.com
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Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p
Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

CHO I C E P O I N T
1100 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA 30005 USA
PH: (866) 432-7241
screening.choicepoint.com

CORPORATE RESEARCH
AND INVESTIGATIONS
(PVT.) L IMITED
Ste No. 7&9, 1st Flr, Exec. Center,
I-8Markaz, Islamabad-44000Pakistan
PH: +92 51 111 888 400
F: +92 51 4861275
screenings@cri.com.pk
www.cri.com.pk

CORPORA T E
S C R E E N I N G
16530 Commerce Ct.
Cleveland, Ohio USA
PH: (800) 229-8606
F: (440) 243-4204
www.CorporateScreening.com
Sales@CorporateScreening.com

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

EMP L O Y E E S C R E E N I Q
4853 Galaxy Parkway, Bldg. K
Cleveland, Ohio 44128 USA
PH: (800) 235-3954
F: (888) 390-4631
www.employeescreen.com
university.employeescreen.com
info@employeescreen.com

ChoicePoint helps organizations attract, screen and hire the most
qualified talent in an increasingly competitive marketplace.
Focused on the long-term success of your organization, Choice-
Point is continually developing flexible, integrated technologies
that help organizations reduce risk, boost productivity, improve
compliance and further streamline the hiring process. As a trusted,
reliable industry leader serving organizations of all sizes,
ChoicePoint offers highly-specialized screening solutions such as
compliance management, employment eligibility verifications, glo-
bal screening services, and more.

“CRI” is a global leading provider of Pre-employment Background
Investigations and Screening Services, Investigative Due Diligence,
Headquartered in Islamabad, Pakistan with key offices in all strategic
locations across Pakistan and local presence in Middle East having
offices at UAE. Our approach is to always bring our customers the
latest tools and ideas in sensing and control to help them operate
more efficiently and smarter. CRI has operationally experienced well-
groomed investigative researchers with diverse backgrounds.

One size does not fit all which is why Corporate Screening special-
izes in developing employment screening solutions that meet the
unique needs of our clients. Partnering with Corporate Screening
should be a major part of your HR strategy. We work with top
employers to provide comprehensive backgrounds that span pre-
employment screening to international business research while
consultants assist human resource departments assess and design
employee hiring programs that tightly conform to state and feder-
al guidelines.

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

employeescreenIQ is a global background screening company dedi-
cated to superior client service. Our smarter, comprehensive
research techniques produce thorough, accurate screening reports
that meet the unique needs of our clients and the standards of fed-
eral and international employment guidelines. employeescreenIQ
clients can be confident they are making intelligent hiring decisions.
Check out employeescreen University at http://university.-
employeescreen.com; a first of its kind interactive learning re-
source for looking to boost their background screening “IQ”.
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EMP L O YMEN T
SCREENING RESOURCES
7110 Redwood Blvd., Ste C
Novato, CA. 94945 USA
PH: (888) 999-4474
www.esrcheck.com

H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

I - C OV E R
99 Boulevard Haussmann
75008 Paris, France
PH: #33 1 77 35 00 07
contact@i-covereurope.com
www.i-covereurope.com

L I B E R T Y
A L L I A N C E , I N C .
22707 E LaPalma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
PH: (800) 630-2880
F: (800) 630-2880
www.Liberty-Alliance.com
Rdyer@Liberty-Alliance.com

OWENS ON L I N E , I N C .
6501 N. Himes Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33614 USA
PH: (813) 877-2008 ext. 5022
F: (813) 579-4222
mowens@owens.com
www.owens.com

ESR makes it easy to protect your firm through pre-employment
screening background checks. Tired of entering Applicant Data for
your background screening provider? The ESR Applicant
Generated Report (AGR) system utilizes proprietary technology to
achieve a complete paperless Background Screening System,
including an E-sign electronic signature for a truly paperless and
automated system. ESR combines human resources, public records
and legal expertise in providing your company with fast, accurate
and cost-effective employment pre-screening.

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ pro-
vides on-demand employment background and drug screening
solutions that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinc-
tive features that help HR and security professionals more effec-
tively manage screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s
fastest turnaround times, innovative time-saving solutions,
turnkey integrations with top talent management applications
(like Taleo™, Vurv™, PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™
and PeopleAdmin™) and reach to more than 200 countries and
territories.

I-Cover offers a comprehensive range of products and services to
assist an employer or organization to guide an applicant through
the hiring process. We are a well established operation, staffed by
industry professionals, with experienced in country interviewers
providing real-time translations. I-Cover is present throughout
Europe (East & West), the Middle-East and sub- Saharan Africa
where we have unrivalled knowledge on local compliance and best
practice issues. The immediate and efficient service provided by I
Cover, in association with a competitive pricing structure, answer
your needs for background screening services.

Liberty Alliance is a Global provider of employment background
screening solutions. Liberty Alliance delivers effective, customer-
focused solutions which reduce time to hire and provide greater
efficiency and faster results based on customer needs, pre-integrat-
ed employment screening services through HR-XML interfaces.
We are driven by our daily goals of customer service, customer sat-
isfaction, personal phone interaction and the fastest turnaround
time available with accuracy and clarity for the client.

Established in 1992, Owens OnLine provides credit reports and
background checks on companies and individuals in over 250
countries. Services are offered on a pay-as-you-go basis with no
minimums or contracts. Find any product in 2 mouse clicks with
detailed product descriptions, search notes, pricing, delivery times
and consent requirements, all of which are offered in a systematic
format for easy reference. See: www.owens.com or call 1-800-745-
4656 or 813-877-2008 for more information.
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P R E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

S T R A I G H T L I N E
I N T E R NA T I O N A L
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866)-909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

SUP E R S O F T
C ON SU LT A N T S
PR I VA T E L IM I T E D
P O Box 26730
Mumbai, 400 052, INDI
PH: +91 22 6725 4000
F: +91 22 6725 4010
info@supersoftindia.com
www.supersoftindia.com

V E R I F I C A T I O N S , I N C .
6900 Wedgwood Road North,
Suite 120
Minneapolis, MN 55311 USA
PH: (866) 455-0779
F: (800) 248-0943
www.verificationsinc.com
Sales@verificationsinc.com

V E R I F Y S C R E E N I N G
Kuala Lumpur Office
Menara Dion #12-02, 27 Jalan
Sultan Ismail
Kuala Lumpur 50250, Malaysia
PH: (603) 80225001
info@verifyscreening.com
www.verifyscreening.com

PreemploymentDirectory.com provides you an easy way to quick-
ly search for a background screening firm to screen candidates
being hired in offices in other countries or those that are applying
for positions here. Our web-based backgorund screening directo-
ry’s International Section allows you to search by country to find
providers to meet your international employment screening needs.
Take the easy route to find a screening firm to meet your interna-
tional screening needs. Go to the International Section at
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com.

Finding criminal records in foreign countries has never been more
important or easier! Straightline International can help you.
Straightline International offers comprehensive background histo-
ry checks and criminal record searches from around the world.
Whether it is Asia, Africa, Europe, Oceania, South America, or
North America, criminal record checks are just a click away. From
international to nationwide criminal background check and
retrieval services count on us.

supersoft is a Risk Management firm based in Mumbai, India pro-
viding Employment, Education & Criminal Background checks,
India-specific Court Records Search, Global Compliance &
Database Checks including 215+ official sanctions & embargo
lists, KYC/AML screening for Specially Designated Nationals
(SDNs), Politically Exposed People (PEPs), Global Bank
Defaulters, Enhanced Due Diligence & Risk Management
Consulting services to clients globally. supersoft is ranked as a
top-performing vendor across clients in terms of compliance & has
one of the fastest turnaround times.

Verifications, Inc. (VI) is a leading provider of global employment
screening and applicant management services. Since 1987, over
5,000 companies have chosen VI because we consistently provide
the highest quality services and the most accurate information,
helping our clients make timely and informed hiring decisions. We
are certified to the ISO 9001:2000 standard and utilize state-of-the-
art technology to provide services including background investiga-
tions, substance abuse testing, and a full suite of applicant manage-
ment services.

Asia’s Leading Employment Screening Provider

Verify provides employment screening and vendor screening serv-
ices to some of the world’s biggest companies. With a presence in
Singapore, Malaysia, India, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea,
Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Indonesia, Verify is the Asian
screening partner of choice.

Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s





evelopments of a frontier free In-

ternal Market and of the so called

'information society' increase the cross-

frontier flows of personal data between

Member States of the EU. In order to

remove potential obstacles to such flows

and to ensure a high level of protection

within the EU, data protection legislation

has been harmonized. The Commission

also engages in dialogues with non-EU

countries in order to insure a high level of

protection when exporting personal data

to those countries. It also initiates studies

on the development on European and

international level on the state of data

protection.

Data Protection Laws in Effect (to

access any of the following data protec-

tion laws go to www.Preemployment-

Directory.com and click on International

Resource Center.

See Chartered Institute of Personnel and

Development (CIPD) Fact Sheet at http://-

www.cipd.co.uk/subjects/ em-plaw/data-

prot/dataprotec.htm?IsSrchRes=1 for intro-

ductory guidance on the law associated with

data protection and privacy provides an

action plan for employers.
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Data Protection Laws
European

Commission

• European Union Data Protection Legislation

• http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htm

• Austria - Data Protection Act

• Belgium - Data Protection Act

• Cyprus - Data Protection Act

• Denmark - Data Protection Act

• Dutch - Data Protection Act

• Estonia - Data Protection Act

• Finland - Data Protection Act

• France - Data Protection Act

• Germany - Data Protection Act

• Data Privacy Protection in Germany from the perspective of Siemens AG

• Greece - Data Protection Act (unofficial translation)

• Hungary - Data Protection Act

• Ireland - Data Protection Act

• Italy - Data Protection Act (unofficial translation)

• Latvia - Data Protection Act

• Lithuania

• Luxembourg - Data Protection Act

• Malta - Data Protection Act

• Poland - Data Protection Act

• Portugal - Data Protection Act

• Slovenia - Data Protection Act

• Slovak Republic - Data Protection Act

• Spain - Data Protection Act

• Sweden - Data Protection Act

• United Kingdom - Data Protection Act

• Finland - Privacy Protection in Working Life

D
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

CORPORATE RESEARCH
AND INVESTIGATIONS
(PVT.) L IMITED
Ste No. 7&9, 1st Flr, Exec. Center,
I-8Markaz, Islamabad-44000Pakistan
PH: +92 51 111 888 400

+92 51 800 00-CRI (274)
F: +92 51 4861275
screenings@cri.com.pk
www.cri.com.pk

H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

S T R A I G H T L I N E
I N T E R NA T I O N A L
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866) 909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

SUP E R S O F T
C ONSU LT A N T S
PR I VA T E L IM I T E D
P O Box 26730
Mumbai, 400 052, INDI
PH: +91 22 6725 4000
F: +91 22 6725 4010
info@supersoftindia.com
www.supersoftindia.com

V E R I F Y S C R E E N I N G
Kuala Lumpur Office
Menara Dion #12-02, 27 Jalan
Sultan Ismail
Kuala Lumpur 50250, Malaysia
PH: (603) 80225001
info@verifyscreening.com
www.verifyscreening.com

“CRI” is a global leading provider of Pre-employment Background
Investigations and Screening Services, Investigative Due Diligence,
Headquartered in Islamabad, Pakistan with key offices in all strate-
gic locations across Pakistan and local presence in Middle East hav-
ing offices at UAE. Our approach is to always bring our customers
the latest tools and ideas in sensing and control to help them oper-
ate more efficiently and smarter. CRI has operationally experienced
well-groomed investigative researchers with diverse backgrounds.

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ provides
on-demand employment background and drug screening solutions
that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinctive features
that help HR and security professionals more effectively manage
screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s fastest turn-
around times, innovative time-saving solutions, turnkey integrations
with top talent management applications (like Taleo™, Vurv™,
PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™ and PeopleAdmin™)
and reach to more than 200 countries and territories.

Finding criminal records in foreign countries has never been more
important or easier! Straightline International can help you.
Straightline International offers comprehensive background histo-
ry checks and criminal record searches from around the world.
Whether it is Asia, Africa, Europe, Oceania, South America, or
North America, criminal record checks are just a click away. From
international to nationwide criminal background check and
retrieval services count on us.

supersoft is a Risk Management firm based in Mumbai, India provid-
ing Employment, Education & Criminal Background checks, India-
specific Court Records Search, Global Compliance & Database
Checks including 215+ official sanctions & embargo lists, KYC/AML
screening for Specially Designated Nationals (SDNs), Politically
Exposed People (PEPs), Global Bank Defaulters, Enhanced Due
Diligence & Risk Management Consulting services to clients globally.
supersoft is ranked as a top-performing vendor across clients in terms
of compliance & has one of the fastest turnaround times.

Asia’s Leading Employment Screening Provider

Verify provides employment screening and vendor screening serv-
ices to some of the world’s biggest companies. With a presence in
Singapore, Malaysia, India, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea,
Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand and Indonesia, Verify is the Asian
screening partner of choice.
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equivalent database in India. There is vir-
tually no way to uniquely identify every
individual with a specific number. Driving
licenses are held only by those who drive
vehicles – a small fraction of the country’s
population. Passports are held only by those
travelling or planning to travel abroad –
again a small fraction of the country’s popu-
lation. Therefore the only meaningful way
to validate the identity and residential
address of an employee is by physically
sending a verifier to the employee’s resi-
dence. The verifier meets up with the em-
ployee or his / her family members at the
residence and confirms that that the stated
address is correct. During the course of the
visit, the verifier also asks for some ID proof
/ address proof document (Driving License,
Ration Card, Passport etc.) to cross-check
the identity and address details. This pro-
cess is an integral part of employee screen-
ing in India. The challenge here is to visit
the employee’s permanent residence, and
not just the current residence where the
employee is temporarily being lodged. Most
of the jobs in India are in large towns and
cities, and employees often migrate to these
large towns and cities from upcountry small
towns or villages. Authentic residential ad-
dress verification involves visiting the small
town / village where the employee has his /
her permanent residence. This process can
significantly increase the overall turn-
around time (TAT).

3 • Inadequate Credit History data:

Retail credit data aggregation in India is in
its early stages. There are no organized

the case of many states, even at the state
level. Criminal searches in India are usual-
ly done by physically visiting the local
police station (unlike in the US, the court
houses in India don’t provide criminal
data, it is the police stations that do). The
jurisdiction of the local police station

merely covers a borough or a neighbor-
hood that extends to a few square miles. If
a crime has been committed by the em-
ployee a few miles away, the same will not
come to light in this search. To cover just
one state in India, thousands of individual
police stations have to be physically visited
to do a single search. Since this is physical-
ly impossible, providers in India restrict
their searches to the few square miles cov-
ered by the police station that is physically
visited. Naturally, the probability of getting
a criminal “hit” through this procedure is
minimal, almost zero.

2 • Absence of a unique identifica-

tion mechanism for individuals:

There is no Social Security Number (SSN)

ndia has emerged as one of the
preferred outsourcing destinations

for the whole world. Increasingly a large
number of corporations in the USA and
elsewhere are outsourcing work in some
form to offshore delivery centers in India.
The work outsourced to India usually ex-
tends to Information Technology (IT)
Services or IT enabled Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) services.

As the trend of off-shoring work into
India gains momentum, it brings with it
several new risks that have to be managed.
The most visible risk is associated with
people. The backgrounds of people who
work on these outsourcing assignments in
India need to be screened comprehensive-
ly. To do this, screening agencies have to
necessarily rely on India based Service
Providers who have the local knowledge
relating to Indian screening practices.

The purpose of this article is to throw
some light on the challenges faced by Indian
Service Providers when they carry out
searches for international screening clients.
Some of the major challenges are as follows:
• Lack of organized and aggregated

criminal record data
• Absence of a unique identification

mechanism for individuals
• Inadequate credit history data
• Low levels of digitization and com-

puterization

1 • Lack of organized and aggregated

criminal record data:

There is no comprehensive criminal data-
base in India at the national level, and in

Employee Screening
Challenges

Faced by Indian Service Providers
R . S w a m i n a t h a n , C E O , M a t r i x B u s i n e s s S e r v i c e s I n d i a P v t L t d

I
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India gains momentum,

it brings with it
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credit bureaus, except for Credit In-
formation Bureau of India Limited
(CIBIL) which is still in the process of
building up a comprehensive credit histo-
ry database. Again, the services of CIBIL
are available only for the purpose of finan-
cial screening of borrowers and not for
employee screening. There is therefore no
way to comprehensively ensure whether
an employee has a credit default against
his name or not.

4 • Low levels of digitization and

computerization:

Most searches in India involve going
through handwritten records in bulky
paper registers. Information is hardly avail-
able at the click of a mouse. At many police
stations, criminal records are in handwrit-
ten form in registers that have to be physi-
cally searched page by page. A large num-
ber of educational institutions (colleges /
universities) are yet to completely comput-
erize their records. To confirm the educa-
tion of a candidate, the old mark-sheet files
have to be physically retrieved from their
storage locations. Completing these search-
es within a tight turnaround time (TAT) is
therefore a severe challenge. Often the
police stations or the educational institu-
tions will not commit to any TAT and will
take their own time to provide confirma-
tions. The timelines in these cases are
therefore completely beyond the control of
the Service Provider.

Conclusion

The good news is that India is moving
forward to create an eco-system that
facilitates a vibrant background screen-
ing culture and most of the above chal-
lenges are getting addressed at a rapid
pace. In the interim there will be some
hiccups and teething troubles as the
background screening industry takes off
in India. The objective of this article is
to create some awareness within the
international screening community
about the issues they can expect to face
when they interact with Service Pro-
viders in India.

The author is CEO at Matrix Business
Services India Pvt Ltd (www.matrix-
bsindia.com) one of India’s leading
employee screening agencies. The views
expressed in this article are personal. The
author can be reached at r.swaminathan-
@matrixbsindia.com.
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onsumer confidence is critical to
the ongoing growth of industry, be

it financial services, professional services,
corporate, consumer or not-for-profit. As
a consequence, the ability of any organi-
sation or business to prosper and succeed
relies greatly on the trustworthiness and
honesty of its employees.

Employment screening and reference
checking play a critical role in managing
this growing area of risk and in protecting
an organization’s valuable assets.

Two recently released Handbooks, the
Employment Screening Handbook and the
Reference Checking Handbook for the
Financial Services Industry that was devel-
oped in close collaboration with the Aus-
tralian Securities and Investments Com-
mission (ASIC), will help industry put in
place measures to significantly reduce the
risk of potential security breaches and to
ensure the identity, credentials and integri-
ty of staff and contractors.

Mr John Tucker, CEO of Standards
Australia said the Handbooks will play a
significant role in employment security
and screening in Australia.

“Used together with the Australian
Standard for Employment Screening – the
only Standard of its type in the world –
employers now have a comprehensive
guide to help them ensure the staff they
employ are who they say they are and can
do what they claim to be capable of,” Mr
Tucker said.

“Organisations large and small, under-
stand that the illegal, unethical or negli-
gent actions of a single staff member or
contractor can result in major financial,
performance or safety related harm –
damaging both hard earned reputations
and balance sheets.

“Court listings regularly highlight
cases of fraud, embezzlement, larceny and

other crimes taking place in the work
place, and each year millions of dollars
are spent on protecting the reputations of
corporate and business,” said Mr Tucker.

Mr Guy Underwood, a member of the
Standards Australia Employment Screen
sing Working Group, and a co-author of
the handbook said, “Employment screen-

ing is an important risk management tool,
designed to minimise the risks associated
with hiring fraudulent or unqualified
management and staff.

“Research tells us the typical fraudster
is male, middle aged, tertiary qualified
and in a middle to senior management
position. Given their position within an
organisation, any fraud they do commit
can have a significant impact in terms of
dollar value and damage to corporate rep-
utation. It is therefore crucial that em-
ployers understand who they are hiring
and the potential impact if they do not
verify their background.

“These Handbooks will help industry
put in place measures that will reduce the
risk of individuals using fraudulent and
deceptive means to gain employment,
advancement or other benefits to which
they may not be entitled or suitably qual-
ified,” Mr Underwood said.

Traditionally, employment screening
has focussed on the pre-employment
phase of recruitment, rather than address-
ing employment screening as a holistic
process involving both the individual
throughout their employment relation-
ship and the changing nature of the
organisation. Some approaches have lim-
ited screening to only the most senior
staff, while others have adopted employ-
ment screening at all levels of the organi-
sation. The rigour of employment screen-
ing has also varied from an often cursory
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referee check, to a comprehen-
sive background and records
review.

These Handbooks bring new
focus to internal risks, such as those
created by changing employment cir-
cumstances through promotions,
change of duties, the possibility of redun-
dancies, or the impacts of changing per-
sonal circumstances for example, family,
business interests or unmanaged debts.

Whatever the situation, employment
screening needs to match the context that
the organisation operates and the role to
which the person is to be appointed.

Developed by the Employment Scree-
ning Working Group, a sub-group of the
Human Resources and Employment
Committee, the Handbooks examine all
aspects of building an effective employ-
ment screening regime including:
• developing an employment risk

analysis;
• the employment screening process;
• communication with staff; and
• the types of people employed to do

the screening.
While the Employment Screening

Handbook offers advice to all employers,
the Handbook for Reference Checking was
produced with ASIC specifically for the Fin-
ancial Services industry.

The Reference Checking Handbook is
designed to encourage industry to seek,
and when requested, provide reference
checking information to help identify dis-
honest, incompetent or unethical finan-
cial advisers.

Mr Tony D’Aloisio, Chairman of ASIC
said the Reference Checking Handbook
would play an integral part of employment
screening within the financial services
industry and, along with the Department’s

B a d
Apples proj-

ect, aims to assist
the financial services

industry disrupt the movement
of financial advisers with dubious

employment records.
“The risks associated with the employ-

ment of financial advisers of questionable
credibility are great with the consequences
often extending beyond any one organisa-
tion,” said Mr D’Aloisio.

“Over the years, we have seen in-
stances where such advisers have resigned
from one position and moved to similar
position in another firm were that firm is
unaware of their unethical history.

“We have seen the reputation of a
number of firms, painstakingly built over
a number of years seriously damaged
overnight by an irresponsible adviser.

“As the saying goes, ‘one bad apple can
ruin the whole barrel’ which is why,
together with industry ASIC is encourag-
ing all employers to share this type of
information so that dubious or dishonest
conduct does not go undetected and so
that we maintain consumer confidence in
the financial services industry,” said Mr
D’Aloisio.

Effective employment screening should
enable the employer to make decisions on
prudent hiring, promotion and change of
duties that are based upon an informed
understanding of the candidate’s back-
ground and credentials.

Such employment screening should
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also verify compliance with any legislative
requirements that may exist such as citi-
zenship, work visas and disqualifications.
Employment screening should be estab-
lished as a proactive risk treatment that
promotes a safe working environment and
that protects the organization’s reputation
and other assets including people, proper-
ty and information.

To ensure that employment screening
is integrated into the normal business
processes, it is important that all areas of
the organisation and stakeholders are
aware of the implementation and opera-
tion of employment screening policies
and practices.

The Employment Screening Hand-
book and the Reference Checking Hand-
book for the Financial Services Industry
provide organisations with a broad
framework and core processes for in-
clusion in any employment screening
process, project or program of work.
Used together with the Standard, the
Handbooks outline a base line for the
conduct of employment screening and
help industry minimise risk.

The Handbook for Reference Checking in
the Financial Services Industry can be
downloaded from ASIC’s website at no cost:
www.asic.gov.au/referencechecking

The Employment Screening Handbook
and Employment Screening Standard can be
purchased from SAI Global’s webshop.
www.saiglobal.com/shop

Reprinted with the Permission of Stan-
dards Australia.
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

CHO I C E P O I N T
1100 Alderman Drive
Alpharetta, GA 30005 USA
PH: (866) 432-7241
screening.choicepoint.com

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

I - C OV E R
99 Boulevard Haussmann
75008 Paris, France
PH: #33 1 77 35 00 07
contact@i-covereurope.com
www.i-covereurope.com

S T R A I G H T L I N E I N T ’ L .
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866) 909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

ChoicePoint helps organizations attract, screen and hire the most
qualified talent in an increasingly competitive marketplace. Focused
on the long-term success of your organization, ChoicePoint is contin-
ually developing flexible, integrated technologies that help organiza-
tions reduce risk, boost productivity, improve compliance and further
streamline the hiring process. As a trusted, reliable industry leader
serving organizations of all sizes, ChoicePoint offers highly-special-
ized screening solutions such as compliance management, employ-
ment eligibility verifications, global screening services, and more.

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ provides
on-demand employment background and drug screening solutions
that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinctive features
that help HR and security professionals more effectively manage
screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s fastest turn-
around times, innovative time-saving solutions, turnkey integrations
with top talent management applications (like Taleo™, Vurv™,
PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™ and PeopleAdmin™)
and reach to more than 200 countries and territories.

I-Cover offers a comprehensive range of products and services to
assist an employer or organization to guide an applicant through the
hiring process. We are a well established operation, staffed by indus-
try professionals, with experienced in country interviewers providing
real-time translations. I-Cover is present throughout Europe (East &
West), the Middle-East and sub- Saharan Africa where we have unri-
valled knowledge on local compliance and best practice issues. The
immediate and efficient service provided by I Cover, in association
with a competitive pricing structure, answer your needs for back-
ground screening services. For more info: www.i-covereurope.com

Finding criminal records in foreign countries has never been more
important or easier! Straightline International can help you. Straightline
International offers comprehensive background history checks and
criminal record searches from around the world. Whether it is Asia,
Africa, Europe, Oceania, South America, or North America, criminal
record checks are just a click away. From international to nationwide
criminal background check and retrieval services count on us.
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he European Commission’s Dir-
ective on Data Protection went into

effect in October, 1998, and would prohib-
it the transfer of personal data to non-
European Union nations that do not meet
the European "adequacy" standard for pri-
vacy protection. While the United States
and the European Union share the goal of
enhancing privacy protection for their citi-
zens, the United States takes a different
approach to privacy from that taken by the
European Union. The United States uses a
sectoral approach that relies on a mix of
legislation, regulation, and self regulation.
The European Union, however, relies on
comprehensive legislation that, for exam-
ple, requires creation of government data
protection agencies, registration of data
bases with those agencies, and in some
instances prior approval before personal
data processing may begin. As a result of
these different privacy approaches, the
Directive could have significantly ham-
pered the ability of U.S. companies to
engage in many trans-Atlantic transactions.

In order to bridge these different priva-
cy approaches and provide a streamlined
means for U.S. organizations to comply
with the Directive, the U.S. Department of
Commerce in consultation with the
European Commission developed a "safe
harbor" framework. The safe harbor -- ap-
proved by the EU in 2000-- is an im-
portant way for U.S. companies to avoid
experiencing interruptions in their busi-
ness dealings with the EU or facing pros-
ecution by European authorities under

European privacy laws. Certifying to the
safe harbor will assure that EU organiza-
tions know that your company provides
"adequate" privacy protection, as defined
by the Directive.

Safe Harbor Benefits
The safe harbor provides a number of
important benefits to U.S. and EU firms.

Benefits for U.S. organizations participat-
ing in the safe harbor will include:
• All 25 Member States of the

European Union will be bound by
the European Commission’s find-
ing of adequacy

• Companies participating in the safe
harbor will be deemed adequate
and data flows to those companies
will continue;

• Member State requirements for

prior approval of data transfers
either will be waived or approval
will be automatically granted; and

• Claims brought by European citi-
zens against U.S. companies will
be heard in the U.S. subject to lim-
ited exceptions.

The safe harbor framework offers a sim-
pler and cheaper means of complying
with the adequacy requirements of the
Directive, which should particularly ben-
efit small and medium enterprises.

An EU organization can ensure that it
is sending information to a U.S. organiza-
tion participating in the safe harbor by
viewing the public list of safe harbor
organizations posted on the Department
of Commerce’s website (http://export.-
gov/safeharbor). This list will become op-
erational at the beginning of November
2000. It will contain the names of all U.S.
companies that have self-certified to the
safe harbor framework. This list will be
regularly updated, so that it is clear who
is assured of safe harbor benefits.

How Does an Organization Join?
The decision by U.S. organizations to en-
ter the safe harbor is entirely voluntary.
Organizations that decide to participate in
the safe harbor must comply with the safe
harbor's requirements and publicly de-
clare that they do so. To be assured of safe
harbor benefits, an organization needs to
self certify annually to the Department of
Commerce in writing that it agrees to
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adhere to the safe harbor's requirements,
which includes elements such as notice,
choice, access, and enforcement. It must
also state in its published privacy policy
statement that it adheres to the safe
harbor. The Department of Commerce
will maintain a list of all organizations
that file self certification letters and make
both the list and the self certification let-
ters publicly available.

To qualify for the safe harbor, an org-
anization can (1) join a self-regulatory
privacy program that adheres to the safe
harbor's requirements; or (2) develop its
own self regulatory privacy policy that
conforms to the safe harbor.

What Do the
Safe Harbor Principles Require?

Organizations must comply with the
seven safe harbor principles. The princi-
ples require the following:

Notice: Organizations must notify indi-
viduals about the purposes for which they
collect and use information about them.
They must provide information about
how individuals can contact the organiza-
tion with any inquiries or complaints, the
types of third parties to which it discloses
the information and the choices and
means the organization offers for limiting
its use and disclosure.

Choice: Organizations must give individ-
uals the opportunity to choose (opt out)
whether their personal information will
be disclosed to a third party or used for a
purpose incompatible with the purpose
for which it was originally collected or
subsequently authorized by the individ-
ual. For sensitive information, affirma-
tive or explicit (opt in) choice must be
given if the information is to be disclosed
to a third party or used for a purpose
other than its original purpose or the
purpose authorized subsequently by the
individual.

Onward Transfer (Transfers of Third

Parties): To disclose information to a
third party, organizations must apply the
notice and choice principles. Where an
organization wishes to transfer informa-
tion to a third party that is acting as an
agent(1), it may do so if it makes sure that
the third party subscribes to the safe har-
bor principles or is subject to the Directive
or another adequacy finding. As an alter-
native, the organization can enter into a

written agreement with such third party
requiring that the third party provide at
least the same level of privacy protection
as is required by the relevant principles.

Acess: Individuals must have access to
personal information about them that an
organization holds and be able to correct,
amend, or delete that information where
it is inaccurate, except where the burden
or expense of providing access would be
disproportionate to the risks to the indi-
vidual's privacy in the case in question, or
where the rights of persons other than the
individual would be violated.

Security: Organizations must take rea-
sonable precautions to protect personal

information from loss, misuse and unau-
thorized access, disclosure, alteration and
destruction.

Data Integrity: Personal information
must be relevant for the purposes for
which it is to be used. An organization
should take reasonable steps to ensure
that data is reliable for its intended use,
accurate, complete, and current.

Enforcement: In order to ensure compli-
ance with the safe harbor principles, there
must be (a) readily available and afford-
able independent recourse mechanisms
so that each individual's complaints and
disputes can be investigated and resolved
and damages awarded where the applica-
ble law or private sector initiatives so pro-
vide; (b) procedures for verifying that the
commitments companies make to adhere
to the safe harbor principles have been
implemented; and (c) obligations to rem-
edy problems arising out of a failure to
comply with the principles. Sanctions
must be sufficiently rigorous to ensure
compliance by the organization. Organ-
izations that fail to provide annual self
certification letters will no longer appear
in the list of participants and safe harbor
benefits will no longer be assured.

To provide further guidance, the
Department of Commerce has issued a set
of frequently asked questions and an-
swers (FAQs) that clarify and supplement
the safe harbor principles.

How and Where
Will the Safe Harbor be Enforced?
In general, enforcement of the safe harbor
will take place in the United States in
accordance with U.S. law and will be car-
ried out primarily by the private sector.
Private sector self regulation and enforce-
ment will be backed up as needed by gov-
ernment enforcement of the federal and
state unfair and deceptive statutes. The
effect of these statutes is to give an orga-
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The safe harbor

framework offers a simpler

and cheaper means of

complying with the adequacy

requirements of the

Directive, which should

particularly benefit small

and medium enterprises.

Safe Harbor



nization's safe harbor commitments the
force of law vis a vis that organization.

Private Sector Enforcement: As part
of their safe harbor obligations, organiza-
tions are required to have in place a dis-
pute resolution system that will investigate
and resolve individual complaints and dis-
putes and procedures for verifying compli-
ance. They are also required to remedy
problems arising out of a failure to comply
with the principles. Sanctions that dispute
resolution bodies can apply must be severe
enough to ensure compliance by the
organization; they must include publicity
for findings of non-compliance and dele-
tion of data in certain circumstances. They
may also include suspension from mem-
bership in a privacy program (and thus
effectively suspension from the safe har-
bor) and injunctive orders.

The dispute resolution, verification,
and remedy requirements can be satis-
fied in different ways. For example, an
organization could comply with a private
sector developed privacy seal program
that incorporates and satisfies the safe
harbor principles. If the seal program,
however, only provides for dispute reso-
lution and remedies but not verification,
then the organization would have to sat-
isfy the verification requirement in an
alternative way.

Organizations can also satisfy the dis-
pute resolution and remedy requirements
through compliance with government
supervisory authorities or by committing
to cooperate with data protection author-
ities located in Europe.

Government Enforcement: Depending
on the industry sector, the Federal Trade
Commission, comparable U.S. govern-
ment agencies, and/or the states may pro-
vide overarching government enforce-
ment of the safe harbor principles. Where
a company relies in whole or in part on
self regulation in complying with the safe

harbor principles, its failure to comply
with such self regulation must be action-
able under federal or state law prohibiting
unfair and deceptive acts or it is not eligi-
ble to join the safe harbor. At present,
U.S. organizations that are subject to the
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Com-
mission or the Department of Tran-
sportation with respect to air carriers and

ticket agents may participate in the safe
harbor. The Federal Trade Commission
and the Department of Transportation
with respect to air carriers and ticket
agents have both stated in letters to the
European Commission that they will take
enforcement action against organizations
that state that they are in compliance with
the safe harbor framework but then fail to
live up to their statements.

Under the Federal Trade Commission
Act, for example, a company's failure to
abide by commitments to implement the

safe harbor principles might be considered
deceptive and actionable by the Federal
Trade Commission. This is the case even
where an organization adhering to the safe
harbor principles relies entirely on self-reg-
ulation to provide the enforcement
required by the safe harbor enforcement
principle. The FTC has the power to recti-
fy such misrepresentations by seeking
administrative orders and civil penalties of
up to $12,000 per day for violations.

Failure to Comply with the Safe

Harbor Requirements: If an organiza-
tion persistently fails to comply with the
safe harbor requirements, it is no longer
entitled to benefit from the safe harbor.
Persistent failure to comply arises where an
organization refuses to comply with a final
determination by any self regulatory or gov-
ernment body or where such a body deter-
mines that an organization frequently fails
to comply with the requirements to the
point where its claim to comply is no longer
credible. In these cases, the organization
must promptly notify the Department of
Commerce of such facts. Failure to do so
may be actionable under the False State-
ments Act (18 U.S.C. § 1001).

The Department of Commerce will indi-
cate on the public list it maintains of organ-
izations self certifying adherence to the safe
harbor requirements any notification it
receives of persistent failure to comply and
will make clear which organizations are
assured and which organizations are no
longer assured of safe harbor benefits.

An organization applying to participate
in a self-regulatory body for the purposes of
re-qualifying for the safe harbor must pro-
vide that body with full information about
its prior participation in the safe harbor.

Source: US Department of Commerce. To
view firms that are Safe Harbor certified go
to http://web.ita.doc.gov/safeharbor/shlist.-
nsf/webPages/safe+harbor+list
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evelopments of a frontier free In-

ternal Market and of the so called

'information society' increase the cross-

frontier flows of personal data between

Member States of the EU. In order to

remove potential obstacles to such flows

and to ensure a high level of protection

within the EU, data protection legislation

has been harmonized. The Commission

also engages in dialogues with non-EU

countries in order to insure a high level of

protection when exporting personal data

to those countries. It also initiates studies

on the development on European and

international level on the state of data

protection.

Data Protection Laws in Effect (to

access any of the following data protec-

tion laws go to www.Preemployment-

Directory.com and click on International

Resource Center.

See Chartered Institute of Personnel and

Development (CIPD) Fact Sheet at http://-

www.cipd.co.uk/subjects/ em-plaw/data-

prot/dataprotec.htm?IsSrchRes=1 for intro-

ductory guidance on the law associated with

data protection and privacy provides an

action plan for employers.

Data Protection Laws
European

Commission

• European Union Data Protection Legislation

• http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htm

• Austria - Data Protection Act

• Belgium - Data Protection Act

• Cyprus - Data Protection Act

• Denmark - Data Protection Act

• Dutch - Data Protection Act

• Estonia - Data Protection Act

• Finland - Data Protection Act

• France - Data Protection Act

• Germany - Data Protection Act

• Data Privacy Protection in Germany from the perspective of Siemens AG

• Greece - Data Protection Act (unofficial translation)

• Hungary - Data Protection Act

• Ireland - Data Protection Act

• Italy - Data Protection Act (unofficial translation)

• Latvia - Data Protection Act

• Lithuania

• Luxembourg - Data Protection Act

• Malta - Data Protection Act

• Poland - Data Protection Act

• Portugal - Data Protection Act

• Slovenia - Data Protection Act

• Slovak Republic - Data Protection Act

• Spain - Data Protection Act

• Sweden - Data Protection Act

• United Kingdom - Data Protection Act

• Finland - Privacy Protection in Working Life

D
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Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p
Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

EMP L O Y E E S C R E E N I Q
4853 Galaxy Parkway, Bldg. K
Cleveland, Ohio 44128 USA
PH: (800) 235-3954
F: (888) 390-4631
www.employeescreen.com
university.employeescreen.com
info@employeescreen.com

H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

PR E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

S T R A I G H T L I N E
I N T E R N A T I O N A L
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866)-909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

employeescreenIQ is a global background screening company dedi-
cated to superior client service. Our smarter, comprehensive
research techniques produce thorough, accurate screening reports
that meet the unique needs of our clients and the standards of fed-
eral and international employment guidelines. employeescreenIQ
clients can be confident they are making intelligent hiring decisions.
Check out employeescreen University at http://university.-
employeescreen.com; a first of its kind interactive learning re-
source for looking to boost their background screening “IQ”.

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ provides
on-demand employment background and drug screening solutions
that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinctive features
that help HR and security professionals more effectively manage
screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s fastest turn-
around times, innovative time-saving solutions, turnkey integrations
with top talent management applications (like Taleo™, Vurv™,
PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™ and PeopleAdmin™)
and reach to more than 200 countries and territories.

A ‘one stop’ source for information on international background
screening including data protection laws from around the world, ter-
rorist search information, training resources, the world clock with
time zones, as well as worldwide directories about cities and towns,
criminal justice systems, holidays, the CIAWorld Fact Book which is
stacked with information on countries around the world and much
more. Go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com and click on
International Resource Center to find what you are looking for.

Finding criminal records in foreign countries has never been more
important or easier! Straightline International can help you.
Straightline International offers comprehensive background histo-
ry checks and criminal record searches from around the world.
Whether it is Asia, Africa, Europe, Oceania, South America, or
North America, criminal record checks are just a click away. From
international to nationwide criminal background check and
retrieval services count on us.



• Collection, use, or disclosure of
personal information should nor-
mally be done only with an
employee's knowledge and con-
sent.

• The employer should only collect
personal information that's neces-
sary for its stated purpose, and col-
lect it by fair and lawful means.

• The employer should normally use
or disclose personal information
only for the purposes that it col-
lected it for, and keep it only as
long as it's needed for those pur-
poses, unless it has the employee's
consent to do something else with
it, or is legally required to use or
disclose it for other purposes.

• Employees' personal information
needs to be accurate, complete,
and up-to-date.

• Employees should be able to access
their personal information, and be
able to challenge the accuracy and
completeness of it.

Do employees' privacy rights
conflict with an employer's

right to manage?
Employers have legitimate requirements
for personal information about their
employees. They need to know who
they're hiring. They need to address per-
formance issues and ensure the physical
security of their workplace. And they may
see electronic monitoring and other sur-
veillance as necessary to ensure productiv-

vacy, if they ensure that they collect, use,
and disclose personal information about
their employees for appropriate purposes
only.

Respecting employees' privacy
An employer's need for information
should be balanced with an employee's
right to privacy. For almost all personal
information — including pay and benefit
records, formal and informal personnel
files, video or audio tapes, and records of

web-browsing, electronic mail, and key-
strokes — the following basic rules help
to establish and maintain that balance:
• The employer should say what per-

sonal information it collects from
employees, why it collects it, and
what it does with it.

mployers and employees are often
subject to privacy laws. The Pri-
vacy Act, for example, applies to

employee information in federal gov-
ernment institutions. The Personal Infor-
mation Protection and Electronic Doc-
uments Act applies to employee informa-
tion in federal works, undertakings, and
businesses. See our fact sheet entitled
Application of the PIPEDA to Employee
Records. Several provinces have privacy
legislation applying to employee in-
formation. In addition, employers often
make a commitment in collective agree-
ments to observe privacy practices.

But whether or not privacy is protected
by law or contract, respecting privacy in
the workplace makes good business sense.

People expect to have some privacy at
work, even if they are on their employer's
premises and using the employer's equip-
ment. At the same time, it's normal that
working for someone will mean giving up
some privacy. Employers need basic infor-
mation about their employees for things
like pay and benefits, and they have to be
able to ensure that work is being done
efficiently and safely.

But the possibilities for infringing on
privacy are greater than ever before.
Psychological tests, web-browsing re-
cords, video surveillance, keystroke mon-
itoring, genetic testing: the information
an employer can have about employees is
limitless.

Employers can balance their "need to
know" with their employees' right to pri-

Whether or not

privacy is protected

by law or contract,

repecting privacy in

the workplace

makes good

business sense.

E

Canandian Privacy in
the Workplace

Fact Sheet
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A "privacy culture"
In many workplaces, practices like the
ones outlined above are required by law,
and employees have legal means to assert
their rights. Employees may also have
enforceable rights to privacy under collec-
tive agreements.

But good privacy practice is not just
about avoiding complaints, grievances, or
lawsuits. Whether or not privacy is pro-
tected by law or contract, fostering a
workplace culture where privacy is val-
ued and respected contributes to morale
and mutual trust, and makes good busi-
ness sense.

Source: http://www.privcom.gc.ca/fs-fi/02_-
05_d_17_e.asp

Date published: 2004-02-19 - Date modi-
fied: 2004-04-01

What about employees who waive
their privacy rights?

Employers may be tempted to advise
employees or prospective employees that
they have no expectations of privacy in
the workplace — that the loss of privacy
is a condition of employment. Someone
who agrees to work under these condi-
tions, it could be argued, has consented to
unlimited collection, use, and disclosure
of their personal information.

Whether this is really consent — clear,
informed, voluntary consent — is ques-
tionable. And the general principle of col-
lecting only the personal information
that's required for appropriate purposes
gets lost with this approach. A better
alternative is to specifically ask employees
to consent to explicit, limited, and justi-
fied collections, uses, and disclosures of
their personal information.

ity, stop leaks of confidential information,
and prevent workplace harassment.

So sometimes employers have to delve
into private matters. But they can keep
those instances to a minimum, and limit
the impact on personal privacy. The pos-
sibility that an individual employee might
do something harmful doesn't justify
treating all employees as suspects. The
questionable benefit of knowing what
every employee is doing on company time
and equipment, at all times, needs to be
weighed against the cost — including the
cost to staff morale and trust. Preventing
workplace harassment is an important
goal, but it's best achieved through work-
force training and sensitization, explicit
anti-harassment policies, and appropriate
remedial measures when harassment is
reported or reasonably suspected, rather
than by depriving everyone of their priva-
cy rights.

Clear policies
and clear expectations

At a minimum, employers should tell
their employees what personal informa-
tion will be collected, used, and disclosed.
They should inform employees of their
policies on Web, e-mail, and telephone
use, for example. If employees are subject
to random or continuous surveillance,
they need to be told so.

Employers should also ensure that
information they collect for one purpose
isn't used for an unrelated purpose with-
out the employee's consent.

Even if they're not required to do so by
law, employers should give employees
access to the personal information held
about them, so that they can verify, and if
necessary challenge, its accuracy and
completeness.
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USDLLS$4,500.00 to USDLLS$6,000.00
per event.

5. The Federal Government

Procedures Act.

Under Article 33, petitioners or any inter-
ested party, in any governmental matter,
shall have the right to be informed about
the content of the related and pertinent
files, which otherwise must be kept in
confidentiality. However, any information
regarding to the national defense and
security, or any other matter protected by
industrial or trade secrets or by any other
law, will be also kept in confidentiality.

6. Banking Secrecy.

The Credit Institutions Act, establishes in
Article 117 the "Bank Secrecy", wherefore
the financial institutions can not disclose
any information related to the deposits or
any other banking services of their cus-
tomers to any person, except to the tax
authorities or by judicial resolution is-
sued by competent court.

Violation to the above shall be pun-
ished by imprisonment from 3 to 9 years,
as per the provision of Article 112 Bis of
the same law.

7. Insurance and Medical Records.

As per Articles 136, 137 and 138 of the
General Health Act, patients have the right
that all medical information and clinical
records be kept in strict confidentiality and
that such information must not be dis-
closed without his or her authorization,
except in those cases under which doctors

private communications including PTT´s
communications (post, telegraph and
telephone). Likewise, the Constitution also
protects the due process of law regarding to
search and seizure procedures.

2. PTT´s Confidentiality

Related Provisions.

The Federal Communications Act, estab-
lishes in Articles 383, 576, 577 and 578
that government and private citizens
must keep in strict confidentiality the
content of any messages, except by order
of competent court. Severe fines and
imprisonment can be imposed to infrac-
tors. Likewise, Article 49 of the Federal
Telecommunications Act, establishes that
any information transmitted through
telecommunication networks, shall be
confidential, except the information in
public domain or by resolution of compe-
tent authorities.

3. Statistical - Census Information.

Under Article 5 of the law governing
Geographical and Statistical Information
(the Census Act), all statistical information
collected as well as the data of the inform-
ants must be kept in strict confidentiality.

4. Federal Tax Records.

As per Article 69 of the Federal Tax Code,
all employees and officers of the Mexican
IRS (SAT), must keep in strict confidence
all data concerning tax returns, tax pay-
ments, tax audits, etc.

Violations to the above will be sanc-
tioned with fines which will run from

ince the enactment of the Federal
Constitution in 1917, the post gov-

ernment administrations show no partic-
ular interest to implement neither a for-
mal nor a comprehensive legislation and
policies, regarding the protection of Per-
sonal Data of the citizens in Mexico.

This situation partially changed during
the administration of President Fox (2000-
2006), when bills governing the access and
protection of personal data in credit bureaus
and public government files, were intro-
duced and passed by the Federal Congress.

The purpose of this paper is to de-
scribe the current legal framework of the
Data Privacy provisions, established in an
array of pieces of federal legislation,
which will be analyzed hereinafter.

As will be noted, new federal legislation
has also covered broader protection to con-
sumers, both "on line" and "off line", as
established in the recent amendments to
the Federal Consumer Protection Act.

In spite of the opposing voices to the
approval of data protection legislation,
our conclusion is that in our globalized
world, companies in Mexico, should
implement corporate data privacy policies
and procedures, in order to comply with
foreign recommendations and local laws
and regulations.

As follows, we will briefly describe a
summary of the most relevant Mexican
Federal legislation on this matter.

Current Related Legislation
1. Constitutional Provisions.

The bill of rights guarantees the privacy of

Mexico
The Current Legal Framework of the Data Privacy and

Personal Information Protection in Mexico

S
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12. The Federal Criminal Code.

Post and Communications.
• Anyone who deciphers or decodes tele-
communications signals or is engaged in
the marketing or in the use of apparatus,
devices or instruments permitting such
activities, shall be punished by imprison-
ment up to 2 years, as per the provisions
of Article 168-Bis of said Code.
• Anyone who opens or intercept any
written communication without a legal
reason, shall be punished with up to 380
of community working days.
• Anyone who trespass or obtain undue
access to private communications with-
out the proper judicial court authoriza-
tion shall be punished with up to 12 years
of imprisonment.

Child Pornography
• Child Pornography is punished with up
to 16 years of imprisonment, including
transmission by electronic means such as
the Internet. Trade secrets disclosure and
unlawful access to data processing equip-
ment and systems.
• Disclosure of confidential information
which is known as a consequence of the
employment or labor relationship shall be
punished with up to 200 of community
working days.
• In the event of disclosure by a person
rendering professional or technical serv-
ices or in the event that the nature of the
information disclosed is a confidential
trade secret, then, the punishment will be

marketing, publishing, disseminating or
the use personal data and in particular
"Sensitive Data", if one person might suffer
or be affected in his feelings, affections,
beliefs, honor, reputation, private life, etc.,
which damages are protected by Article
1916 of the Federal Civil Code, a civil
action can be instituted allowing to the
affected party to claim the payment of dam-
ages, whether contractual or in tort. The
amount of the damages shall be determined
by the Judge, depending upon the injury
caused, the degree of the liability or any
other circumstances related to the case.

and hospitals have the obligation to report
to the Health Authorities. The same obliga-
tion is established in Article 36 of the law
governing Professional Practice.

8. Foreign Investment Law

and its Regulations.

It is provided that all information that
must be disclosed under the law, by for-
eign investors, should be kept in confi-
dentiality and the authorities shall not
allow the access to any third party to the
files and records in the Foreign Invest-
ment Office or in the Registry of Foreign
Investment.

9. Copyright Law.

It protects the confidentiality of software
products and data bases. Files at the Copy-
right Office regarding to software products
should be kept in confidentiality and the
access to such files will not be permitted,
but only to the copyright-holders. Severe
fines may be imposed by the Mexican
Institute of Industrial Property.

10. Industrial Property Law.

Regarding to this law, it should be noted
that disclosure of trade secrets or the
unlawful access or the acquisition of such
information by third parties shall be con-
sidered a crime and sanctioned with
imprisonment up to 10 years.

11. Moral Damage - Civil Remedies.

When collecting, disclosing, transferring,

In spite of the opposing

voices to the approval of

data protection legislation,

our conclusion is that in our

globalized world, companies

in Mexico, should implement

corporate data privacy

policies and procedures, in

order to comply with foreign

recommendations and local

laws and regulations.
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the acceptance of the proposed bills.
The current trend is to expect that a

data privacy legislation will pass, hoping
that its provisions satisfy both public and
private interests as well.

The Recent Data Privacy Legislation
As indicated in the beginning of this
paper, it was only in recent years when
specific data privacy legislation was pro-
posed by the Executive Branch and/or
sponsored by Congress.
The following pieces of legislation were
approved by Congress:
• The Credit Bureaus Act.
• The Federal Law for the Access to the

Governmental Public Records and
Information.

• The Revised Federal Consumer Pro-
tection Act.

The first two above mentioned bills were
approved by Congress in the year of 2002
and the last one in 2004.

As follows we will briefly discuss the
above mentioned enacted statutes:
• The Credit Bureaus Act.
This law permits consumers or users of the
banking system and credit applicants, to
obtain access to their own credit records
and also to request and or to claim the per-
tinent corrections and information updates
as relevant, including the elimination of
their personal data from the data bases of
the credit bureaus, when applicable, as per
the provisions of this law.
• The Federal Law for the Access to the

Governmental Public Records and
Information.
This law was published on June 11,

2002. It was widely advertised by the
Presidency of the Republic, as an outstand-
ing achievement of the new democracy
promised by President Fox. Under this law,
all citizens are entitled and government
officers are obligated to permit citizens the
access to the federal government agencies
records and files and also to be informed
about other data such as remunerations of

cy, in particular regarding to personal data
stored and disseminated by the private
sector, including private corporations, ad-
vertising and other direct marketing
organizations. Most of these bills were
strongly opposed and lobbyied by the pri-
vate sector and industry chambers which
finally obtained to stop the approval of
said bills within the Congress.

However, it is quite foreseeable that
the new Congress (2006-2012) will take
again the initiative to promote the
approval of this kind of legislation. Some
sectors including several NGO´s promot-
ing the protection of data privacy, will
encourage legislators to approve data pri-
vacy laws covering the creation of a data
privacy authority to protect and enforce
the following ("habeas data") rights:
• The right to access.
• The right to be informed.
• The right to oppose to data collection.
• The right to oppose to the disclosure,

transfer or dissemination of personal and
in particular "sensitive" information.

• The right to correct and update.
• The prohibition or restrictions to trans-

border data flows.
Private sector main opposition to the var-

ious introduced bills on this subject
matter, argued:

• That the creation of a Data Privacy
Agency, would generate more bureau-
cracy and unnecessary burden and
costs to private companies.

• The imposition of fines and criminal
sanctions by the Data Privacy Agency.

• Frivolous complaints by angry current
or dismissed employees.

• The impact and effects of prohibition or
restrictions to the free transborder data
flows.

In addition to the above, direct marketing
companies, advertising call centers, credit
cards and other similar marketing organi-
zations strongly opposed to the "opt-in"
concept instead of the "opt-out" proce-
dure, which was a bargaining condition to

imprisonment up to 5 years.
• Access, disclosure or use of information
or images obtained from a private com-
munication shall be punished with
imprisonment up to 12 years.
• Anyone who access or copy informa-
tion contained in data processing equip-
ment or systems, shall be imprisoned up
to 1 year.

13. Workplace Environment.

The Federal Labor Law was enacted in
1931. Since then and as up to date, labor
courts continue resolving claims in the
most favorable manner to employees.

The employer must respect the dignity
of employee´s labor conditions at the
workplace as established in Articles 3 and
56 of the Labor Law. Such principle can
not be matter of a waiver by the employ-
ees. Any pact in contrary, shall be consid-
ered null and void.

As per Article 133 – VII, employers are
forbidden to perform any act which
restrains the labor rights of the employees.

In view of the foregoing, when imple-
menting any employment data privacy or
any surveillance procedures at the work-
ing place, including the access and search
through electronic and computer technol-
ogy, to collect, analyze, reproduce and
disseminate information about employ-
ees, the above provisions must be taken
into consideration. Likewise, it is impor-
tant to point out that any of the above
practices including monitoring e-mails or
the company´s intranets, should be clear-
ly specified in both, the employment
agreement and in the interior working
regulations, as well. A clear written con-
sent by employee to any company policy
must be implemented.

The Personal Data Protection
Pending Bills

Since January 2001, several legislators
have sponsored in Congress, bills govern-
ing the protection of personal data priva-

Mexico—The Current Legal Framework
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the name, address, telephone and the
e-mail of the vendor. Consumers are
entitled to request to vendors not to be
annoyed whether in their domiciles,
working place or e-mails with adver-
tising (SPAM).

• Consumers may request to vendors and
advertising companies that the con-
sumers information may not be trans-
ferred or assigned to any third party.

• The FCPA shall keep a public registry of
consumers in which will be listed the
names and telephone numbers of the
consumers which have decided not to
receive information or advertising
materials, both "off or on-line", includ-
ing a "do not call" registry. Prior to send
any marketing or advertising messages
to consumers, vendors must consult
the list of the consumers which have
requested not to receive SPAM. The
same applies to marketing call centers.

• Regarding to contract formation, it is
established that any contract will be
considered as concluded after five (5)
days of the delivery of the merchandise
or the execution of the agreement,
whichever is later. During this five days
period, consumer is entitled to revoke
its consent without any liability.

• Vendors engaged in the repair or main-
tenance must use "new spare parts"
unless written authorization of the
consumer.

• Standard agreements (adhesion contracts),
whether "on line" or "off line" in order to
be valid, must be in Spanish language and
in a clear and conspicuous manner.

• The FCPA is entitled to declare which
standard agreements must be registered
and approved by the FCPA. Article 90
establishes that certain contractual pro-
visions can not be included such as the
submission to foreign courts. The for-
bidden clauses shall be null and void.

Consumer Remedies
Consumers shall have the right at its

sumer the technology used to assure
the safety and confidentiality of the
information provided by the consumer.

• Before any transaction is concluded,
the vendor must inform to the con-
sumer its physical domicile, telephone
numbers and pertinent information
regarding its policies concerning war-
ranties and the instructions to make
effective such warranties.

• Vendor shall avoid deceptive marketing
and advertisement practices.

• Vendors must clearly inform to the con-
sumer whenever the products or serv-
ices are addressed to the elderly, chil-
dren or ill people.

The 2004 Amendment
Regarding to the new scope of the law, it is
emphasized that it protect consumers in
both, "on line" and "off line" transactions.
• The concept of consumer is modified to

include corporations and not only
individuals, wherever the transaction
involved is not higher than USDLLS$
30,000. Accordingly, now corporations
which execute transactions with ven-
dors, not exceeding the amount above
mentioned, are entitled to file com-
plaints before the Federal Consumers
Protection Agency (FCPA).

• The FCPA is also entitled to monitor
web sites in order to verify the proper
fulfillment to the provisions of this law.

• Vendors and companies which collect,
gather and use consumer´s information
are obligated to report to any person
what information they keep and to pro-
vide a report on such information,
including to mention if said information
has been shared with any third party,
identifying such third party. Consumers
have the right to request corrections if
appropriate and vendors or the third
party must comply with such petition
within the following 30 days.

• All advertising sent to consumers, both
"on line" or "off line", should indicate

public servants, government projects, gov-
ernment services, etc. This information
may be accessed also by electronic means
such as the Internet. However, under
Article 13 of the law, certain information
which is considered reserved, classified or
which affects the national security or the
national defense shall remain confidential.

Likewise, government officers are obli-
gated to keep in confidentiality personal
data of the citizens contained in public
records. Citizens are entitled to access to
their own information and to request cor-
rection, modification and updating of the
individual´s personal data.

Government officers are forbidden to
disclose, distribute, disseminate or market-
ing the citizen´s personal data both "on
line" or "off line", without express written
consent of the corresponding individual,
with certain exceptions, including when
such disclosure is decreed by resolution of
competent courts.

It is created a new governmental body
called the Federal Institute for the Access
to Public Information, in order to handle
and perform the proper compliance of the
provisions of this law and to grant reme-
dies and impose sanctions in the event of
violation to its provisions.

Consumer Protection
We will now focus our attention to the
Federal Consumer Protection Act, revised
in February 4, 2004. Also, we will refer to
the consumers protection in "on line"
transactions, previously introduced in
this law in the year of 2000.

Consumers "On Line" Protection pro-
visions:
• The vendor is obligated to keep confi-

dential the information provided by
the Consumer, wherefore such infor-
mation can not be disclosed, trans-
ferred or disseminated to other ven-
dors, unless previous authorization is
granted by the consumer.

• The vendor must inform to the con-
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Conclusions and Recommendations
As described in this paper, Mexico has
enacted and put in force a variety of Federal
Data Privacy statutes which were listed
herein. The most important ones for the
private sector, are those related to data pri-
vacy policies and procedures in the work
place environment and also the newly
revised Federal Consumer Protection regu-
lations. Other statutes might also apply, in
particular the provisions regarding to the
access to the telecommunications facilities,
labor and criminal legislation.

When implementing corporate poli-
cies, local companies need to take care on
how to implement such policies in order
to adapt them to the Mexican environ-
ment and current legislation, and also
thinking in the near future possibility of
new legislation protecting the treatment
of privacy of data stored, managed and
disseminated by the private sector.

Footnotes
* This paper is "CONFIDENTIAL" and can not
be copied without authorization of the author.
(1) Mr. Luis Vera Vallejo is the Senior
Partner of the Mexican Law Firm VERA
ABOGADOS, S.C.
(2) Excerpts from the Article "E-Privacy Law
Committee Targets the E-Commerce Legal
Issue Facing Every Client", written by Ruth
Hill Bro – The ABA E-Privacy Law Committee.
The content of this article is intended to pro-
vide a general guide to the subject matter.
Specialist advice should be sought about
your specific circumstances.

Luis Vera Vallejo, © 2006 (1)
Vera Abogados, S.C., Bosque de Duraznos
N. 75-1102. Bosques de Las Lomas, 11700
México, D.F. Mexico City, Mexico
Tels: (52 55) 5245-0266
Fax.: (52 55) 5245-0454

Lvera@VeraAbogados.com.mx

Reprinted with Permission from Vera
Abogados, S.C.

Probably, the above is due to the fact
that there is no formal enacted law gov-
erning

Data Privacy in the Private Sector
Due to the global nature of Internet, sev-
eral multinational subsidiaries based in
Mexico, have implemented their own
Ethic Codes and Data Privacy procedures,
in order to comply with parent global
policies.

At this point in time, is difficult to
ascertain whether or not the Personal
Data Privacy and Information Protection
Bills would be revived. However and
under the likelihood of the near approval
of legislation on this matter, industry
needs to be prepared to comply with Data
Privacy Policies and Procedures. In any
case, since the impact of privacy is now a
part of the corporate culture, Mexican
companies and foreign local subsidiaries
need to know how to avoid privacy risks
and legal exposures.

For instance, it is highly recommend-
ed that such procedures include(2):
•Website privacy policies (and the exten-

sive internal due diligence and proce-
dures necessary to implement them);

• Online information collection, use, and
dissemination practices;

• Cookies and other tracking technologies;
• Online profiling;
• Third-party databases and publicly

available personal information;
• Privacy issues associated with digital

signatures, smart cards, and other key
technologies;

• Crossing virtual borders in transmitting
data;

• Collecting and using certain types of
sensitive information (e.g., financial,
medical, from children);

• Privacy and data protection issues in
the electronic workplace; and

• New laws and pending legislation on
privacy at both the federal and state
level.

choice, to the replacement of the mer-
chandise or the refund of the price paid, if
the goods or services do not meet with
the quantity or quality requested, the
trademark or any other specifications of
the products or in the event of services,
the equipment is not properly repaired. In
such cases, additionally consumers will
be entitled to a compensation in an
amount not less to the equivalent of 20%
of the paid price, regardless of the follow-
ing additional statutory damages:
• If the consumer has paid the price in

full, it will be entitled to collect 30% of
such price.

• If the consumer has paid more than
50% of the price, then he will be enti-
tled to a compensation equivalent to
the 25% of the price.

• If the consumer has paid up to the 50%
of the price, he will receive a compen-
sation equivalent to 20% of the con-
tractual consideration.

In any other cases, such compensation
will be no less than 20% of the total
amount established in the contract.

In addition to the above, the FCPA will
impose very expensive fines to the vendor
depending upon the violation incurred.
Such fines now has been increased to an
average of USDLLS$ 50,000.00 to
USDLLS$ 500,000.00, being the FCPA
also empowered to shut down the premis-
es of the vendor.

Corporate Data Privacy Practices
Although the Mexican Department of
Commerce is trying to encourage indus-
trial chambers and trade associations to
formalize Ethic Codes and to promote
self-industry regulations, as far as we
know, such policy has not been success-
fully implemented. Accordingly, very few
industry organizations have Ethic Codes
such as the Mexican IT Association, the
Mexican Internet Industry Association,
the Mexican Advertising Council, the
Bankers Association, among others.

Mexico—The Current Legal Framework
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World Information Center
Time and date.com

THE WORLD CLOCK - TIME ZONES

Current local times around the world
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/

THE OFFICIAL US TIME

http://www.time.gov/

DIRECTORY OF CITIES AND TOWNS AROUND THE WORLD

Global Gazetteer Version 2.1

Satellite images available for cities and towns.
To get satellite images for airports, look for the nearest town, and use its image

Visit: http://www.fallingrain.com/world/

CIA WORLD FACT BOOK

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/

Reference Maps • Guide to Country Profiles • History of The World Factbook
Search The World Factbook • Frequently Asked Questions

THE EARTH CALENDAR

The Earth Calendar is a daybook of holidays and celebrations around the world.
http://www.earthcalendar.net/index.php



United States

Specially Designated Nationals (SDN)

and Blocked Persons

16 June 2004, revised 2May 2005. The U.S.
Treasury Department, Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) publishes this list
of individuals and companies controlled by
targeted countries. The list includes "indi-
viduals, groups, and entities, such as terror-
ists and narcotics traffickers designated
under programs that are not country-spe-
cific. Collectively, such individuals and
companies are called 'Specially Designated
Nationals' or 'SDNs.' Their assets are
blocked and U.S. persons are generally pro-
hibited from dealing with them."
http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/of
ac/sdn/

The Excluded Parties List System

provides integrated search access to

several deparment lists. (et)

http://www.epls.gov/

List of Parties Debarred for Arms

Export Control Act Convictions

21 June 2004. The Directorate of Defense
Trade Controls of the U.S. Department of
State provides two lists--one statutory and
one administrative--of companies and
individuals convicted of violations
involving the Arms Export Control Act
(AECA) or the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR). Both lists are
alphabetical and include a Federal Reg-
ister citation, although not a link to the
relevant issue. (et)

Entry List

16 June 2004, revised 2 May 2005. The
U.S. Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) maintains this list of foreign indi-
viduals and companies, which "have been
determined to present an unacceptable
risk of diversion to developing weapons
of mass destruction or the missiles used

to deliver those weapons." Changes to the
list appear officially in the Federal
Register.
http://www.bis.doc.gov/entities/default.htm

Foreign Terrorist Organizations -

http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/fs/2004/35167.htm

Terrorist Exclusion -

http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/fs/2002/15222.htm

Consolidated list of persons, groups

and entities subject to EU financial

sanctions -

http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/cfsp/s
anctions/list/consol-list.htm

Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC)

of the U.S. Department of the Treasury

http://www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/
ofac/sdn/

United Kingdom

http://www.crb.gov.uk -

http://www.crb.gov.uk/

Bank of England Terrorist list

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publicatio
ns/news/2002/111.htm

Child Protection: Criminal Background

Checking of Staff in Schools

http://www.deni.gov.uk/circular_2006_09.pdf

Disclosure of Criminal Background of

Persons with Access to Children -

http://www.deni.gov.uk/circular_2006_09.pdf

Department of Transport - Criminal

Records check -

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/security/crc/

Fit and Proper Test for Approved

Persons - http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/hb-
releases/rel27/rel27fit.pdf

Financial and Services Market Act 2000

http://www.opsi.gov.uk/ACTS/acts2000/ukp
ga_20000008_en_1

The following lists may be relevant to
your export or re-export transaction.

Denied Persons List

A list of individuals and entities that have
been denied export privileges. Any dealings
with a party on this list that would violate
the terms of its denial order is prohibited.
http://www.bis.doc.gov/dpl/default.shtm

Unverified List

A list of parties where BIS has been unable
to verify the end use in prior transactions.
The presence of a party on this list in a
transaction is a “red flag” that should be
resolved before proceeding with the
transaction.
http://www.bis.doc.gov/enforcement/unverifi
edlist/unverified_parties.html

Debarred List

A list compiled by the State Department of
parties who are barred by §127.7 of the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR) (22 CFR §127.7) from participating
directly or indirectly in the export of defense
articles, including technical data or in the
furnishing of defense services for which a
license or approval is required by the ITAR.
http://www.epls.gov/

Nonproliferation Sanctions

Several lists compiled by the State
Department of parties that have been
sanctioned under various statutes. The
Federal Register notice imposing sanc-
tions on a party states the sanctions that
apply to that party. Some of these sanc-
tioned parties are subject to BIS’s license
application denial policy described in
§744.19 of the EAR (15 CFR §744.19).
http://www.state.gov/t/isn/c15231.htm

To easily access all the web sites
listed in this article go to
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com and
clicking on International Resource Center
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Terrorist Search Information



The Background Investigator

Background Investigator’s India

Pre-employment Screening Conference,

August 28-29, 2008 New Delhi, India,
www.search4crime.com/Indiaconference

British Standards Institute

Understanding & Implementing BS

7858:2006 Security Screening of Staff (1
Day); Training Dates: 22/05/2008,
15/07/2008, 17/09/2008, 25/11/2008
http://www.bsi-global.com/en/Shop/-
Training-Detail-Pages/BS-7858-Training/
This interactive one-day training course
is designed as a practical introduction to
BS 7858:2006 for all those who want to
screen employees. Building from basic
principles up to a comprehensive strate-
gy, this course provides full details on
how to screen staff in line with good
practice. Originally for security firms,
this British Standard is now used as the
benchmark for good screening proce-
dures. Delegates should leave equipped
with a thorough understanding of BS
7858 principles and a screening plan
ready to implement.

Business Forums International’s

Business Forums International’s 11th

Annual Workplace Drug & Alcohol

Policy Summit

London, Now in its tenth year, this vital
summit is still the UK's ONLY event for

corporate and public sector drug and
alcohol policy makers - get up-to-the-
minute policy and practice,
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

UK Personal Data Integrity Summit 2008

London, Protecting personal data within
your organization - A vital event for both
private and public sector organizations.
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

Business Forums International’s 11th

Annual Pre-Employment Vetting &

Screening Conference

London, England
http://www.bfi.co.uk/
European Pre-employment Vetting &

Screening Summit 2008.
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development

Understanding Data Protection Law

Course overview: This practical 1-day

course enables participants to under-
stand the law that applies to the collec-
tion, storage and use of personal data in
the workplace, from the beginning to the
end of the employment relationship. For
More Information Go To:
http://www.cipd.co.uk/subjects/emplaw/dat
aprot/dataprotec.htm?IsSrchRes=1
Training Dates: 26 September and 26
November 2008; 23 Jan & 16 March 2009

Symposium Events

Employing and Vetting Non-UK

Nationals 2008

Examining Screening Methods -
Checking Documentation -
Understanding your Legal
Responsibilities - Avoiding Litigation.
Training date: Wednesday 2nd July 2008,
London
http://www.symposiumevents.co.uk/pages/a
ttending/HR072/overview.htm
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International Training
Resources
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Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p
Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

ACC I O D A T A
PO Box 787
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 USA
PH: (888) 450-2060
F: (512) 366-7256
http://www.acciodata.com
sales@acciodata.com

THE BACKGROUND BUZZ
To Sign Up – Go to
www.PreemploymentDirectory.co
m and click on Background Buzz
on the gray bar or email the
editor, W. Barry Nixon, SPHR, at
wbnixon@aol.com or call him at
1-949-770-5264

BRB
PUB L I C A T I O N S , I N C .
PO Box 27869
Tempe, AZ 85285 USA
PH: (800) 929-3811
F: (800) 929-4981
www.brbpub.com
brb@brbpub.com

D E V E R U S , I N C .
1708 W Sixth Street
Austin, TX 78703 USA
PH: (512) 485-3110

(888) 690-9297
F: (512) 485-3111
www.deverus.com
sales@deverus.com

DRU G F R E E
C OMP L I A N C E , I N C .
P.O. BOX 933
Lake Worth, FL 33460 USA
PH: (800) 785-6789
F: (561) 423-7795
www.drugfreecompliance.com
info@drugfreecompliance.com

Accio Data provides scalable, powerful, and fast software to
employment screening firms. Our clients want to improve per-
formance, functionality, and market penetration while reducing
total cost ofownership. Our software is ready for new firms to use
out of the box, and seasoned operations will appreciate our full-
featured XML based customization interface. Screening firms
and researchers alike will appreciate our researcher interface
allowing screening firms to automatically and instantly dispatch
orders to their suppliers and researchers to process results more
quickly than with traditional systems.

The Background Buzz is the leading webzine for the professional
employment screening industry. Every edition includes insightful infor-
mation aswell as two feature columns: The BackgroundBistro that spot-
lights a service provider to the screening industry and Global
Connections which highlights a screening firm in another country. The
Background Buzz is publishedmonthly and is complimentary to profes-
sional background screening firms as well as firms serving the industry.
We are the information source for the background screening industry.

BRB Publications, Inc is the nation’s leading publisher of source-
books and online search tools used for locating public record
sources. BRB’s books and electronic products point the way to over
26,000 government agencies and institutions which house public
records. With BRB resources, you’ll find what you can’t get from
Google and other online sources including access procedures,
restrictions fees, turn around times, web addresses and more. The
resource tools are up-to-date, comprehensive and affordable.

Founded in 1998, deverus is the leading provider of software, inte-
gration technology, and strategic services for the background check
industry. From system-to-system integration, customized and off-
the- shelf enterprise level applications to sophisticated tools that
manage the information supply chain, deverus enables background
check companies to dramatically lower operating expenses and
increase revenues by connecting to customers, employees, and
information sources online, anytime, from anywhere.

Drug Free Compliance, Inc. offers drug and/or alcohol screening
for companies with one location or several locations throughout
the country. Drug Free Workplace Policy provided will comply with
the laws of each state and the Federal Government. Random selec-
tions and supplies are at no additional cost. We are expects in help-
ing companies implement their drug free workplace for the first
time. We provide a hands-on, personal approach.
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E R C D A T A P L U S , I N C .
50 Washington St., Suite 510
Norwalk, CT 06854 USA
PH: 800-341-6636
F: 203-750-5900
www.ercdataplus.com/resources
carla.knoll@ercdataplus.com

HR VENDOR PHONEBOOK
OUTCALT & ASSOCIATES, INC.
3531 NW 19th Place
Gainesville, FL 32605 USA
PH: (770) 222-7799
F: (770) 222-3131
www.HRVendors.com
publisher@HRVendors.com

NATIONAL BACKGROUND
DATA, LLC
P.O. Box 772277
Ocala, FL 34477-2277 USA
PH: 866.234.4455
F: 352.861-7657
www.NationalBackgroundData.com
wjb@NationalBackgroundData.com

PR E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

RAP I D C O U R T. C OM
9710 Northcross Center Court,
Suite 105
Huntersville, NC 28078-7301 USA
PH: (704) 997-0101
F: (704) 997-0102
www.rapidcourt.com
badams@rapidcourt.com

ERC Dataplus assists employers in screening, hiring and retaining
the workforce you want - efficiently!SM Selectech® Workforce
Management: a modularly designed, OFCCP-compliant requisi-
tion, pre-qualification, resume collection, validated assessment,
scheduling, on-boarding hiring system, and I-9 management.
Integrated with premier background screening technology pro-
viders at no additional cost (Visit www.ercdataplus.com/resources
for current list.) Both exempt and non-exempt hiring on a single
platform. Selectech® Interviewer Training: an online, interactive
program providing learning for interviewers to prepare and con-
duct better interviews.

Outcalt & Associates, Inc., publisher of guides and directories for
34 years, releases an updated edition of the “HR Vendor
Phonebook” semi-annually. HR Professionals can order a free copy
by visiting www.HRVendors.com and selecting the One Minute
Order Form. Vendors may also order by selecting Vendors Enter
Here. Complimentary subscriptions are also available to Opt-In
USA HR Professionals.

National Background Data, LLC (NBD) is the leading provider of
criminal history database information to the background screening
industry. With the nation’s largest privately held criminal records
database, NBD provides efficient and economical access to multi-
jurisdictional data only available through its network of Solution
Providers. NBD helps companies reduce operating costs and opti-
mize profits by providing efficient, quality service unmatched in
the industry. Learn more at www.NationalBackgroundData.com.

Looking to find a company to provide you with the databases
needed to satisfy your clients thirst for information! Or perhaps
you need to find a court researcher! Click on the Public Retrievers
Records Network (PRRN) which has a direct link from the
Showcase and you have access to the #1 source for court records
retreivers in the US. Easily search for suppliers by catergories to
find the one you need. Visit www.PreemploymentDirectory.com
today to find the suppliers to support your busines.

RapidCourt.com provides access to various public records from
our constantly expanding network of data sources. Our products
include the most comprehensive coverage of criminal and sex
offender records available in the industry. RapidCourt.com offers
customizable search tools and multiple access methods designed to
increase the speed and accuracy of your in-house research. Our
instant search products include: State and County Criminal,
Comprehensive Criminal, National Sex Offender, Security Watch
List, Address History Trace, and SSN Validation.

Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

HR Vendor
Phonebook
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S K I L L S U RV E Y , I N C .
1055 Westlakes Drive, Ste. 300
Berwyn, PA 19312 USA
PH: (610) 727-4161
F: (347) 438-3000
www.skillsurvey.com
info@skillsurvey.com

T A ZWORKS
PH: (801) 572-7401
sales@TazWorks.com
www.TazWorks.com

T H E H UMAN E Q U A T I O N
900 South Pine Island Rd, Ste 300
Plantation, FL 33324 USA
PH: 800-521-9667
F: 954-382-2810
www.thehumanequation.com
sales@thehumanequation.com

SkillSurvey is the pioneer and leading provider of on-demand refer-
ence checking solutions that increase quality of hire and improve
recruiting efficiency. Using SkillSurvey Pre-Hire 360™, organizations
improve the quality and quantity of information they collect regard-
ing a candidate’s past work performance, enabling them to qualify the
pool of applicants in a shorter amount of time. This breakthrough,
patent-pending approach to reference assessments was recognized by
Human Resource Executive® as a Top HR Product of 2007. Infor-
mation is available at www.skillsurvey.com.

TazWorks is a web based professional background screening com-
pany who recently released InstaScreen Premiere 2.0, which is
allowing background screening companies, consumer reporting
agencies, and investigative industries to exceed their client’s expec-
tations with the most simple and powerful software on the market.
The founders of TazWorks are experts in the background screening
and internet development industries with decades of experience
bridging the gap between cutting edge technology and ease of use.

The Human Equation, a solid leader in online training and risk man-
agement technology solutions, develops solutions for a broad range
of enterprise risks, from compliance and HR to occupational injury
and performance management. The technologies we’ve developed
define and communicate enterprise priorities and reinforce compe-
tencies and preferred behaviors identified by the enterprise as the
most beneficial for the achievement of its collective goals. The tools
provide online training, content and communications management,
and rules-based performance and process management.

OMN I D A T A R E T R I E VA L 20890 Kenbridge Court, Lakeville, MN 55044 USA,
PH: (952) 985-7220, F: (952) 985-7221, service@omnidataretrieval.com, www.omnidataretrieval.com



he rationale behind reference check-

ing is that past performance is the

best predictor of future behavior. To truly

understand a candidate’s potential to suc-

ceed, employers must understand the candi-

date’s past job performance in terms of the

skills, values and behaviors that have been

exhibited over time. The ultimate resource

for this information is the candidate’s cur-

rent and former managers, peers, direct

reports, and clients.

Developing a full picture through tradi-

tional reference checking has posed a chal-

lenge - it can take multiple attempts over

several days to get hold of a reference

provider, who may or may not offer useful

feedback. Yet, employers must make the

effort or risk being named in a negligent hir-

ing suit.

With advances in technology, it is now

not only possible, but practical, to collect

useful and actionable information from ref-

erences, using web-based reference check-

ing software. As recruiters hang-up the

phone in lieu of this automated approach,

they quickly find themselves wondering

how they had managed without it.

Reference Checking
in the Form of a Pre-Hire 360

360-degree feedback is widely accepted as

an effective employee development tool. It

relies on the premise that the people who

work closest to an employee, such as peers,

direct reports, and clients, are able to expe-

rience the person’s behavior in settings and

circumstances that a supervisor will not.

The concept of generating a 360 report pre-

hire may seem impossible – particularly

given the difficulties many recruiters have

experienced when requesting feedback by

phone from references.

Yet 360-degree feedback is exactly the

methodology that web-based reference

checking leverages and what makes it so

effective.

Three attributes of this technological

advance serve as keys to its success:

Confidentiality: references are assured con-

fidentiality, which makes them more com-

fortable with providing candid responses.

Robust Set of References: feedback from

references representing a variety of work

relationships with the candidate (multi-

source feedback) ensures a more complete

picture of the candidate.

Competency-Based Questions: references

are asked to rate the candidate on skills and

behaviors that are critical to the job, and that

are best assessed by individuals who have

observed the candidate in the work environ-

ment. The feedback complements what is

gathered during the in-person interview.

Upon entering the candidate’s name and e-

mail address into the software (accessed on-

line or through an Applicant Tracking

System), the recuriter identifies the appro-

priate job survey from the embedded

library. The reference check is officially

underway with each step being managed

through a personal yet auomated e-mail

providing necessary information. Candid-

ates are provided a link by which to enter

the minimum number of references

requested by the hiring manager –typically

not less then five—and given the option to

either “consent” to being reference check-

ed, or to opt-out of the process. Using con-

tact information entered by the candidate,

reference providers receive an automated

e-mail from the candidate asking that they

complete an on-line survey available

through a link in the e-mail.

Monitoring activity through an on-line

dashboard or electing to received e-mail
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How Web-based
Technology Has Revolutionized

Reference Checking
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The ability to gain broader

and deeper insight into a

candidate’s past job

performace, skills, and

behaviors brings employers

closer to the ultimate goal

of obtaining more complete

information to support

their hiring decisions.
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update, the recruiter generates the pre-hire

360 once a sufficient number of references

respond. Typically completed in less the 48

hours, the finalized report is not a simple

consolidation of feedback, but rather, an in-

depth report that utilizes a scoring model

specifically tuned for external job candidates.

Conducting reference checks in the form

of a pre-hire 360 ensures that the process is

centralized, consistent and fully documented.

The process enables the monitoring of

detailed metrics on reference check comple-

tion, operational efficiency, and overall scor-

ing results. For third-party users such as

staffing agencies and screeners, these data can

be provided to a client with a click a mouse.

The value of pre-hire 360 extends

beyond the decision to hire or not to hire.

The higher volume of references captured

through this approach enables users to

build a robust database of passive candidate

information with little to no effort. Ad-

ditionally, the reports serve as valuable feed-

back for accelerating the on-boarding

process of a newly-hired employee.

The table below summarizes the key dif-

ferences between web and phone-based ref-

erence checking.

While all businesses can realize the ben-

efits of automating the reference checking

process, the true value of a pre-hire 360 is

most apparent when one considers the

industries with the highest rate of adoption

– financial services, recruitment and staffing

services, healthcare and education – each

operating in an environment that requires

highly sophisticated risk management

strategies. The firms that have incorporated

pre-hire 360s into specific divisions or

across the organization includes an exten-

sive list of well recognized names including

Citi, Scottrade, McKesson, Reebok, LL

Bean, GlaxoSmithKline, St. Jude Children's

Research Hospital, Cardinal Health, Mirant,

Nutrisystems and Sylvan Learning Center.

From start-ups to Fortune 500 companies,

the efficiency and effectiveness of the pre-

hire 360 make it an appealing option.

Conclusion
With the advent of web-based reference

checking, organizations are able to deploy

an efficient and effective process in the form

of a pre-hire 360. The approach benefits

candidates by providing a fair and unbiased

method of reference checking. For the refer-

ence provider, this approach assures

anonymity coupled with 24/7 accessibility,

and recruiters are conducting in-depth ref-

erence checks in minutes while simultane-

ously developing a passive candidate data-

base and improving the company’s on-

boarding process for new hires.

While there is no silver bullet, the ability

to gain broader and deeper insight into a can-

didate’s past job performance, skills, and

behaviors brings employers closer to the ulti-

mate goal of obtaining more complete infor-

mation to support their hiring decisions.

About the Author
Erika von Hoyer, MBA is the vice president of

marketing for SkillSurvey, Inc., a leading

provider of pre-hire 360 solutions. Erika may

be reached at info@skillsurvey.com or by visit-

ing www.skillsurvey.com.
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PRE-HIRE 360 PHONE REFERENCE

Standard and Uniform Process Yes No

Provides Candid, Confidential Data Yes No

Average Time to Complete Within 48 hours 3 to 7 days

Recruiter Time per Candidate 5 minutes 30 to 60 minutes

Number of References Provided 5 – 9 2 - 3

Competency-Based Yes Usually Not

Number of Questions About 20 Usually 6 - 10

24 X 7 Availability Yes No

Verbatim Audit Trail of Data Yes No
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Companies w i t h P r o d u c t s a n d S e v i c e s t o H e l p
Y o u M e e t Y o u r H i r i n g N e e d s

For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

APP L I C A N T I N S I G H T
5396 School Road
New Port Richey, FL 34652 USA
PH: (800) 771-7703
F: (800) 890-6454

DA T A A C C E S S I N C .
999 McBride Avenue. Suite
C205
West Paterson, NJ 07424 USA
PH: (800) 247-2365
F: (973) 256-2072
www.datascreening.com
sales@datascreening.com

DRUG F R E E
C OMP L I A N C E , I N C .
P.O. BOX 933
Lake Worth, FL 33460 USA
PH: (800) 785-6789
F: (561) 423-7795
www.drugfreecompliance.com
info@drugfreecompliance.com

EBI • EMPLOYMENT
BACKGROUND
INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 629
Owings Mills, MD 21117 USA
PH: 800.324.7700
F: 410.486.0731
www.ebiinc.com

EMP L O Y E E S C R E E N I Q
4853 Galaxy Parkway, Bldg. K
Cleveland, Ohio 44128 USA
PH: (800) 235-3954
F: (888) 390-4631
www.employeescreen.com
university.employeescreen.com
info@employeescreen.com

Applicant Insight is an 18-year industry leader and widely recognized
provider of background screening and substance abuse testing both
domestically and internationally. Ai’s proprietary, web-based technol-
ogy and patented paperless workflow automation, ensures the ad-
ministration, implementation and expert management of even the
most complex screening programs. With programs developed specif-
ically for key industries, including insurance, financial, transporta-
tion, staffing, education and healthcare, Ai is able to extend a superi-
or single source solution to facilitate confident staffing decisions.

Data Access is an employment screening firm that offers HR profes-
sionals and business owners the ability to order a variety of back-
ground checks for pre-employment screening. Our state-of-the-art
technology provides customers with an Internet platform to order,
retrieve and track their background searches. Our searches include:
criminal records, driving records, credit reports, OIG/GSA, home-
land security, drug screening and social security searches. Many
searches provide instant results, others are investigated in a timely
manner. We are proud to provide our customers with the most up-
to-date, comprehensive information for background checks.

Drug Free Compliance, Inc. offers drug and/or alcohol screening
for companies with one location or several locations throughout
the country.Drug Free Workplace Policy provided will comply with
the laws of each state and the Federal Government.Random selec-
tions and supplies are at no additional cost.We are expects in help-
ing companies implement their drug free workplace for the first
time. We provide a hands-on, personal approach.

In today's complex and fast paced HR world there is Just One
Solution to your Background Screening, Drug Testing and
Occupational Healthcare needs. Just One company that utilizes fast,
accurate and affordable strategies, technology and security to pro-
vide you with customized reports and results. And Just One com-
pany that ensures unparalleled customer service and support...Just
One Solution. EBI. Employment Background Investigations.

employeescreenIQ is a global background screening company dedi-
cated to superior client service. Our smarter, comprehensive
research techniques produce thorough, accurate screening reports
that meet the unique needs of our clients and the standards of fed-
eral and international employment guidelines. employeescreenIQ
clients can be confident they are making intelligent hiring decisions.
Check out employeescreen University at http://university.-
employeescreen.com; a first of its kind interactive learning re-
source for looking to boost their background screening “IQ”.

R
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H I R E R I G H T
5151 California Avenue
Irvine, CA 92617 USA
PH: (800) 400-2761

(949) 428-5800
www.HireRight.com
info@HireRight.com

L I B E R T Y
A L L I A N C E , I N C .
22707 E LaPalma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
PH: (800) 630-2880
F: (800) 630-2880
www.Liberty-Alliance.com
Rdyer@Liberty-Alliance.com

SAPAA
1014 Whispering Oak Drive
Bardstown, KY 40004 USA
PH: (800) 672-7229
F: (281) 664-3152
www.sapaa.com
exdir2@sapaa.com

S T E R L I N G T E S T I N G
S Y S T EMS , I N C .
249 West 17th Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10011 USA
PH: (212) 736-5100
www.sterlingtesting.com

T R AK -1 T E C HNO L O G Y
2705 E. 21st Street
Tulsa, OK 74114 USA
PH: (800) 600-8999
F: (877) 779-7004
www.trak-1.com
customercare@trak-1.com

Trusted by more than 60 of the Fortune500™, HireRight™ provides
on-demand employment background and drug screening solutions
that deliver greater efficiencies, faster results and distinctive features
that help HR and security professionals more effectively manage
screening programs. HireRight offers the industry’s fastest turn-
around times, innovative time-saving solutions, turnkey integrations
with top talent management applications (like Taleo™, Vurv™,
PeopleSoft™, Oracle™, ADP/VirtualEdge™ and PeopleAdmin™)
and reach to more than 200 countries and territories.

Liberty Alliance is a Global provider of employment background
screening solutions. Liberty Alliance delivers effective, customer-
focused solutions which reduce time to hire and provide greater
efficiency and faster results based on customer needs, pre-integrat-
ed employment screening services through HR-XML interfaces.
We are driven by our daily goals of customer service, customer sat-
isfaction, personal phone interaction and the fastest turnaround
time available with accuracy and clarity for the client.

The Substance Abuse Program Administrators Association (SAPAA) is
a non-profit trade association whose members represent all of the alco-
hol and drug testing service agents including third party administrators
(TPAs), in-house administrators, medical review officers (MROs), Sub-
stance Abuse Professionals (SAPs), manufacturers of testing devices,
and collection sites/collectors. Our membership includes representa-
tion from all 50 states and Canada in all the above professions.

Sterling is the leading provider of pre-employment screening,
Occupational Health Services including drug testing, I-9 processing
and integrations with ATS and HRIS applications. Sterling’s propri-
etary technologies – Sterling DirectSM and Court DirectSM – seam-
lessly link HR professionals to a host of pre-employment screening
information while providing most accurate intelligence, at the high-
est speed, at the most effective cost, utilizing the latest technology
to make our screening process a model of service and value.

Trak-1 Technology is a national web-based full service background
screening solution provider. With 20+ sales and production offices
located across the country. Trak-1 has been actively involved in the
background screening industry for over a decade; and is an active
member of the National Association of Professional Background
Screeners. Trak-1 is proud to be a certified reseller for all three
major credit bureaus and to have achieved Cybertrust certification
for safety and security.
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ost of the nation’s approximately
16.4 million current illicit drug

users and approximately 15 million heavy
alcohol users hold full-time jobs, accord-
ing to a new study by the Substance A-
buse and Mental Health Services Admin-
istration (SAMHSA).

The study, Worker Substance Use and
Workplace Policies and Programs, shows
that substance use can pose significant
risks to workers’ health and productivity.
The report also says that workers who use
illicit drugs are less likely than nonusers to
be employed by companies that have drug
or alcohol testing policies and programs.

Director of National Drug Control
Policy John Walters said, "Employees
who use drugs miss work more often, are
less healthy, and are more prone to harm-
ing themselves and others in the work-
place. We hope that employers will take
note of this report and consider imple-
menting workplace drug testing policies
that can help prevent drug use before it
starts, help identify drug-using employ-
ees who need drug treatment services and
also reduce employers’ liability from
drug-related workplace accidents."

The report says the highest rates of
current illicit drug use were among food
service workers (17.4 percent) and con-
struction workers (15.1 percent). High-
est rates of current heavy alcohol use
were found among construction, mining,
excavation and drilling workers (17.8
percent), and installation, maintenance,
and repair workers (14.7 percent).

Illicit drug use and heavy alcohol use
are associated with higher levels of absen-

teeism and frequent job changes, the
report said. For example, nearly twice as
many current illicit drug users skipped
one or more days of work in the past
month compared with workers who did
not abuse drugs. Drug users were also far
more likely to report missing two or more
work days in the past month due to ill-
ness or injury compared with workers
who did not abuse drugs.

"The high rates of drug and alcohol
use in hazardous industries is cause for
concern," said Elena Carr, drug policy
coordinator at the U.S. Department of
Labor (DOL). "Clearly businesses can ill-
afford the risk of having workers operat-
ing meat slicers, backhoes, or other dan-
gerous equipment while under the influ-
ence of alcohol or drugs, which is one
reason why DOL helps employers and
employees work together to proactively
prevent such safety hazards."

Substance users also had far higher job
turnover rates.Among full-time workers
who reported current illicit drug use,
12.3 percent said they had worked for
three or more employers in the past year,
compared with 5.1 percent of non-abus-
ing workers.

Another major finding was that cur-
rent drug users were more likely to work
for employers who did not conduct drug
or alcohol testing programs.Nearly a
third of current illicit drug users said they
would be less likely to work for employ-
ers who conducted random drug testing.

According to the study, unemployed
people had higher percentages of current
illicit drug use and heavy alcohol use

than those with full-time, part-time or
other employment statuses. But because
full-time workers constitute about two
thirds of the 18-64-year-old population,
the actual number of those using drugs
was higher among the full-time workers.

The study is based on data collected
during 2002, 2003, and 2004 from a nat-
ionally representative sample of 128,000
persons, ages 18 to 64, who participated
in SAMHSA’s National Survey on Drug
Use and Health. Illicit drug use is de-
fined in the survey as use of marijua-
na/hashish, cocaine, heroin, hallucino-
gens, or inhalants, or prescription psy-
chotherapeutics used non-medicinally.
Current heavy alcohol use was defined
as drinking five or more drinks on the
same occasion on five or more days in
the past 30 days. The survey also identi-
fied whether respondents had a sub-
stance use disorder, meaning drug or
alcohol dependence or abuse, based on
standard diagnostic criteria.

The study showed that an annual aver-
age of approximately 9.4 million current
illicit drug users, (including 7.3 million
current marijuana users) and 10.1 mil-
lion heavy alcohol users were employed
full-time in 2002-2004. Among full-time
workers using these substances, 3 million
met criteria for illicit drug dependence or
abuse, and 10.5 million were dependent
on or abused alcohol.

Copies of the full report are available
for free from SAMHSA’s Health Infor-
mation Network at 1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-
877-726-4727). Request inventory num-
ber SMA -07-4273.

Worker Substance Use
and Workplace Policies and Programs

S h a r o n L . L a r s o n m m . J o e E y e r m a n , M i s t y S . F o s t e r , J o s e p h C . G f r o e r e r
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xcessive alcohol use by employees
and their family members has a

substantial impact on the cost of doing
business in the United States. Problems
associated with alcohol use are not just
confined to drinking during work hours.
Excessive drinking boosts absenteeism,
diminishes productivity, and contributes
to skyrocketing health care costs. An-
alysis of recent government surveys relat-
ed to substance use and the workplace
reveals the true extent of hazardous alco-
hol use and the negative effect it has on
the American workplace. A research team
led by Eric Goplerud, Ph.D., the director
of Ensuring Solutions to Alcohol Pro-
blems at The George Washington Uni-
versity Medical Center, has found that the
burden of workplace alcohol problems is
disproportionately distributed, with in-
dustries such as construction, hospitality,
and manufacturing having higher than
average rates of alcohol misuse and
dependency.

For example, according to the research
team’s analysis, a hotel chain with 20,000
employees operating throughout the
United States would accrue $8.9 million
in alcohol-related health care costs and
absenteeism in a single year. Only a hand-
ful of employees and family members
with alcohol problems ever get help.
Ensuring Solutions’ research finds that
fewer than 10 percent of working people
with serious alcohol problems receive any
kind of treatment. Yet there is a relatively
simple way to reduce alcohol-related
costs. By working with health plans,
health care providers, and employee assis-

tance programs, employers can initiate a
proven method to identify and help peo-
ple who drink too much alcohol. This
method—called screening and brief inter-
vention or SBI—has been demonstrated
to reduce problems associated with exces-
sive alcohol use in a variety of settings,
including hospitals, universities, and pri-
mary care. If the Virginia-based construc-
tion company were to implement a work-
place SBI program that identified and pro-
vided brief treatment for half of the
employees and family members with an
alcohol problem (an identification rate
similar to depression), savings in lowered
health care costs and improved productiv-
ity would amount to $1.8 million. In the
past, employers have played a significant
role in promoting screening and treat-
ment for illnesses like diabetes, heart dis-
ease, and depression—all of which were
once significantly under-diagnosed.
Alcohol problems have a similar impact
on the quality of American life and the
profitability of American business. Yet al-
cohol use disorders are significantly
under-diagnosed. By promoting Work-
place SBI, employers can improve pro-
ductivity, reduce costs, and identify prob-
lems before they lead to tragic accidents
or expensive health care interventions.

• Craving − A strong need or com-
pulsion to drink.

• Loss of control − The inability to
limit one’s drinking on any given
occasion.

• Physical dependence − Withdrawal
symptoms, such as nausea, sweat-

ing, shakiness, and anxiety occur
when alcohol use is stopped after a
period of heavy drinking.

• Tolerance − The need to drink
greater amounts of alcohol over
time in order to get the desired
effect.

Source: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism

In late August 2007, the firefighters of
Engine 30, Ladder 25 in the Boston
neighborhood of West Roxbury were
summoned to fight a kitchen fire at the
Tai Ho Restaurant. The fire was signifi-
cantly more potent than they expected—
it had apparently been burning undetect-
ed in the ceiling long before they arrived.
As the fire intensified, the ceiling col-
lapsed. Two veteran members of the com-
pany—Paul Cahill and Warren Payne—
lost their lives.

The death of Cahill and Payne was a
shock to their families, fellow firefighters
and the Boston area. But it was an even
greater shock when autopsies revealed that
both of the firefighters were working under
the influence of alcohol and drugs.
Payne had traces of cocaine in his system.
Cahill, the coroner said, had a blood alco-
hol level three times the legal limit for driv-
ing in Massachusetts.1 Because cocaine
traces remain detectable for many days
after use, it is unclear whether Payne was
impaired at the time of the accident. But it
is quite clear that Cahill was significantly
impaired and it is likely that his impair-
ment contributed to the fatal accident.

This tragedy has trained a bright light
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on the policies and practices that govern
the use of alcohol and other drugs
among firefighters in Boston. But the
harmful consequences associated with
alcohol problems are not limited just to
Boston or firefighters. Excessive alcohol
use is an important issue for American
employers.

Alcohol Problems Defined
Most people who drink find alcohol to
be a source of safe pleasure, but drink-
ing becomes a problem when people use
alcohol in ways that are harmful to
themselves or others. People who are
excessive drinkers may be addicted to
alcohol—that is, suffer from alcoholism.
But many more, although not addicted,
drink in ways that lead to health or safety
problems.

Alcoholism is a progressive disease.
Less severe forms of hazardous drinking
usually precede alcoholism. Health care
providers can categorize various stages of
alcohol use disorders. The amount, fre-
quency and context of an individual’s
drinking make it possible to determine
where an individual may fall on the prob-
lem drinking continuum. The spectrum
ranges from light to moderate drinkers
who consume too much alcohol on occa-
sion to people with alcoholism. Alcohol
problems have a far-reaching impact on
families, communities and the workplace.
Drinking can play a commanding role in
the decline of an individual’s health.
Alcohol kills approximately 76,000 A-
mericans annually; it causes serious in-
jury, destroys families, and contributes to
violent crime.3 In 2006, 19.5 million peo-
ple age 12 or older had a treatable alcohol
problem.4 Most are 18 to 49 years of age
and employed full-time. Nearly 100 mil-

lion light and moderate drinkers also put
themselves at risk if they drink too much
in the wrong place or at the wrong time.
Improved access to treatment can save
lives and reduce the burden of alcohol use
disorders. Better understanding of the
chemical changes in the brain caused by
alcohol has led to treatment approaches
that have the same success rate as treat-
ment for other chronic diseases such as
diabetes. The earlier a problem is spotted
and treated, the higher the likelihood
treatment will succeed and patients will
recover. Effective treatment varies widely
from person to person, but medical
experts have clearly identified the ele-
ments that make up effective care and the
standards to which treatment providers
should adhere. Treatment can include
various combinations of talk therapy,
medication and participation in peer sup-
port groups. Despite these advances in
treatment, millions go without the help
they need. In 2006, only eight percent of
the people with a serious alcohol problem
got the treatment they needed.5 This gap
exists, in part, because access to care can

be thwarted by insurance policies.
Some insurers limit the coverage
available for mental health and sub-
stance use care to far less than what
is available for treatment of other
medical problems. But the gap also
exists because alcohol problems are
significantly underdiagnosed. Al-
though approximately eight percent
of the population has a diagnosable
alcohol problem, less than one per-
cent are diagnosed.

Conclusion
Like Boston firefighter Paul Cahill,
thousands of other workers are

killed, maimed or otherwise injured each
year in on-the-job accidents related to
alcohol misuse. Alcohol use disorders
don’t just cost lives—they pose enormous
costs for employers as well. Employers
must pay directly—spending millions for
health care and workers’ compensation
bills that stem from problem drinking.
They pay indirect costs because many
thousands of employees experience low-
ered productivity resulting from their
own alcohol problems or those of family
members. Low-cost, easy-to-implement
workplace SBI programs will save lives
and money.

Source:
Ensuring Solutions to Alcohol Problems
The George Washington University
2021 K St. NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20021
202.296.6922
info@ensuringsolutions.org
http://www.ensuringsolutions.org

Reprinted with permission of Ensuring
Solutions to Alcohol Problems
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consistent with your messages to
your employees

• Sponsoring or helping with preven-
tion services in your community
that would benefit your employees
and their families

• Including prevention/healthy
lifestyle articles in your organiza-
tion newsletter

• Appointing a corporate representa-
tive to serve on and support any
local substance abuse preven-
tion–oriented programs or com-
munity partnerships in your area

• Encouraging employees and their
family members to ask for help

• Recognizing that treatment is more
cost effective than unsafe working
conditions and lost productivity
caused by alcohol- or other drug-
related problems

For More Information go to:
http://www.workplace.samhsa.gov/-
WPWorkit/plan.html

fessional associations also provide up-to-
date information about drug-free work-
place issues. Some employers ask an em-
ployee group to periodically review the
program and suggest appropriate changes.

4. Involve The Mainstream
Some employers and unions survey their
employees/members and families regard-
ing their interest in and need for sub-
stance abuse programs as well as general
wellness and health promotion education
and services. Many EAPs also offer or
arrange for both general and specialized
employee education activities.

Other actions that employers can take
to help sustain the drug-free workplace
effort include the following:
• Hosting alcohol-free events that

emphasize the organization’s com-
mitment to preventing injuries and
deaths associated with drinking
and driving, especially around the
holidays

• Serving as a positive role model

he successful drug-free workplace
program is ongoing and evolving.

Sustaining the program means integrating
it well into the workplace culture and
environment. Keeping the program alive
and responsive to changing conditions
involves several steps:

1. Ensure Good Communication
Effective ways to communicate include
written materials, charts, meetings, ques-
tion-and-answer sessions, and a sugges-
tion box. Employers who are successful at
this know it is important to repeat the
message periodically.

2. Conduct Ongoing Review And
Evaluation Of Program Results

Note how the program works on a day-to-
day basis, invite feedback, and revise as
necessary to meet the specific needs of the
workplace. Evaluate specific results. If,
for example, a program goal is to lower
employee absenteeism, use employee
absenteeism records to establish a base-
line against which you can measure the
results of your program (e.g., after the
program has been in place for a year).
Other types of data you might want to use
include tardiness, health care benefit uti-
lization, workers’ compensation claims,
theft, accidents, and turnover.

3. Stay Current
Drug-free workplace programs are being
studied and improved all the time. Keep
current by joining local drug-free advocacy
groups or coalitions. Some trade and pro-
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

ACC I O D A T A
PO Box 787
Dripping Springs, TX 78620 USA
PH: (888) 450-2060
F: (512) 366-7256
http://www.acciodata.com
sales@acciodata.com

D E V E R U S , I N C .
1708 W Sixth Street
Austin, TX 78703 USA
PH: (512) 485-3110

(888) 690-9297
F: (512) 485-3111
www.deverus.com
sales@deverus.com

NA T I O N A L
B A CK GRO UND DA T A
P.O. Box 772277
Ocala, FL 34477-2277 USA
PH: (866) 234-4455
F: (352) 861-7657
www.NationalBackgroundData.com
wjb@NationalBackgroundData.com

RAP I D C O U R T. C OM
9710 Northcross Center Court,
Suite 105
Huntersville, NC 28078-7301 USA
PH: (704) 997-0101
F: (704) 997-0102
www.rapidcourt.com
badams@rapidcourt.com

T A ZWORKS
PH: (801) 572-7401
sales@TazWorks.com
www.TazWorks.com

Accio Data provides scalable, powerful, and fast software to employ-
ment screening firms. Our clients want to improve performance,
functionality, andmarket penetration while reducing total cost ofown-
ership. Our software is ready for new firms to use out of the box, and
seasoned operations will appreciate our full-featured XML based cus-
tomization interface. Screening firms and researchers alike will appre-
ciate our researcher interface allowing screening firms to automatical-
ly and instantly dispatch orders to their suppliers and researchers to
process results more quickly than with traditional systems.

Founded in 1998, deverus is the leading provider of software, inte-
gration technology, and strategic services for the background check
industry. From system-to-system integration, customized and off-
the- shelf enterprise level applications to sophisticated tools that
manage the information supply chain, deverus enables background
check companies to dramatically lower operating expenses and
increase revenues by connecting to customers, employees, and
information sources online, anytime, from anywhere.

National Background Data, LLC (NBD) is the leading provider of
criminal history database information to the background screening
industry. With the nation’s largest privately held criminal records
database, NBD provides efficient and economical access to multi-
jurisdictional data only available through its network of Solution
Providers. NBD helps companies reduce operating costs and opti-
mize profits by providing efficient, quality service unmatched in
the industry. Learn more at www.NationalBackgroundData.com.

RapidCourt.com provides access to various public records from our con-
stantly expanding network of data sources. Our products include the
most comprehensive coverage of criminal and sex offender records avail-
able in the industry. RapidCourt.com offers customizable search tools
and multiple access methods designed to increase the speed and accura-
cy of your in-house research. Our instant search products include: State
and County Criminal, Comprehensive Criminal, National Sex Offender,
Security Watch List, Address History Trace, and SSN Validation.

TazWorks is a web based professional background screening com-
pany who recently released InstaScreen Premiere 2.0, which is
allowing background screening companies, consumer reporting
agencies, and investigative industries to exceed their client’s expec-
tations with the most simple and powerful software on the market.
The founders of TazWorks are experts in the background screening
and internet development industries with decades of experience
bridging the gap between cutting edge technology and ease of use.
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dates and Social Security numbers, in
public records. Researchers and commer-
cial vendors will no longer be able to link
data across record types (judgments,
liens, tax, property, etc.) using personal
identifiers to verify identity and establish
relationships.

• A variety of federal and state privacy
statutes limit permissible use of and/or
access to data on individuals. Any end
user can purchase a search from a propri-
etary vendor or a government- main-
tained Web site. However, users are
responsible for using the data in accor-
dance with permissible purposes as
defined by several federal statutes, not-
ably the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA) (15 USC § 1681), the Gramm-
Leach- Bliley Act (15 USC §§ 6801-6809),
the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act of
1994 (18 USC §§ 2721-2725), the Privacy
Act of 1974 (5 USC § 552a), and corre-
sponding state statutes. The most com-
monly-listed permissible purposes are
preemployment screening, consumer-
driven transactions, fraud detection, and
law enforcement. To insure compliance,
some companies, such as ChoicePoint
and Accurint (Lexis), credential end users
for certain products before issuing a sub-
scriber agreement.

• So-called “national” databases are inac-
cessible to non-governmental users. The

states, standards vary for collecting the
four types of criminal records —arrest,
criminal court (federal, state and local),
corrections (federal, state and local), and
state criminal repository records.

• On-site searches can be costly. Con-
ducting an on-site county-level criminal
court search in every location where an
individual has lived for the previous
seven years (the investigation industry’s
standard time frame) could be prohibi-
tively expensive.

• States are increasingly restricting per-
sonally identifying data in original public
records. Responding to concerns about
privacy issues and identity theft, states are
passing laws restricting the inclusion of
personally identifying data, such as birth

nyone who has been asked to con-
duct a “national criminal back-

ground check” knows the sinking feeling
that comes from facing the requestor’s
confident assumption that such a request
is reasonable, possible, inexpensive, and
fast. When a Google search brings up
dozens of hits containing words like com-
prehensive, instant results, free, and all 50
states, it is easy to see where that confi-
dent assumption comes from. Where to
start to explain all the caveats, cautions,
costs, and prohibitions?

Seven facts contradict the myth that a
national criminal background check is
even possible:

• No central repository exists for federal,
state, and local (i.e., county, parish,
municipal, etc.) criminal records.

• Not all states have automated systems
for collecting data from reporting agen-
cies and local jurisdictions. As of
December 31, 2003, 49 states, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico had auto-
mated criminal history information sys-
tems, but only 25 of these were fully auto-
mated. The content, accuracy, quality and
timeliness of the data vary considerably
among the states.

• No federal law imposes standards for
collecting, indexing, searching, and using
criminal record data. Among the 50

National
Criminal Background Checks

Myths, Realities & Resources
J a c k i e W a l t e r s , T e c h n i c a l S e r v i c e s L i b r a r i a n , W i l e y R e i n L L P
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Lexis and Westlaw products produce
comprehensive reports that compile data
from multiple sources and use unique
identifiers to link an individual to various
types of available data, such as adverse fil-
ings, real property records, and motor
vehicle and drivers’ license records.
Westlaw’s Person Profile Report (P-PRO-
FILE) is intended to be “an inclusive and
comprehensive starting point” for com-
piling information on a person. Trans-
actional pricing applies; a name search is
$35, which is then applied to the $75 for
a Profile Report if one is ordered.
LexisNexis® SmartLinx™ is accessible
under the Public Records tab. A full com-
prehensive report costs $105 (see
http://www.lexisnexis.com/literature/pdfs
/LO17161-0.pdf for a sample report)
Since these resources all contain non-
public data, they require permissibleuse
designations.

Other one-stop sources for personal

individual has moved around, searching
by state may be most efficient and cost-
effective. While the combined public
records databases in Lexis and Westlaw
make broad searching efficient and rela-
tively inexpensive, many factors—a com-
mon name, lack of unique identifiers,
variable spellings, etc.—could produce
results that are timeconsuming to sort
and may not identify the right person.
Taking the time to find the most suitable
database may save time and money, as
could consulting the Information and
Scope notes to ascertain what data is
included and what restrictions apply.
Restrictions can include statutory prohi-
bitions on updating files with current data
(military locator and motor vehicle
records, for example). Depending on
one’s permissible use, certain sources may
not be made available for the search
(voter registration or motor vehicle
records, for example).

National Crime Information Center
(http://www.fbi.gov/hq/cjisd/ncic.htm)
is maintained by the FBI and limit-
ed by federal law to law enforce-
ment agencies. Similarly, the Nat-
ional Instant Criminal Background
Check System (http://www.fbi. gov/-
hq/cjisd/nics/nicsindex.htm) is also
maintained by the FBI to provide
information on people desiring to
purchase firearms. Access is re-
stricted to agencies authorized by
the FBI.

Steps & resources for
conducting a“national” criminal

background search
1. Get as much information as possible

on the subject and try to ascertain the

permissible use. The essential first step
in any background investigation is to find
the right person. Start with name (includ-
ing middle name or initial, aliases, maid-
en, alternate spellings, and nicknames),
date of birth, Social Security Number, any
known addresses, names of family mem-
bers, occupation, even skills and hobbies.

2. Find the right person and their ad-

dresses for at least the last seven

years. Before searching criminal records,
know who you are looking for. A good
standard is to have at least two “unique
identifiers,” one of which should be a date
of birth.

Unless you have reason to believe the
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Record Sources, but it does under Public
Records Online Searches—with access to
information on the inmate population, a
sex offender registry, and court dockets,
some of which appears to be free to the
public.

Vendors like Legal Dockets Online,
Lexis, and Westlaw sell the convenience
and efficiency of conducting broad
searches across several types of criminal
records. Dozens of Web-based proprietary
vendors purport to provide nationwide or
worldwide comprehensive searches
through public records and to use the
same records government agencies use.
The truth is that there are a few commer-
cial data aggregators compiling data from
public records (without editing) and sell-
ing that data to proprietary vendors as
well as to government agencies. Many
databases maintained by government
agencies are now posted on the Internet
and are accessible to the public for no or
little cost. Wherever it lodges, the data is
often suspect for a variety of reasons, may
not provide timely or accurate informa-
tion on an individual, and is subject to
statutory restrictions on use. There is a
trade organization for the public records
industry that sets professional standards
and ethics for members: the Public Record
Retriever Network (PRRN). A source for
finding record vendors, including PRRN
members, is http:// www.brbpub.com.

Numerous government and commer-
cial resources are available for finding
criminal record information:

• Federal Bureau of Investigation

( http://www.fbi.gov) —In the Crimes
Against Children portion of its Web site,
the FBI maintains a link to all available
state sex offender registries: (http://www.-
fbi.gov/hq/cid/cac/states.htm ).

There is a link to the National Sex
Offender Public Registry (NSOPR)—
(http:www.nsopr.gov/) —maintained by
the U.S. Department of Justice. FBI

to information about public records re-
sources. Users may subscribe to Search-
Systems Premium service or DirectPass to
pay for information from those sources
charging fees. This site is a good place to
look to see what coverage is available.
Delving into Birth and Marriage records,
for example, reveals that, for many coun-
ties available, the records stop before the
mid-20th century.

• Public Record Sources

(http://www.publicrecordsources.com/),
powered by BRB Publications, provides a
comprehensive list of free public record
sites, including those for finding criminal
records. Entries are specific and often
include information about the source,
including fees for access and/or reports,
search tips, date coverage, etc.

• Public Records Online Searches

(www.publicrecords.onlinesearches.com) is
a source for locating public records of all
kinds at the national and state level.
Although this directory is free, the listed
resources may not be. To be comprehen-
sive, a researcher should search resources
from more than one directory. Although
the distinction appears to be that Public
Records Sources is a directory of free sites
and Public Records Online Searches is a
directory that includes fee-based sites,
limiting a search based on that distinction
has misleading results. For example,
Cambria County, PA does not appear in
the Pennsylvania listing under Public

information reports include Accurint and
ChoicePoint. Accurint®, a LexisNexis
product that requires a separate sub-
scriber agreement, uses public records
and non-public information to compile
information on individuals, including
linking them to businesses and work-
places, in a variety of report formats. A
comprehensive report costs $15. Auto-
TrackXP®, a product of ChoicePoint,
Inc., requires that subscribers (including
law firms) be credentialed. AutoTrackXP
has a Web-based public records search
tool that retrieves an immediate report
and on-demand searching, for which
ChoicePoint assigns an investigator to
conduct on-site searching in a particular
jurisdiction (for a sample report, see
(http://www.choicepoint. com/sample_rpts/-
AutoTrackXP.pdf).

3. Search criminal records resources.

Professional investigators start locally and
expand globally. Going back through
seven years of addresses is the industry
standard for professional investors. A
good starting point is to search criminal
dockets through Lexis or Westlaw, Court-
Link or CourtExpress, Legal Dockets
Online, or the U.S. Party/Case Index on
PACER. On a nationwide basis, these
resources cover all but a few federal
courts, many state courts and some local
courts. Coverage varies by vendor.

Good Web sites for locating Web-
based resources include the following:

• VirtualChase.com

(http://www.virtualchase.com), maintained
by the law firm of Ballard Spahr Andrews
& Ingersoll LLP, has descriptions and
links to free online resources for public
records and criminal records research.

• SearchSystems.net

(http://www.SearchSystems.net) organizes
public records by topic and jurisdiction.
Within those areas, it provides free access

Many databases

maintained by government

agancies are now posted on

the Internet and are

accessible to the public for

no or little cost.

National Criminal Background Checks
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“most-wanted” information is at
(http://www.fbi.gov/wanted.htm).

• Federal Bureau of Prisons

(www.bop.gov) —Maintains an inmate
locator for inmates of federal prisons
incarcerated from 1982 to the present as
well as pre-sentenced offenders from the
U.S. Marshal’s Service and the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service.

• U.S. Marshals Service

(http://www.usmarshals.gov) —Includes
lists of most-wanted and captured fugi-
tives.

• Drug Enforcement Administration

(http://www.dea.gov) —Contains informa-
tion on crimes involving controlled sub-
stances, including the DEA’s most wanted
fugitives and criminal cases against doc-
tors.

• Office of Foreign Assets Control, U.S.

Treasury Department—Publishes a list of
Specially Designated Nationals (SDNs)
and Blocked Persons (http://www.treas-
ury.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), in-
cluding countries, individuals, and organ-
izations whom the U.S. government be-
lieves are engaged in terrorism, interna-
tional narcotics trafficking, or providing
weapons of mass destruction.

• VINE (Victim Information

and Notification

Everyday) (www.vinelink.com) —A free
service funded and provided by local and
state agencies for the purpose of notifying
victims of crimes of the current custody
status of their offender.

• Legal Dockets Online

(http://www.legaldockets.com/) —A portal
to criminal records, this site claims to link
to “all available sources for inmate, book-
ing, warrant, most-wanted and sex
offender registries and maps.”

The National Crime Information Center:
A Review and Evaluation

August 3, 2005

Problems with the accuracy and validity of the information contained in the
state criminal history depositories are summarized below:

• Many states do not report information concerning dispositions, dec-

linations to

• prosecute, failure to charge after fingerprints have been submitted,

and expungements.

• Inconsistency in the various states’ reporting requirements and

criminal codes impacts the completeness and accuracy of the

records.

• The timeliness of transmission by the local jurisdictions to the state

criminal history repositories remains problematic.

• There are still significant time lags between the time information is

transmitted to the state repository and entry into the criminal his-

tory records.

• The process used to linking data to the proper individual and case is

still ineffective.

• Serious problems remain in the process to link dispositional informa-

tion to the proper case and charge.

• The format and terminology used by the various states creates prob-

lems of interpretation for individuals in other states who are using

the information.

• The use of name checks has been proven create serious identifica-

tion problem.

• Differing laws related to dissemination of criminal history records

pose significant problems for the implementation of the III program.

It cannot be overemphasized that the deficiencies in state criminal history
records present serious problems for the various agencies and organizations
that are dependent upon the information they provide. Continued efforts are
needed in order to insure that the problems discussed in this report are
addressed and the reliability of these records improved.

Source: This report was prepared for the National Association of Professional
Background Screeners (NAPBS) by Craig N. Winston. Its purpose was to review the
National Crime Information Center and the Interstate Identification System to
evaluate its effectiveness in maintaining accurate and complete criminal history
records. For more information go to: www.NAPBS.com
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of Criminal Records Retrieval—
Updated.” June 1, 2001.
http://www.llrx.com/features/criminal2.htm
• Peterson, Lynn, “Not All Criminal
Records Checks Are
Created Equal.” 2005.
http://www.virtualchase.com/articles/crimi
nal_checks.html
• Sankey, Mike. “Be Aware of the
Shortcomings of State Criminal
Record Repositories.” 2005.
http://www.virtualchase.com/articles/crimi
nal_repositories.html
• Tyburski, Genie. “How To Conduct a
Background Check.” Part 1,
originally published in Law Office
Computing (October/November 2004)
under the title, “Background Checks
Online.”
http://www.virtualchase.com/articles/backgrou

nd_checks.html.

• Also Part 2, originally published in
Law Office Computing
(December/January 2005) under the
title, “Hide and Go Seek.”
http://www.virtualchase.com/articles/backg
round_checks_part2.html.
• Tyburski, Genie. “To Catch a Thief.”
Originally published by Law Office
Computing (December/January 2004)
under the title “It’s Criminal.”
http://www.virtualchase.com/articles/crimi
nal_records.html.

Privacy Organization
Web Sites

• American Civil Liberties Union:
http://www.aclu.org
• Electronic Privacy Information Center
(EPIC):
http://www.epic.org
• Privacy Rights Clearinghouse:
http://www.privacyrights.org

Source: Law Library Lights, Volume 50, #3,
Spring 2007
Printed with permission of Law Library
Lights and LLSDC

dard maintains there is no substitute for
searching court records at the local level.
The diligent researcher will pursue every
available avenue to search down to the
lowest possible local level in conducting
criminal background searches —and will
recognize there still can be no guarantee
of 100% certainty.

3. Given the inconsistency of data col-

lection among and between local and
state jurisdictions, varying standards for
updating data and for insuring its accura-
cy, the lack of any standard for collecting
information on criminal offenses, and
increasing restrictions imposed on infor-
mation in public records by jurisdictions
concerned about privacy rights, a nation-
wide criminal records search remains a
goal, not a given.

Suggestions for Further Reading
• Bureau of Justice Statistics. “Improving
Criminal History Records
for Background Checks.” July 2006.
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/ichrbc
05.pdf
• Ernst, Carl R. and Les Rosen.
“’National’ Criminal History Databases:
Issues and Opportunities in Pre-emplo-
ment Screening.”
November 26, 2002
http://www.brbpub.com/CriminalHistoryDB.pdf
• Peterson, Lynn. “Navigating the Maze

• Lexis

The FINDER/CRIMNL database contains
selected criminal record data from 37
states, in many cases back to the year
2000. For some states, researchers must
conduct searches using specific criteria in
order to retrieve information on an indi-
vidual. The FINDER/ INMATE combined
file contains inmate information from five
states. The GENFED/MILTRY file con-
tains cases from the United States Court
of Appeals for the Armed Forces and the
Courts of Criminal Appeals for the Air
Force, Army, Coast Guard, and Navy-
Marine Corps from June 1951.

• Westlaw

The CRIM-ALL database contains records
derived from U.S. District Court filings,
state repository information (Depart-
ments of Corrections and Public Safety),
state court filings, the U.S. Office of
Foreign Assets Control, and sex offender
registries. Data from 41 states and the
District of Columbia are included, but not
all jurisdictions provide all types of data.
ARREST-ALL contains arrest data from
countylevel reporting agencies, for those
counties and states reporting data. CRIM-
FED contains U.S. district court criminal
docket information from all but five
states, Guam, the Virgin Islands and the
Northern Mariana Islands. Usually, the
data is updated within 45 days. The com-
bined Sex Offender Registry file is CRIM-
SOR.

Conclusions
1. Proprietary fee-based databases

offer geographical breadth at reasonable
cost to criminal records research that
would be time-consuming and prohibi-
tively expensive using local, on-site
research.

2. Online searches and on-site re-

search risk missing information for a
variety of reasons, and the industry stan-

Proprietary fee-based

databases offer

geographical breadth at

reasonable cost to criminal

records research that would

be time-consuming and

prohibitively expensive using

local, on-site research.

National Criminal Background Checks
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For more information go directly to their respective web sites
or you can go to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com to search for more firms.

THE BACKGROUND BUZZ
To Sign Up – Go to
www.PreemploymentDirectory.co
m and click on Background Buzz
on the gray bar or email the edi-
tor, W. Barry Nixon, SPHR, at
wbnixon@aol.com or call him at
1-949-770-5264

T H E B A CK GROUND
I N V E S T I G A T O R
PMB 1007 Box 10001
Saipan, MP 96950 USA
PH: (866) 909-6678

(520) 624-7765
F: (866) 909-667, (520) 624-7688
www.straightlineinternational.com
orders@straightlineinternational.com

BRB
PUB L I C A T I O N S , I N C .
PO Box 27869
Tempe, AZ 85285 USA
PH: (800) 929-3811
F: (800) 929-4981
www.brbpub.com
brb@brbpub.com

T H E H UMAN E Q U A T I O N
900 South Pine Island Road,
Suite 300
Plantation, FL 33324 USA
PH: (800) 521-9667
F: (954) 382-2810
www.thehumanequation.com
sales@thehumanequation.com

PR E EMP L O YMEN T
D I R E C T O R Y . C OM
22701 Woodlake Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA
PH: (949) 770-5264
wbnixon@aol.com
www.PreemploymentDirectory.com

The Background Buzz is an online ezine that is exclusively focused
on providing business related information to the background
screening industry. Our mission is to be the information source for
background screening firms bringing them timely news on compet-
itive developments, technology issues, new products, legal issues,
international news, hiring trends, etc. The Background Buzz is pub-
lished on a monthly basis and is complimentary to professional
background screening firms.

Read monthly by thousands; saved for years and used extensively
for research, The Background Investigator is the foremost newspa-
per in the pre-employment screening industry.

BRB Publications, Inc is the nation’s leading publisher of source-
books and online search tools used for locating public record
sources. BRB’s books and electronic products point the way to over
26,000 government agencies and institutions which house public
records. With BRB resources, you’ll find what you can’t get from
Google and other online sources including access procedures,
restrictions fees, turn around times, web addresses and more. The
resource tools are up-to-date, comprehensive and affordable.

The Human Equation, a solid leader in online training and risk man-
agement technology solutions, develops solutions for a broad range
of enterprise risks, from compliance and HR to occupational injury
and performance management. The technologies we’ve developed
define and communicate enterprise priorities and reinforce compe-
tencies and preferred behaviors identified by the enterprise as the
most beneficial for the achievement of its collective goals. The tools
provide online training, content and communications management,
and rules-based performance and process management.

PreemploymentDirectory.com helps businesses meet the critical
need to know whom they are hiring and who is on their payroll.
Our web-based backgorund screening directory provides business-
es with a quick and easy way to find a screening firm to meet their
employment screening needs. Businesses can search the Directory
alphabetically, geographically by State in the US or Internationally
by country. The Directory is becoming one of the leading sources
for businesses to search for background screening firms.
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The Background Investigator

Background Investigator’s India

Pre-employment Screening Conference,

August 28-29, 2008 New Delhi, India,
www.search4crime.com/Indiaconference

British Standards Institute

Understanding & Implementing BS

7858:2006 Security Screening of Staff (1
Day); Training Dates: 22/05/2008,
15/07/2008, 17/09/2008, 25/11/2008
http://www.bsi-global.com/en/Shop/-
Training-Detail-Pages/BS-7858-Training/
This interactive one-day training course
is designed as a practical introduction to
BS 7858:2006 for all those who want to
screen employees. Building from basic
principles up to a comprehensive strate-
gy, this course provides full details on
how to screen staff in line with good
practice. Originally for security firms,
this British Standard is now used as the
benchmark for good screening proce-
dures. Delegates should leave equipped
with a thorough understanding of BS
7858 principles and a screening plan
ready to implement.

Business Forums International’s

Business Forums International’s 11th

Annual Workplace Drug & Alcohol

Policy Summit

London, Now in its tenth year, this vital
summit is still the UK's ONLY event for

corporate and public sector drug and
alcohol policy makers - get up-to-the-
minute policy and practice,
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

UK Personal Data Integrity Summit 2008

London, Protecting personal data within
your organization - A vital event for both
private and public sector organizations.
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

Business Forums International’s 11th

Annual Pre-Employment Vetting &

Screening Conference

London, England
http://www.bfi.co.uk/
European Pre-employment Vetting &

Screening Summit 2008.
http://www.bfi.co.uk/

Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development

Understanding Data Protection Law

Course overview: This practical 1-day

course enables participants to under-
stand the law that applies to the collec-
tion, storage and use of personal data in
the workplace, from the beginning to the
end of the employment relationship. For
More Information Go To:
http://www.cipd.co.uk/subjects/emplaw/dat
aprot/dataprotec.htm?IsSrchRes=1
Training Dates: 26 September and 26
November 2008; 23 Jan & 16 March 2009

Symposium Events

Employing and Vetting Non-UK

Nationals 2008

Examining Screening Methods -
Checking Documentation -
Understanding your Legal
Responsibilities - Avoiding Litigation.
Training date: Wednesday 2nd July 2008,
London
http://www.symposiumevents.co.uk/pages/a
ttending/HR072/overview.htm

International Training
Resources
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ost large corporations understand

the importance of preemployment

screening. But few recognize the need to peri-

odically rescreen the work force. They pre-

sume that a person who had a clean criminal,

credit, or driving record when they were hired

will continue to have a spotless record. But

people change, and so do their circumstances.

Consider the case of one woman who checked

out perfectly when hired as a bookkeeper.

After ten years with the firm, however, she

found herself overwhelmed with debt due to

large medical bills incurred by her sick child.

She saw a loophole in the company’s financial

tracking system and exploited it to embezzle

funds so that she could pay off her bills and

continue to fund her child’s medical care.

In this case, the firm had a policy of con-

ducting biannual screens on all individuals

in sensitive jobs, including those working

with the company’s books. The policy called

for examining the credit history, bankruptcy

filings, and financial records of these

employees. A routine posthire screening

uncovered the worker’s serious credit prob-

lems. This led to an audit of her files, which

revealed that the books were being falsified.

The case shows the potential power of

rechecking employees after employment, a

process sometimes called infinity screening.

The practice is emerging as an important

weapon for fighting internal fraud, property

and information theft, workplace violence,

and even terrorism. It’s easier to conduct

continuous screening thanks to advances in

data-collection techniques, but companies

must tread carefully and be sure to address

all the relevant legal issues, such as privacy

and employment regulations.

Policy
The first step is to develop a comprehensive

policy that sets the tone and provides the

framework for how infinity screening will

be handled in the organization. The follow-

ing are among the key points to be

addressed.

Identify positions. The company must first

determine which positions will be screened.

The decision should be based on the nature

of the work to be performed. Jobs should be

classified according to their sensitivity or

the risk factor associated with the position.

Set frequency. The policy should specify

how often screenings will be conducted. If a

third party has been directed to alert the

company whenever there is activity, such as

a driver’s license infraction, the policy

should explain how that affects the frequen-

cy of screens.

Set search parameters. The policy should

also list the types of information that will be

sought as a part of the screening.

Companies must be mindful of the legal

restrictions that apply.

While it is well established law that a

company has the right to check a person’s

criminal record before making a job offer, the

legal landscape is murkier when it comes to

checking that information and other off-duty

behavior, such as credit history and driving

record, after a person is employed. Some

businesses are pushing the envelope here,

but employers must be cautious, because

monitoring such information could be con-

sidered an invasion of privacy and might

invite litigation. The company’s legal counsel

should ensure that the policy conforms to

relevant state laws, which are fairly clear on

what type of screening is prohibited.

With regard to off-duty conduct, the

employer should limit screening to informa-

tion that it can show has a clear relationship

to job performance. Checking the driving

record of a person who operates a company

car should be legally defensible. But the

connection to the job need not be that

direct. It may also be relevant to examine an

employee’s off-duty conduct if it could jeop-

ardize the company’s business or reputation.

Consent. The policy must state how em-

ployees will receive notification of the

screening and how they will grant consent.

Companies should notify affected employ-

ees when they are hired that the organiza-

tion plans to conduct posthire background

checks. These new hires should be asked to

sign a written authorization and consent

form as part of the hiring process. If the

process is implemented later, all affected

employees should be asked to sign the form

when the policy is activated. However, com-

panies may also want to have a consent form

signed just prior to each new check,

depending on the law in that jurisdiction.

Consent requirements vary by state. Les

Rosen, president of Employment Screening

Resources notes that to fully comply with

state law in California, it is arguable that a

new consent form is required every time a

search is done. There has yet to be a test

case. It is possible, however, that if a compa-

ny does not obtain the required consent

from employees, a court could decide—if a

case were brought by an employee—that the

company had no right to use any informa-

tion gleaned from those searches.

Contract staff. Companies have many peo-

ple in their buildings who are not direct
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Taking Screening to the Next Level
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has evolved out of numerous court cases.

The underlying premise is that if an employ-

er is aware that an employee has been vio-

lent or has violent tendencies—or should

have been aware of the problem and did not

take reasonable actions to address the situa-

tion—the employer can potentially be held

liable for the actions of that employee. This

concept has been applied to many employ-

ment situations.

Infinity screening programs can help

employers avoid negligent retention lawsuits.

If, for example, a company finds that one of its

drivers was convicted of driving while intoxi-

cated, the company can decide whether to

allow the driver to continue deliveries, change

that employee’s assignments, or take other

appropriate actions. Without this information,

the company would have difficulty defending

itself in the case of a lawsuit if the driver had an

accident while making a delivery and injured

someone. The company might only discover

during the trial that the driver had a suspend-

ed license and had been convicted of a DUI.

In such a situation, several questions are

likely to arise in court. They may include

whether it is reasonable to expect that the

company should have been aware of the

employee’s driving record, whether there

were reasonable steps that the employer

could have taken to have current informa-

tion on the employee’s driving record, and,

if the company had known of the incident,

what action could have been taken?

Companies could avoid this situation alto-

gether by conducting infinity screening.

Infinity screening helps a company con-

tinually re-assess the risk an employee pres-

ents to the company over that employee’s

work lifecycle. Infinity screening can help

improve the organization’s risk- manage-

ment posture. Businesses should embrace

this opportunity to better manage their risk.

Barry Nixon is executive director for the

National Institute for Prevention of Workplace

Violence, Inc. He is a member of ASIS

International and serves on the ASIS Council

on Crime and Loss Prevention.

2006) in which the court ruled that an

employee’s conviction must bear a rational

relationship to the employee’s job before a

company can take action.

Wright, a Home Depot employee who had

been with the company for about a year,

applied for a promotion to department super-

visor. During the review period for the pro-

motion,Wright was tested for illegal drug use

twice. Both of the tests were negative.

Home Depot also conducted a criminal

background check on Wright as part of the

review. The check uncovered that Wright

had a prior drug conviction, and Home

Depot fired him. Hawaii’s high court ruled

that the company wrongfully terminated

wright based on his prior criminal record.

FCRA Compliance. Other legal issues asso-

ciated with infinity screening relate to com-

pliance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act

(FCRA) as amended by the Fair and

Accurate Credit Transaction Act. FCRA pro-

vides the requirements for using consumer

reporting agencies, as defined by the law,

which includes background screening firms.

If a business does its own background

screening using internal staff and does not

use a consumer report in any part of the

process, FCRA does not apply. State laws

with similar requirements may, however,

come into play. In any case, businesses

should still follow the FCRA requirements

to avoid even the appearance of unfairness.

Doing so will also put companies in a solid

position should the process be challenged.

Industry requirements. The company’s

screening policies should address whatever

special requirements may apply to its partic-

ular industry. For example, in the medical

and healthcare fields, facilities are required

to make sure that medical licenses and cer-

tifications are current and meet established

standards. Banks and brokerage firms have

their guidelines as well.

Negligent Retention
Negligent retention is a legal doctrine that

employees. Outsourced staff may include

administrative assistants, cleaners, security

officers, and IT consultants. The company

should have an infinity screening policy for

these positions as well. In this type of situation,

the screening should be among the obligations

listed in the service contract for each provider.

These organizations should be required to have

both preemployment screening and periodic

screening that meets the standards the compa-

ny imposes on its own direct hires.

Response. The company’s infinity screening

policy must lay out the process for handling

and responding to negative information

uncovered during any new search. Key

issues include who needs to know about the

information and who needs to be part of the

decision making.

Due to the highly sensitive nature of the

information involved, and also the possibil-

ity that a negative hit will taint future deci-

sions regarding the employee, it is crucial

that a minimum number of people be

involved. That might typically include legal

and security personnel. Supervisors and

managers should specifically be excluded

until the negative information is verified.

Because human resource personnel are fre-

quently involved in career mobility discus-

sions, and because their view of the individ-

ual could inadvertently be tainted by access

to raw screening data, it is better for securi-

ty to handle the information-verification

process. Once the negative hit is affirmed as

accurate, human resources should be

brought into the discussion.

EEOC. A company must be mindful of many

issues as it reviews information that may

surface in a background check, especially

after employment has begun. For example,

the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EEOC) warns against using

criminal records to automatically disqualify

an individual from consideration without a

legitimate business reason for doing so.

A case that illustrates this point is Wright

v. Home Depot (Hawaii Supreme Court,
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Liars Index® Trend is
Moderating

2007 “Lyin’ King” is Chosen
J u d e M . W e r r a , C M C

he Liars Index® trend appears

to be moderating, as the two

year rolling average declined from

14.17% to 13.85% in the second half of

2007. The percent for the last six months

dropped by a third, to 10.34%.

Jude M. Werra & Associates, the

Brookfield, WI Executive Search Con-

sulting firm, has been tracking the per-

centage of executives who misrepresent

their education claims on their resumes

for over a dozen years. Jude Werra report-

ed that the volatility in the percentages

does not appear to parallel any particular

economic measures. “It seems more likely

that the more notoriety given to a promi-

nent case, the numbers seem to decline,

but never do they reach zero,” he said.

“The rolling average has moved between

9% and 18% since 1995, so you can

assume that one or two of every ten

resumes will have false education claims.”

The “Lyin King” for 2007 was chosen

for the most outrageous claims encoun-

tered during the year. He is a global sourc-

ing executive who claimed a Bachelor’s

degree with a double major in the Sciences.

Stating on his resume that he was par-

ticularly proud of his earning 100% of his

tuition and expenses, it turns out that the

University he listed as his Alma Mater has

no record of his ever having attended

there at all. It appears that his “paying his

own way” obviously never stretched his

budget… only the truth.

Jude M. Werra & Associates, LLC

updates its “Liars Index®” on a semian-

nual basis. The firm is dedicated to bring-

ing clarity to Directors and Officers exec-

utive assessment, search and selection

nationwide, and has affiliates serving

Latin America and Europe.

Reprinted with the permission of Jude M.

Werra & Associate

Our L a t e st Dat a

T
The Liars Index trend

appears to be

moderating, as the

two year rolling average

declined from

14.7% to 13.85% in

the second half of 2007



spite of the importance of
reference checking to a

complete and thorough hiring
process, only 96% of HR profession-
als said that they always conduct
reference checks, even on candi-
dates for executive and upper man-
agement positions. Additionally, a
small number of respondents indi-
cated that their organization does
not conduct any form of back-
ground or reference checking, in-
cluding verification of information
provided by the applicant, commu-
nication with others regarding the
applicant and/or documentation
regarding a job applicant. Just over
half of organizations that conduct
reference checks outsource some or
all of their background and reference
checking and verification. Few HR profes-
sionals report always finding inconsisten-
cies in any area; however, more than half
say they sometimes find inconsistencies in
a number of types of information, such as
criminal record check and dates of previ-
ous employment. More than half of
respondents indicated that the HR staff at
their organization is primarily responsible
for conducting reference checks, and more
than eight out of 10 said the HR staff is pri-
marily responsible for providing reference
check information. HR professionals indi-
cated that reference checks are primarily
conducted by telephone, though organiza-

tions where some positions may require a
security clearance are somewhat more like-
ly to conduct checks by mail or in person.
More than two-thirds of HR professionals
indicated that they are always able to
obtain information on dates of employ-
ment, but less than one-quarter said they
are always able to get adequate informa-
tion in other areas.

Most respondents believe reference
checking is very or somewhat effective in
identifying potentially poor performing
employees, though just over a quarter
believe it is not very effective, and a small
number believe it is not at all effective.
Just over one-fifth of HR professionals

indicated that their organization
has implemented new or different
reference or background checking
policies or procedures as a direct
result of the September 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks. Organizations
where some positions may require
security clearance are more than
twice as likely as other organiza-
tions to have implemented new
measures.

More than half of respondents
indicated that their organization
has a policy not to provide any ref-
erences or information about cur-
rent or former employees.

Additionally, more than half of
respondents reported that they are
aware of someone in their organi-

zation refusing to provide information for
fear of legal action, though few said their
organization had actually faced various
legal issues regarding reference and back-
ground checking in the last three years.
Three-quarters of HR professionals
believe laws shielding those who provide
references in good faith from legal liabili-
ty would lead to their organization shar-
ing more information about current and
former employees.

Excerpt from Key Findings, 2004 Reference
and Background Checking Survey Report,
by Mary Elizabeth Burke, January 2005.
Reprinted with Permission of SHRM
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2004 Reference and
Background Checking Report

SHRM Research Key Findings, January 2005
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he ASIS International Banking
and Financial Services Council
has conducted a survey of how

financial institutions conduct preemploy-
ment screenings. The survey asked which
management function owned the preem-
ployment screening process, which group
conducted the process, and the size of the
prescreening staff. The survey found that
in all cases, human resources (HR)
owned the preemployment screening
process, but partnered with the security
team for the background investigation.
Security managed the process and the
investigation, especially in the case of
adverse information.

All respondents said they used a com-

bination of outsourced information, such
as the FBI database or vendors such as
Choice- Point, and internal resources to
complete investigations and fill in the
gaps. Security ensures compliance with
the established standards and reports
results of further investigation of excep-
tions to HR. As to the final say on
whether an offer should be made if the
results of the screening are less than ster-
ling, it was generally found that security
gives HR a recommendation on whether
to hire based on the results of the investi-
gation and compliance with established
standards. If the hiring manager or HR
disagree, higher management makes the
decision. One response notes that securi-

ty recommends directly to the hiring
manager but informs HR.

The average size of investigative staff
that handled the screening fell within a
range of one to eight people. Lastly, the
survey found that the security team
generally contacts previous employers
and other references, especially if ven-
dors are unable to do so or if there
appear to be issues. One respondent
considered it the responsibility of the
hiring manager.

© 2008 ASIS International, 1625 Prince
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. Reprinted
with permission from the March/April issue
of Dynamics newsletter.

T

Council Surveys Screening
The ASIS International

Banking and Financial Services Council

FREE USA

“HR Vendor
Phonebook”
To order,
simply visit www.HRVendors.com



June of 2005, Preemployment
Directory.com conducted a sur-

vey on the current practices that busi-
nesses were using to conduct background
screenings. The survey explored in depth
the full realm of checking applicants
backgrounds ranging from the types of
checks conducted, to the content con-
tained in background screening policies
to key selection factors in choosing an
outsourced background screening firm.

The following is a summary of the
results. A detailed in depth analysis with
full survey response can be obtained by
going to www.PreemploymentDirectory.com
(scroll down to 2005 Employer Back-
ground Screening Practices Survey Re-
sults) or read chapter 4 in ‘Background
Screening & Investigations: Managing
Hiring Risk from the HR and Security
Perspective’ by W. Barry Nixon and Kim
Kerr, published by Butterworth-Heine-
mann an imprint of Elsevier.

The number of responses were 273
which based on conventional statistical
methods did not meet our defined criteria
to be statistically significant. While we
believe the data is informative and presents
a picture of employer practices readers are
advised to be cautious in drawing defini-
tive conclusions based on this data alone.

In today’s turbulent work environments
employers are challenged by identify theft,
fraud, workplace violence, theft, sabotage,
negligent hiring, terrorism, etc. to name a

few of the issues. This may be the
‘Interesting Times’ that Charles Dickens
famous quote ‘Shall You Live in Interesting
times’ was meant for. Due to concerns
about the above issues background check-
ing has skyrocketed to record levels and is
continuing to grow annually. The number
of firms that provide outsourced back-

ground screening services has leaped to
well over 2,000 and is growing daily.

In parallel with the unprecedented
growth of the background screening in-
dustry we have seen more concerns about
privacy and security of the data obtained.
ChoicePoint recently settled an issue sur-
rounding a breach of their data for 10 mil-
lion dollars. This case along with numer-
ous others will inevitability lead to new
data protection laws.

Many are predicting the days of using
birth date and social security numbers as
identifiers are numbered and will give

way to biometric solutions, some of
which border on science fiction. Con-
sequently, the landscape of background
screening will continue to evolve and
employers will need to keep up. A very
promising trend that has emerged in
background screening is that we are
increasingly seeing stand alone screening
feeds being integrated into firm’s human
resource information systems.

A pressing issue that is confronting
background screeners is the proliferation
of the fake diploma and degree mills.
Simply verifying educational background
is no longer sufficient. Screeners must
now verify that the source of the educa-
tion is legitimate and for foreign degrees
their equivalency.

There are also clear signs that back-
ground screening is increasingly going
global as the economies in India, China,
Europe, etc. continue to prosper and
recruiters span national borders to find
people. The international marketplace is
likely to be the brave new world that
background screening must master.

Despite the challenges that will be
faced there is no question that back-
ground screening has become an integral
part of the hiring process. Driven by the
need to know whom they are hiring and
to discover the best information possible
to make quality hiring decisions will con-
tinue to make a background screening
valuable for years to come.
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2005

Employers Background
Screening Practices Survey

Results
P r e e m p l o y m e n t D i r e c t o r y . c o m
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It was interesting to see

that while 80% of employers

conduct background checks

on applicants only 58%

conducted them on current

employees.



Key Findings
It was interesting to see that while 80% of
employers conduct background checks on
applicants only 58% conducted them on
current employees. At one level this is
understandable since it is easier to imple-
ment a program focused on job candidates
versus having to tangle with the complexity
of screening employees. From our experi-
ence we believe the trend is towards doing
more internal screening, however, we will
have to see what results in future surveys.

It was also interesting to note that less
than 50% of responding firms conduct
background checks on applicants from
other countries. Given the increasing
focus on globalization juxtaposed on top
of concerns about terrorism and the view-
point that many of these individuals are
from countries outside of the US it would
appear that our background screening
processes are out of sync with this per-
spective. Or perhaps this reflects the chal-
lenges and complexity of conducting
international background investigations
or vetting with the myriad of legal, priva-
cy, political, cultural and language issues.
Either way, this may be an issue that sen-
ior management may want to take a closer
look at to ensure that their background
screening practices are consistent with
their risk management profile.

The most prevalent types of back-
ground checks were criminal records,
previous work history and references and
85% of companies conduct background
screenings for all open positions.

Overwhelmingly firms are using Auth-
orization & Disclosure forms with 90% of
respondents stating they use them. Despite
this high number this potentially means
that 10% of responding firms are apparent-
ly operating outside of established Fair
Credit Reporting Act procedures.

Two Thirds of businesses outsource

their background screening to an external
service provider and 66% of these firms
were either ‘extremely or very satisfied’
with the level of service provided by back-
ground screening firms. In addition, 25%
were moderately satisfied with the services
they were receiving. These findings support
indicators that the professional background
screening industry is experiencing rapid
growth and the number of background
checks being conducted continues to grow.

The survey results clearly indicated

that Human Resources was the discipline
primarily responsible for overseeing
background screening. 83% of respon-
dents indicated that Human Resources
was the responsible function and 11%
indicated Security held this responsibility.

63% of firms responding have a formal
background screening policy contrasted
with 74% having a workplace violence pre-

vention policy. This was interesting given
that a progressive workplace violence pre-
vention policy should include background
screenings as one of the tools that must be
used in the battle to prevent workplace vio-
lence. So either there are some problematic
workplace violence prevention policies that
need tightening up or our line of question-
ing did not account for firms that have
background screening provisions within
their workplace violence prevention policy.

With regards to the demographics of
firms responding to the survey:
• 56% were from employers with less

than 500 employees
• 69% from private sector employers
• 32% had revenues of less than 10

million, 28% more than 10 million
and 41% had revenues of more
than 50 million

About
PreemploymentDirectory.com

Preemployment Screening Directory is the
largest and most comprehensive web based
directory of background screening firms
designed to make it easy for employers to
quickly find a company to meet their
screening needs. The Directory consist of
four sections to guide employers quickly
to the company that will serve them best.

The Directory has over 1,000 firms
listed and is continuously growing. Visit
us at www.PreemploymentDirectory.com
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Background Screening: A partial
solution to an increasingly

disconnected society
Background screens are no longer a means
to prevent criminals from entering the mil-
itary as they were at their inception in the
1980s; they have now become a means for
savvy companies to protect their personnel
and fi nancial security. A modern battery of
background screens, including criminal
records checks, employment verifi cation
and education verifi cation, help employers
detect applicant falsifications and enable
the promotion and hiring of the best em-
ployees. Background screens have become
an integral component of the hiring pro-
cess, and they are often used immediately
prior to hiring to ensure a better employee
for the position.

Public acceptance of background checks
is growing due to the advantages they pro-
vide, including:
• Helping to ensure a safe workplace and
environment
• Aiding in efforts to protect homeland
security and the U.S. economy**
• Helping companies comply with state and
federal hiring regulations

However, there are some background
screening concerns, such as identity theft,
privacy issues and discrimination charges.

As HR professionals outsource their non-
core services (background screening pri-
mary among them), they are dependent
upon their providers for high-quality servic-
es, specifi c industry knowledge and legal
protection. However, many screening pro-
viders have yet to increase their quality
because most inadequacies go unnoticed

until a lawsuit appears on their customers’
desk. HR professionals have matured in
their understanding and evaluation of back-
ground screeners in recent years, but they
are still willing to entrust tremendous legal
responsibility to a provider.

Topline Findings of “Background
Screening Trends” Survey Launched in July
2007, the “Background Screening Trends”
survey includes online responses from 277
HR professionals and executives who inter-
act with the background screening process
regularly.

Key Findings
• More information leads to better hiring
decisions 66.1 percent of respondents agree
with this statement. In addition, most
respondents are willing to wait for the
most accurate information on each of their
applicants, a change from previous years
when companies demanded a complete
screen in a 24- to 48-hour window.

• Better background screens yield better
employees 88.4 percent of respondents
agree with this statement and 51.6 percent
completely agree.

• The intricacies of the laws affecting back-
ground screening are not fully understood
64.2 percent of respondents are aware of
the privacy and discrimination laws that
affect background screens, and 69.7 per-
cent of respondents entrust this to their
screening providers.

Background Screening Leads
Outsourced HR

Background screening is the HR service out-

sourced most often, and the majority of HR
professionals have discovered the potential
impact of it on the quality of employees.
Seventy-fi ve percent of respondents indicat-
ed that the percentage of those activities
outsourced by their companies would re-
main the same in the next year. Background
screening is the most outsourced service (79
percent), followed by payroll (58.3 percent)
and HRIS (33.6 percent). See the following
chart for an analysis of HR outsourcing
based on percentage of activities outsourced
rather than the types of activities.

Background Screening Value
Employers value background screening, not
only because it reduces their legal liability
and protects their employees, but also
because it leads to better hiring decisions,
yields better employees and lowers overall
HR costs.

Across the board, respondents agree that
more information leads to better hiring
decisions (66.1 percent), that better back-
ground screens yield better employees (88.4
percent of respondents agree and 51.6 per-
cent completely agree) and that background
screening can lower overall HR costs (84.5
percent of respondents agree and 50.9 per-
cent completely agree).

In addition, a signifi cant portion of re-
spondents whose companies do not conduct
background screens agree that it lowers HR
costs (47.5 percent).

Selection Criteria
HR professionals value three components of
the background screening process: accuracy,
turnaround times and customer service.
This is a signifi cant change from the past,
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when the primary selection criterion was
cost. This is evidence of a maturation of the
background screening industry in that HR
providers are evaluating quality. Accuracy,
turnaround times and customer service are
the top aelection criteria for respondents
from all company sizes, selected by 90.6
percent, 87.4 percent and 69.3 percent,
respectively.

Accuracy
Accuracy was ranked as the single most
important criterion by 64.8 percent of
respondents, and 94.2percent of respon-
dents completely agree that the accuracy of
each screen is important. Respondents also
indicated that accuracy is worth the time it
takes; 77.3 percent of respondents said they
believe further research is necessary to
locate complete and accurate information in
case of a discrepancy.

Turnaround Times
Less than 1 percent of respondents said that
turnaround time was not important. While
25-48 hours is the mean acceptable turn-
around time (indicated by 48 percent of
respondents), smaller fi rms are far less
patient with their screens. The preceding
chart offers an analysis of preferred turn-

around times by company size. This is a dra-
matic shift in the past few years—in the
past, it was only the big companies that
demanded and had become accustomed to
short turnaround times. This is indicative of
two potential trends in the background
screening industry: smaller companies are
using basic screens to keep costs low and

thus have grown used to the instantaneous
delivery of database screens and larger com-
panies have come to value the verifi cation
of information from reputable sources (such
as courthouses) and are thus willing to wait
longer for a quality screen.

Background Screening Use
Although HR professionals value back-
ground screens, they do not want to spend
time on the screens. Those HR professionals
most unwilling to spend time on a back-
ground screen are those at companies with
less than 500 employees. Typically, these
companies have a small team of HR general-
ists expected to accomplish all HR activi-
ties—they just do not have time to deal with
a process they can outsource.

Most HR professionals are unwilling to
invest a signifi cant amount of time in back-
ground screening. The majority of re-
spondents (84.9 percent) agree that the time
spent on screens is acceptable when the
average time investment is less than one
hour per week.

Companies of 500 employees or less are
the most rigorous about the time they are
willing to spend on background screening.
However, this group is also the most re-
luctant to outsource background screens,

with only 70 percent out-
sourcing, compared with
the 78 percent average
for all companies.

Background
Screening Process
Most HR professionals
choose a battery of screens
for their incoming em-
ployees, with criminal
record checks being the
most important, but a
signifi cant portion of
respondents do not have

full insight into the data collection method
of their providers. While each type of screen
is used by more than half of the respon-
dents, respondents from larger companies
report that they more commonly use a bat-
tery of screens with an emphasis on crimi-
nal and drug screening. According to more
than half of all respondents (60.3 percent),

criminal background checks are the most
important type of background screening.
Credit checks are the least important, select-
ed by just 39.5 percent of respondents.

Sources of Information
There’s a 50/50 split between respondents
about the usefulness of the types of criminal
checks: half believe that database informa-
tion is as useful as information from court-
houses. There is no signifi cant opinion
change by company size; instead, we believe
this is a function of the respondents’ previ-

ous experience with background screening.
While respondents are split evenly on

the issue of courthouse versus database, an
overwhelming majority of respondents
(93.9 percent) believe that it would be ben-
eficial for criminal records to be checked at
the county, state and federal court levels.

Background Screening Process
Most respondents trust their background
screener to mitigate their legal risks associat-
ed with background screening. Slightly more
than half of respondents (64.2 percent) are
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Most Common Uses
For Each Screen:

• Criminal record check—
protects against legal liabilities
the company may assume by
hiring a candidate with a
criminal record

• Employment verification—
ensures that the candidate
had the jobs they claim to
have had in the past

• Education verification—
ensures that the candidate
has the education they
claim to have received

• Driving record search—
protects against liability in
a company car, etc.

• Credit check—
protects against financial fraud



aware of the privacy and discrimina-
tion laws that affect background
screens, and 69.7 percent of respon-
dents entrust this to their screening
providers. In addition, only slightly
more than half of respondents (59.9
percent) are concerned with the orig-
ination point of the information in
their background screens. These find-
ings are signifi cant because they indi-
cate a tremendous reliance on the
background screening provider...
which is often undeserved. A pro-
vider without any credentials or pro-
fessional organization associations is
unproven and often sells based on a
great website or a few testimonials.

A large number of respondents are
uncertain of their providers’ licensing
status; 32.9 percent said they are
unsure if their provider is licensed,
and 1.4 percent acknowledged that
their provider is unlicensed. How-
ever, only 19.4 percent of respondents
whose companies perform background
screens said that the status of their pro-

viders’ license does not matter to them.
Nearly 75 percent of respondents said that a
background screening provider’s associa-
tions with a professional organization such
as the National Association of Professional
Background Screeners (NAPBS) are impor-
tant to them.

Conclusion
With the recent infl ux of negligent hiring
lawsuits, increasing concerns about home-
land security and heightened scrutiny of the
corporate world, companies are eager to
hire the highestquality candidates available,
to comply with federal and state hiring laws,
to ensure a safe work environment for em-
ployees and clients and to protect them-
selves from legal liability. Professionals gen-
erally agree that more information about
candidates leads to better hiring decisions
and that better background screens also
yield better employees. With all of the priva-
cy and discrimination laws that affect the
background screening process, the majority
of HR professionals are choosing to entrust
the responsibility of compliance to their
background screening providers.

Those companies that utilize back-
ground screens conducted by licensed

background screening provi-
ders will protect themselves
from the legal risks and liabili-
ties associated with negligent
hiring and the federal and state
requirements for background
screening procedures—as well
as enable themselves to fi nd
and hire the most qualifi ed
and highest-quality candidates
while lowering overall HR
costs.

Appendix
Methodology

Because of the large number of
respondents who participated
in this survey, we are 99 per-
cent confident that the re-
sponses of the population to
the survey questions would be
+/- 7.75 percent from the fig-
ures stated herein.

The survey was sent via email to nearly
56,000 professionals. The survey was live
for 10 business days, and a total of 277
respondents were considered to drive the
results and conclusions of this report. Each
respondent answered the questionnaire via
an online survey tool and was assured of
their confidentiality. Their responses will be
used only in this aggregate analysis.

Demographics
The demographic data, in conjunction with
the high confidence level in the accuracy of
these findings, has facilitated an under-
standing of the background screening
process and current use in a large segment
of the business community. Respondents
come from a variety of industries, company
sizes and positions, as is demonstrated in
the following graphs. This also increases the
relevance of the findings as a tool for better
understanding the competitions’ use of
background screens for a majority of HR
professionals and executives.

The Kress 2007 Backgorund Screen Trends has
been reprinted with the permission of Kress
Inc. A full description of the survey results can
found at http://www.kressinc.com/
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A database search can be a quick
and easy way to locate surface infor-
mation about the candidate, but
only a courthouse search will reveal
complete and accurate criminal
records. If you want to know if the
applicant has a criminal history, re-
quire a courthouse search. Court-
house information is “straight from
the horse’s mouth.” It provides a
larger amount of content with re-
gard to sentence information, dates
of offense information and post-
judgment activity and warrants.
The dates will be more accurate,
and it is easier to comply with state
and federal (Fair Credit Reporting
Act) regulations and get the appli-
cant on the job. Because many
courthouses are now providing data
via a website, it is easier to get accu-
rate information more efficiently
than in the past.

A Partial Solution to an Increasingly Disconnected Society
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or employers, reviewing a driving
record is no longer merely a one-

time pre-hire screening action item that
needs to be checked off. Instead, today
many employers are recognizing the ben-
efits of driver monitoring--as measured
by change in driving record status--and
an increasing number of employers are
adopting ongoing, post-hire driver moni-
toring as a best-practice to manage the
risk associated with employee drivers.

Driver Monitoring -
Not Just for CDL Holders

Many categories of employers are
required by law to both screen prospec-
tive employees that may drive a vehicle
for work, and then monitor those
employees’ driving records on annual
basis. There are a number of state pro-
grams to facilitate this, including pro-
grams in Arkansas, California, Illinois,
Michigan, Nebraska, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Virginia, and Wis-
consin. Some programs, such as the Ca-
lifornia Employer Pull Notice Program
(CA-EPN) are mandatory, while other
programs are not. They may also vary in
other ways, such as whether the program
is paper based or electronic, whether a
full record is returned or only a notifica-
tion, and in the determination of the
enrollment process and costs.

Driver Monitoring programs are not
just beneficial for employers with ‘profes-
sional drivers’; they are also advanta-
geous for many kinds of drivers since
employers are also held accountable for
those drivers who conduct company
related business with employee owned
vehicles—even if that employee is just
driving to the post office to mail a compa-

ny letter! Even companies that are not
legally required to monitor their employ-
ees have realized that regularly reviewing
the driving records of their employee
drivers on a more frequent basis, general-
ly twice a year, increases driver safety,
reduces the companies’ exposure to law-
suits, results in an overall reduction of
risk and decreases both hard and soft
costs.

Technology Delivers Clear
Advantages

The ongoing monitoring of employee driv-
ers can be a very manual process that
involves keeping and copying paper files
that can be lost or misplaced. Driver
Monitoring programs can help alleviate the
complexities around taxing record keeping
requirements. They ease the workload of
managing releases and driver compliance,
and in obtaining driver histories. This is
particularly important as technology has
improved efficiencies to the point where
employers can benefit from real-time noti-
fication of driving record changes. In
addition, Driver Monitoring programs sup-
port the Company decision process in the
identification and disposition of high-risk
drivers. Finally, these important programs
provide the employer with the information
and tools necessary to reduce the risk of
“Negligent Entrustment” and meet state
and federal requirements

Finding the Right Vendor
To ensure your complete needs are ad-
dressed, it is important to identify a serv-
ice provider that has strong relationships
with state departments of motor vehicles
which will allow them to return driving
record reports on-line, offer paperless

driver monitoring to their customers and
help mediate the relationship between
the state and the employer. You also want
to identify a firm that has significant
experience in providing driving record
services and that can set up a Driver
Monitoring program that allows employ-
ers (with the proper authorization) to
track the driving records of employees by:
1) Scheduling the periodic (monthly,

quarterly, annual) ordering of a cur-
rent driving record on a roster of em-
ployees

2) Receiving notification of changes to
the employees driving record (viola-
tions, suspensions, revocations) as
they occur on a roster of employees
(i.e. California Employer Pull Not-
ification (CA-EPN) program.)

If your company has locations nation-
wide, you also want to choose a supplier
that can provide driving records on a
national basis. You may also want to con-
sider choosing a vendor that provides
additional services such as ongoing back-
ground screening, driving record scoring,
criminal and credit monitoring.

Summary
Whether or not they may be compulsory
for an employer, Driving Monitoring pro-
grams are increasingly understood to be a
critical component of managing the risk of
employee drivers. With the important ram-
ifications of Driving Monitoring programs
only continuing to expand even as the
technology around the programs con-
tributes to operational efficiencies, employ-
ers are embracing Driver Monitoring as an
important risk mitigation tool in a quickly
progressing area of post-hire screening.

F

Driver Monitoring
Proving Valuable

in Ongoing Management of Post-Hire Risk

B i l l i e L e e , P r e s i d e n t , F i r s t A d v a n t a g e A D R
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he scope of the Preemployment
Background Screening Guideline is

to aid U. S.employers in understanding and
implementing the fundamental concepts,
methodologies, and related legal issues asso-
ciated with the preemployment background
screening of job applicants. (This guideline
is focused on U. S. employers. The variables
existing within the international community
on preemployment background screening
are not addressed in this guideline.)

This guideline presents practical infor-
mation concerning the value of preemploy-
ment background screening, the importance
of the application form, important legal
issues and considerations such as the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, privacy issues, state
laws, rules, and regulations, the key ele-
ments of preemployment background
screening, the types of information to utilize
in verifying the key elements, the use of
credit reporting agencies in preemployment
background screening, and an appendix of a
sample preemployment background screen-
ing flow chart. Additional preemployment
background screening resources are listed in
the References/Bibliography section.

Employers, from the smallest to the
largest, understand the dual benefits of hir-
ing the best people and providing a safe and
secure workplace, both physically and
financially, for their employees, customers,
shareholders, and the community in which
they operate. A key factor is to know as
much as you can about the people you want
to hire and to know that before hiring them.
Hiring a new employee is an important
responsibility for any organization. An
employer who has performed a thorough

preemployment background screening on
its applicants is more likely to bring into the
organization a highly skilled person who
will prove to be a tremendous asset. Un-
fortunately, absent a sufficient preemploy-
ment background screening, that same
employer runs the risk of exposing his or
her organization to someone who could
ultimately become the organization’s great-
est liability.

The guideline should also serve as an
educational and practical tool that organiza-
tions can use as a resource in understanding
the reasons for preemployment background
screening, understanding the legal princi-
ples surrounding the issue of preemploy-
ment background screening, and assistance
in developing policies and procedures that
will enhance an organization’s hiring policy.

Key Words
The terms defined below are for the purpos-
es of understanding their usage within this
guideline.
• Adverse Action Notice: This notice,
which is a letter or other document inform-
ing the job applicant he or she has been
denied employment, is necessary when
using the services of a consumer reporting
agency and the employer is making an
adverse employment decisions on the basis
of the consumer report provide by the con-
sumer reporting agency. This document
must contain the name, address, and phone
number of the employment screening com-
pany, a statement that the employer, not the
background screening company, is responsi-
ble for making the adverse decision, and a
notice that the individual has the right to

dispute the accuracy or completeness of any
of the information in the report. The
Adverse Action Notice must be preceded by
a “Pre-Adverse Action Notice.”
• Arrest: The taking or keeping of a person
in custody by legal authority, especially in
response to a criminal charge; specifically,
the apprehension of someone for the pur-
pose of securing the administration of the
law, especially of bringing that person
before a court.
• Background Screening: An inquiry into
the history and behaviors of an individual
under consideration for employment, cred-
it, access to sensitive assets (such as nation-
al defense information), and other reasons.
• Bankruptcy: A statutory procedure by
which a debtor obtains financial relief and
undergoes a judicially supervised reorgani-
zation or liquidation of the debtor’s assets
for the benefit of creditors.
• Civil Records: Official records related to
civil cases, i.e., when one party sues another.
• Consumer Report: In general, the term
means any written, oral, or other communi-
cation of any information by a consumer
reporting agency bearing on a consumer’s
credit worthiness, credit standing, credit
capacity, character, general reputation, per-
sonal characteristics, or mode of living
which is used or expected to be used or col-
lected in whole or in part for the purpose of
serving as a factor in establishing the con-
sumer’s eligibility for (a) credit or insurance
to be used primarily for personal, family, or
household purposes; (b) employment pur-
poses; or (c) any other purpose authorized
under section 604 of the FCRA.
• Consumer Reporting Agency (CRA):
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Any person or entity which, for monetary
fees, dues, or on a cooperative nonprofit
basis, regularly engages in whole or in part
in the practice of assembling or evaluating
consumer credit information or other infor-
mation on consumers for the purpose of
furnishing consumer reports to third par-
ties, and which uses any means or facility of
interstate commerce for the purpose of
preparing or furnishing Preemployment
Background Screening Guideline consumer
reports. Some CRA’s may also, on request,
prepare investigative reports not just on
consumers’ creditworthiness but also on
personal information gathered from various
sources, including interviews with neigh-
bors, friends, and co-workers. It is also
important to bear in mind that, while all
credit bureaus and credit reporting agencies
are CRA’s, not all CRA’s are credit bureaus or
credit reporting agencies.
• Conviction: The act or process of judicial-
ly finding someone guilty of a crime; the
state of having been proved guilty.
• Credit Bureau: See Consumer Reporting
Agency.
• Credit Report: A detailed report of an
individual's credit history prepared by a
credit bureau including: (1) personal data
(current and previous addresses, social
security number, employment history); (2)
summary of credit history (number and
type of accounts that are past-due or in good
standing); (3) detailed account information;
(4) inquires into applicant's credit history
(number and type of inquiries into appli-
cant's credit report); (5) details of any
accounts turned over to credit agency (such
as information about liens, wages garnish-
ments via federal, state, or county records);
and (6) information on how to dispute any
of the above information.
• Credit Reporting Agency: See Consumer
Reporting Agency.
• Criminal Records: Official records related
to criminal cases. A crime is an act or omis-
sion that is prosecuted in a criminal court
by a government prosecutor and can be
punished by confinement, fine, restitution,
and/or forfeiture of certain civil rights.
• DD Form 214: The term "DD-214" is
often used generically to mean "separation

papers" or "discharge papers," no matter
what form number was used to document
active duty military service. A DD-214 is
issued to military members upon separation
from active service and was issued to sepa-
rated service members beginning in the
1950's.
• Decision-Making: The process of evaluat-
ing and judging information gathered and
relating it to the specific requirements of the
position for which the applicant is applying.
• Due Diligence: The attention and care
that a reasonable person exercises under the
circumstances to avoid harm to other per-
sons or their property. Failure to make this
effort is considered negligence.
• Employment Verification: The process of
contacting an applicant’s past employers to
confirm dates of employment, title, salary,
and eligibility for rehire.
• Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions

Act (FACTA): The Fair and Accurate Credit
Transaction Act of 2003, Pub. L. 108-159,
111 Stat. 1952, (FACTA) added new sec-
tions to the federal Fair Credit Reporting
Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681 et seq., (FCRA) intend-
ed primarily to help consumers fight the
growing crime of identity theft. Accuracy,
privacy, limits on information sharing, and
new consumer rights to disclosure are
included in FACTA.
• Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA): The
FCRA (15 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.) established
specific requirements and rules that apply
when an employer uses a third party to help
conduct a preemployment background
screen and generate a consumer report for
the employer. The FCRA addresses the
rights and obligations of four groups: con-
sumer reporting agencies, users of con-
sumer information, furnishers of consumer
information, and consumers. The FCRA
does not pertain only to credit reports but to
the entire consumer report.
• Felony: A serious crime usually punish-
able by imprisonment for more than one
year or by death. Examples include burgla-
ry, arson, rape, and murder.
• Incarceration: The act or process of con-
fining someone; imprisonment.
• Investigative Consumer Report: A con-
sumer report or portion thereof in which

information on a consumer's character, gen-
eral reputation, personal characteristics, or
mode of living is obtained through personal
interviews with neighbors, friends, ormas-
sociates of the consumer reported on or
with others with whom he is acquainted or
whommay have knowledge concerning any
such items of information. However, such
information shall not include specific factu-
al information on a consumer's credit record
obtained directly from a creditor of the con-
sumer or from a consumer reporting agency
when such information was obtained direct-
ly from a creditor of the consumer or from
the consumer.
• Jail: A local government’s detention cen-
ter where persons awaiting trial or those
convicted of misdemeanors are confined.
• Judgment: A court’s final determination
of the rights and obligations of the parties in
a case.
• Lien: A legal right or interest that a credi-
tor has in another’s property, lasting usually
until a debt or duty that it secures is satisfied.
• Misdemeanor: A crime that is less serious
than a felony and is usually punishable by
fine, penalty, forfeiture, or confinement
(usually for a brief term) in a place other
than prison (such as a county jail).
• Negligent Hiring: The failure to use rea-
sonable care in the employee selection
process,resulting in harm caused to others.
Employers have a legal duty not to hire peo-
ple who could pose a threat of harm to oth-
ers, which can include everything from
slight to fatal bodily injury, theft, arson, or
property damage. The definition of "reason-
able care" depends on the degree of the risk
of harm to others. The greater the risk, the
higher the standard of care required.
• Pre-Adverse Action Notice: A letter or
other document informing the job applicant
that the employer intends to take an adverse
action against the applicant based upon
information contained in a consumer
report. The notice will provide the applicant
with a copy of the consumer report, a sum-
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mary of the applicant’s rights under the
FCRA, and is Preemployment Background
Screening Guideline intended to provide the
applicant a meaningful opportunity to
review, reflect, and respond to the consumer
report if the applicant believes it is inaccu-
rate or incomplete.
• Prison: A state or federal facility of confine-
ment for convicted criminals, especially felons.
• Social Security Number: A nine digit
number resembling "123-00-1234" that is
issued to an individual by the U. S. Social
Security Administration. The original pur-
pose of this number was to administer the
Social Security program, but it has come to
be used as a “primary key” (a de facto
national ID number) for individuals within
the United States. The nine-digit Social
Security number is divided into three parts.

The first three digits are the area number.
Prior to 1973, the area number reflected the
state in which an individual applied for a
Social Security number. Since 1973, the first
three digits of a Social Security number are
determined by the ZIP code of the mailing
address shown on the application for a
Social Security number. The middle two
digits are the group number. They have no
special geographic or data significance but
merely serve to break the number into con-
veniently sized blocks for orderly issuance.
The last four digits are serial numbers. They
represent a straight numerical sequence of
digits from 0001-9999 within the group.

Why do Preemplyment
Background Screening

There are a number of reasons why an
employer should perform preemployment
background screening. The most com-
pelling reasons are:

• Making the best hiring decision

• Gaining a competitive advantage
• Reducing turnover
• Increasing productivity
• Increasing morale
• Reducing risk of business

disruptions
• Complying with mandates created

by state or federal law for certain in-
dustries (health care, child care, etc.)

• Fulfilling other legal or

contractual obligations

• Providing a safe work environment

• Protecting organization’s assets
• Fostering peace of mind
• Reducing risk of legal liabilities,

including failure to perform due
diligence, negligent hiring, and
equitable treatment of applicant pool.

Making the Best Hiring Decision
It has been said that some applicants will
only tell you what you want to hear. A good
writer and storyteller can invent a good
resume. The Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM) conducted two sepa-
rate online surveys on resume inaccuracies.
In August 2004, SHRM reported that sixty-
one percent of the human resource (HR)
professionals surveyed said they find inac-
curacies in resumes after carrying out
Preemployment Background Screening
Guideline background checks. An April
2006 article in the New York Times reports
that a study conducted by Resume-
Doctor.com, a resume-writing service based
in Burlington, Vt., found that 43 percent of
the more than 1,100 resumes examined had
one or more "significant inaccuracies,"
while 13 percent had two or more. Michael
Worthington, the co-founder of Resume-
Doctor, said the most common transgres-
sions could be found in three areas: educa-
tion, job titles, and dates of employment.

By thoroughly verifying information
given during the employment process, a
company can improve the chances they are
hiring an individual who has portrayed his
or her background, experience, and skills
honestly and accurately. Using preemploy-
ment background screening to verify an
applicant’s history helps employers make
decisions based upon facts.

Providing a Safe Work Environment
An employer's obligation to maintain a safe
place to work also arises from the legal princi-
ples that exist in most states under common
law (the body of law derived primarily from
judicial decisions based on custom and prece-
dent, rather than from statutes, codes, or con-
stitutions). These legal principles include:

• Premises liability (the duty of a

property owner to take responsible
steps to guard against reasonably
foreseeable violence)
• Respondent superior (an employ-
er’s indirect liability for the wrongful
acts of an employee committed with-
in the course and scope of employ-
ment);
• Sexual and other forms of harass-
ment prohibited under discrimina-
tion laws (when threats or violence
are motivated by a victim’s protected
status); and
• A collection of negligence theo-
ries, including negligent hiring (the
failure to properly screen job appli-
cants, particularly for sensitive posi-
tions involving a high degree of
interaction with the public); negli-
gent supervision (the failure to
supervise employees and to disci-
pline violators of anti-violence
rules), and negligent retention (the
failure to terminate employees who
have engaged in behavior in viola-
tion of company policies).1

In the April, 2002 edition of Occu-
pational Health and Safety magazine, attor-
ney-at-law and author of The Safe Hiring
Manual, Lester S. Rosen points out that the
statistics on the consequences of even one
bad hire are significant. Industry statistics
suggest the cost of even one bad hiring deci-
sion can exceed $100,000, taking into
account the time spent recruiting, hiring,
and training, and the amount of time the job
is left undone or done badly by an unquali-
fied applicant. In addition, the financial cost
from theft, violence, etc. can be enormous.
Additionally, there are other costs that are
hard to measure, such as the harm to
employee morale or the entity’s reputation.

Legal Risks and Liabilities
The value of an objective, fair, and compe-
tent preemployment background screening
is that it will permit determination of facts
not otherwise verifiable or known.2 As
such, employers should pay particular
attention to the legal implications associat-
ed with the employment screening process.
While employers do not have the duty to
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provide an impenetrable island of safety,
every employer has the obligation and duty
to take reasonable precautions against pre-
ventable harm to employees, customers,
and anyone else visiting the workplace.
Under the federal Occupational Safety and
Health Act and corresponding state statutes,
employers have a “general duty” to protect
employees against “recognized hazards”
that are likely to cause serious injury or
death. Specifically, Section 5. Duties

(a) Each employer:
(1) Shall furnish to each of his employ-
ees employment and a place of employ-
ment which are free from recognized
hazards that are causing or likely to
cause death or serious physical harm to
his employees;
(2) Shall comply with occupational
safety and health standards promulgat-
ed under this Act.2

Appropriate due diligence is necessary to
ensure that the applicant hired does not
pose a foreseeable risk to others with whom
he or she might interact while on the job.
The failure to properly screen out dangerous
applicants may give rise to a negligent hir-
ing claim, if the individual intentionally
harms someone in the course of his or her
employment.

Another legal risk arises from the
inequitable treatment of individuals in the
applicant pool. A properly crafted preem-
ployment background screening program
gives all applicants of equal qualifications
equal consideration and does not impose
disparate treatment on anyone or any group.
Employers are encouraged to objectively
evaluate each applicant. To the extent it is
possible, objective methods should be used
to determine each applicant’s qualifications
and suitability for the job. Such fairness not
only provides the employer a legal defense if
faced with a claim, but also helps ensure
that the best applicants are consistently
selected.

Documented Program for
Preemployment Background

Screening
Having a Documented Program for

Preemployment Background Screening

Preemployment background screening
should be an integral part of an employer’s
policies, practices, and procedures estab-
lished for the recruiting, hiring, and training
of employees. Carl R. Ernst, author of “The
Uniform Commercial Code Filing Guide,”
describes Policies, Practices and Proced-
ures3 as follows—
• Policy: A policy is a general statement
of a principle according to which an organ-
ization performs business functions. An
organization does not need to maintain
policies in order to operate. However, prac-
tices and procedures that exist without the
underpinnings of a consistent policy are
continually in jeopardy of being changed
for the wrong reasons, with unintended
legal consequences.
• Practice: A practice is a general state-
ment of the way the organization implements
a policy. Good practices support policy.
• Procedure: A procedure documents an
established practice. Use of forms is one of
the useful ways procedures are document-
ed. For an organization that has a practice
of checking past court records for criminal
records, the procedures would be the docu-
mentation on how it is done, as well as the
documents showing it was done.

It is important that policies, practices,
and procedures be in writing. To the extent
that policies, practices, and procedures are
documented in writing, it is possible to
independently verify from the procedure
whether employees are conforming to the
practice, and therefore to the policy. This
kind of documentation makes it easy to per-
form reliable audits. Equally important, an
employer needs to demonstrate with docu-
mentation that there was training, imple-
mentation, and auditing to ensure the pro-
grams were followed.

The employer needs to develop, train,
and maintain committees or teams charged
with the creating and updating of screening
policies and procedures that are applicable
to the employer’s business, security, recruit-
ing, hiring, and training needs. The com-
mittees or teams should be comprised of
professionals with knowledge of those
needs. A person or department charged with
administration or ownership of the screen-

ing program should lead or chair the com-
mittees or teams. The program should
include all of the steps identified by a com-
mittee or team that are required in the
screening process. In most instances, this
will include but not be limited to collection
of personal information from the subject,
proper authorization to conduct the back-
ground screen, how the results of the screen
are analyzed and reported, and the intended
use by the employer. The key components
of the practices and procedures should iden-
tify the use of employment applications and
resumes, forms, and letters used including
disclosure forms, waivers, a conditional job
offer, and job denial. In addition, the proce-
dures should address both internal and
external alternatives, including measures
used to outsource any screening to be per-
formed by a third party.

People, committees, or teams tasked
with decision-making should also be
assigned. In addition and where applicable,
it should be ensured that no conflicts exist
between union agreements and the employ-
er’s screening policies.

The policy, practices, and procedures
should be viewed as living documents to be
updated as requirements change, additional
programs or products become available, pro-
grams or products become unavailable or
change, or laws affecting hiring are updated
or amended. For employers who span multi-
ple states or cross into various industries, the
document must separately address all the
issues inherent to such situations.

Finally, regular assessment of program
results and metrics should be undertaken to
measure the benefits of the program, oppor-
tunities to improve program outcomes, and
overall benefit and value to the organiza-
tion’s financial performance and culture.

Who is Typically Involves in the
Preemployment Background

Screening Process
Involvement in the preemployment back-
ground screening process will depend on
many factors, such as the size and structure
of the organization and the level and role of
the position the applicant is applying for
within the organization. It will also depend
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on the organizational culture defining how
individuals are hired.

Whatever the process, the most frequent
participants tend to come from the follow-
ing functional groups of the organization.

• Human Resource Personnel

Human resource personnel are often the
first line of defense in the recruitment and
selection of quality and risk free applicants
for the organization. In most organizations
the human resources department has the
responsibility of recruiting applicants. This
begins with the writing of approved position
descriptions, the advertising of such posi-
tions, and the collection and initial screen-
ing of the applications. Human resources
may also have the responsibility for con-
ducting initial testing as part of the applica-
tion process.

During the interview stage, human
resources should take an active role to eval-
uate the applicant and gather information
that will facilitate the applicant’s back-
ground investigation.

• Security Personnel

Security personnel may include a propri-
etary security director or an internal or
external investigator charged with investi-
gating the applicant’s background. If securi-
ty personnel are used, the role of the securi-
ty function should include the investigation
and verification of all information provided
by the applicant in his or her signed appli-
cation and/or resume. The results should
include a documented investigation of any
discrepancies that may arise during the pre-
employment background screen.

• Business Owners and Managers

Business owners and managers may need to
take part in the process especially if it is a
small organization. In many cases, the busi-
ness owner and direct manager of the appli-
cant will make the final hiring decision. The
business owner and managers may wish to
be considered a part of the interview process
in which they make an evaluation of the
applicant and look for information which
may influence the direction of the preem-
ployment background screen.

• Legal Personnel

Legal personnel, whether in-house or on a
contract basis, play a vital role in ensuring
that all position postings, application forms,
and the preemployment screening practices
and procedures meet union or bargaining
unit requirements (where appropriate), as
well as comply with local, state, and federal
employment laws, rules, and regulations.
They also play a key role in the approval and
writing of the employer’s forms and letters.

Legal Issues and Considerations
Employers who decide to implement a back-
ground screening process for job applicants,
or engage the services of a third party to do it
for them, will immediately discover an
assortment of challenging and involved
statutes, laws, and regulations. In the United
States, legal issues and considerations exist at
the federal, state, and local levels. U.S.
employers who also operate internationally
must further comply with the laws of the
countries in which they operate or from
which they obtain information, and also the
international conventions and treaties that
regulate them and their activities.

At the same time, employers should be
aware that the legal landscape that affects
preemployment background screening prac-
tices is constantly changing. As such, it is
imperative that the employer and those they
hire to assist them remain aware and knowl-
edgeable of the evolving law in all of the
jurisdictions in which they operate. The fol-
lowing examines several of the significant
legal concepts and U.S. statutes confronting
employers conducting preemployment
background screening. Please note that this
material is not all-inclusive, should serve
only as a guide, and does not constitute
legal advice. Consult your organization’s
legal counsel for specific guidance.

Legal Compliance
In conducting preemployment background
screens on prospective employees, both fed-
eral and state laws need to be considered,
depending upon whether an individual
employer is conducting the background
screen or a third party consumer reporting
agency (CRA) is engaged to do so. The Fair

Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) does not pre-
empt any state law that regulates the use,
collection, or distribution for the prevention
of identity theft, as long as the state law is
consistent with the FCRA (FCRA § 625; 15
U.S.C. § 1681t). Wage considerations, job
descriptions, federally regulated industries,
level and scope of offenses, etc. all need to
be held up to the light of the law.

Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)
A primary legal consideration for employers
is the FCRA (Web site: www.ftc.gov/os/-
statutes/fcrajump.htm). The FCRA regu-
lates more than just credit reports. It estab-
lishes specific requirements for compilation
and handling of an preemployment back-
ground report, whether designated as a
Consumer Report or Investigative Con-
sumer Report. The FCRA applies to employ-
ers that use the services of a third party in
preparation of an employment screening
report. If a third party prepares or provides
any portion of an employment screening
report, such as criminal records, employ-
ment references, or education verifications,
then the FCRA will apply. The FCRA was
most recently amended by the Fair and
Accurate Credit Transaction Act (FACTA or
FACT Act) of 2003. Strict adherence to the
FCRA is required when utilizing Consumer
Reports.

Employer Requirements
Under the FCRA

1) Prior to receiving a consumer report, an
employer must certify to the CRA in writing
that it will do the following:

• Use the information for employment
purposes only,

• Not use the information in violation
of any federal or state equal employ-
ment opportunity law,

• Obtain all the necessary disclosures
and consents as required by the
FCRA,

• Give the appropriate notices in the
event an adverse action is taken
against an applicant based in whole
or in part on the contents of the
Consumer Report, and

• Give the additional information
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required by law if an Investigative
Consumer Report is needed.

2) Employers must provide a clear and con-
spicuous disclosure in writing to the appli-
cant before the report is obtained. Also,
employers must obtain a written authoriza-
tion before obtaining a consumer report
(FCRA § 604(b); 15 U.S.C. §1681b(b)). The
disclosure and authorization can be com-
bined in a single document, but should con-
tain nothing more than the authorization
and disclosure. (See FTC Opinion letter,
from Cynthia Lamb, FTC Investigator, to
Richard Steer, October 21, 1997).
3) Employers need a disclosure form for an
Investigative Consumer Report (FCRA §
606(a); 15 U.S.C. §1681d(a)) that is differ-
ent from the disclosure form needed for an
ordinary consumer report. The applicant
must be notified within three days that an
Investigative Consumer Report has been
requested and that he or she has the right to
obtain additional information as to the
nature and scope of the investigation
requested. Additionally, the applicant must
receive a copy of the FTC document, “A
Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.”
4) The adverse action rules apply to deci-
sions not to hire, suspend, or terminate an
individual based in whole or in part on a
consumer report. If adverse action is intend-
ed and before it is taken, an employer must
provide the applicant with a copy of the
report and the FTC document, “A Summary
of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act” (FCRA § 604(b)(3); 15
U.S.C. §1681b(b)(3)). This is the first
notice, also called the Notice of Pre-Adverse
Action.
5) If, after sending out the first notice and
related documents, the employer intends to
make a final decision not to hire, then the
employer must send the applicant a second
notice, also called the Notice of Adverse
Action. This Notice will inform the appli-
cant of the employer’s final decisions and
will provide a copy of the FTC’s form “A
Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.” Additionally, the
notice must provide the CRA’s contact infor-
mation (name, address, and phone num-

ber), must advise the individual that (1) the
CRA did not take the action and cannot pro-
vide specific reasons why it was taken, (2)
the individual has a right to dispute the
accuracy or completeness of the informa-
tion, and (3) the individual has a right to
another free copy of his or her consumer
report within 60 days (FCRA § 615; 15
U.S.C. §1681m).

The FCRA does not indicate how long an
employer must wait after sending the pread-
verse action notice before taking adverse
action. However, according to the FTC,
employers should, “keep in mind the clear
purpose of the provision to allow consumers
to discuss reports with employers or other-
wise respond before adverse action is taken.”
(See FTC Opinion letter, from William
Haynes, FTC Staff Attorney, to Harold
Hawkey, December 18, 1997.) Thus, the
applicant must have a meaningful opportuni-
ty to review the material and to respond.
Note: The FTC has stated that CRA’s may fulfill
an employer’s ministerial duties under the
FCRA, and a CRA may send the adverse action
letters for an employer. However, the employer
remains responsible for any duty imposed by the
FCRA and may be subject to liability if the
duties are not performed by the CRA. (See FTC
Opinion letter, from William Haynes, FTC Staff
Attorney, to Michael Rosen, June 9, 1998.)

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
The Federal Trade Commission (Web site:
www.ftc.gov) regulates and oversees, among
other things, the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA), which encompasses CRA’s, employ-
ers, information sources, as well as establish-
ing rights for consumers themselves.

Preemployment background screening
reports (Consumer Reports) must comply
with all aspects of the FCRA that apply to the
acquisition of information on a consumer.

Previously, the FTC published “Opinion
Letters” that are not law but are very helpful
when interpreting the FCRA.

FCRA Document Destruction Rules
The Federal Trade Commission has promul-
gated regulations effective June 1, 2005 for
the proper destruction of “consumer infor-
mation.” The rules (FCRA § 628; 15 U.S.C.

§ 1681w) do not require that documents be
destroyed; they merely set up parameters
should a decision be made to destroy docu-
ments. Because these FTC regulations are
limited to requiring the proper disposal of
“consumer information,” they have been
referred to as “the Disposal Rule.” Con-
sumer information includes (a) consumer
reports and (b) information derived from
consumer reports, provided that the infor-
mation is individually identifiable. As
applied to the employment context, “con-
sumer information” would include not only
a report obtained from a Consumer Re-
porting Agency but also, for example, notes
prepared by a supervisor or human
resources manager based upon information
contained in the report. “Consumer infor-
mation” encompasses information in both
paper and electronic form.

The regulations require employers to
take reasonable steps to prevent unautho-
rized use of, or access to, consumer infor-
mation during the disposal process. While
the regulations do not require any specific
disposal methods, the regulations provide
examples of the types of disposal processes
that would be reasonable. Paper documents
containing consumer information, for ex-
ample, could be placed in locked trash bins
while awaiting disposal and then shredded
or burned. The regulations suggest that for
consumer information stored on electronic
media (hardware, floppy disks, CD’s, etc.) it
would be reasonable for an employer to
develop procedures to render the informa-
tion irretrievable before disposal. While not
specifically required by the regulations, the
FTC suggests that businesses relying on
third parties for the disposal of records con-
taining consumer information should
engage in due diligence before selecting, or
continuing to use, a third party.

State Consumer Repoting Statutes
Many states have laws similar to the FCRA
and regulate reporting of criminal records,
the disclosure and authorization process,
and notices to consumers.

Regulated Industries
Both federal and state laws regulate many
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industries, mandating that specific preem-
ployment background screening searches be
conducted for applicants applying for posi-
tions within certain industries. If an
employer is engaged in one of these indus-
tries, it must be aware of both the federal
and state requirements. Industries for which
there are specific requirements include, but
are not limited to, transportation, securities,
nuclear, banking, healthcare, and education.

State Licensing Requirements
State specific licenses and/or forms are man-
dated by certain states in order to obtain
information. These requirements may apply
to employers, researchers and/or CRA’s.
State licensing agencies must be consulted
for such things as Motor Vehicle Reports
and Private Investigator Licenses.
Note: Certain searches, although available to
obtain, can only be done “post-offer.” These
searches will not be addressed in this guide-
line, but deserve mention. These include, but
are not limited to, Workers’ Compensation and
Citizenship Verification (I-9).

USA Patriot Act
The USA Patriot Act (Web site: thomas.loc.-
gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d107:h.r.03162:),
officially titled “Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct
Terrorism,” and signed into law October 26,
2001, addresses terrorist threat issues with-
in the financial industry in the wake of the
September 11th attack. Although this law
does not specifically address preemploy-
ment background screening (with the
exception of hazardous material drivers),
the due diligence requirement imposed on
financial institutions in terms of screening
clients can be helpful in advising employers
on steps to take to screen employees as well.

Bankruptcy Act (11 U.S.C. §525(b))
The Federal Bankruptcy Act (Web site:
www.doney.net/bkcode/11usc0525.htm)
prohibits discrimination in employment
solely on the basis of bankruptcy. (Reviewed
cases indicate that the law was not violated,
where the employment decision involved
factors other than bankruptcy. In other

words, to violate the statute, bankruptcy
must have been the single reason for the
employment action.)

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (Web site:
thomas.loc.gov/cgibin/query/z?c107:H.R.37
63.ENR:%20) requires that publicly traded
companies adhere to new standards for
accountability in corporate governance and
financial reporting.

Guidelines for compliance with Sar-
banes-Oxley recommend a background
investigation be conducted on any individ-
ual considered for employment or for pro-
motion in a public company to “certain
positions of trust,” including accounting
professionals, anyone in a financial report-
ing oversight role, and any other individuals
with direct access to corporate assets, trade
secrets, and information systems. Some rec-
ommended areas for preemployment back-
ground screening include the individual’s
educational background, employment his-
tory, any criminal past, and interviews with
independent references.

Fair Treatment and Discrimination
Much of the regulation relating to preeem-
ployment background screening encom-
passes fair treatment issues. These laws pro-
hibit discrimination on the basis of religion,
national origin, age, marital status, gender,
medical condition or disability, or financial
condition.

Some of the laws that relate to fair treat-
ment issues include:

• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

www.eeoc.gov/abouteeo/overview_laws.html
Discrimination in any phase of hiring

can lead to claims against employers for vio-
lations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
and violations of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
(www.eeoc.gov) guidelines.

To ensure fairness of treatment of appli-
cants, recruitment and hiring should be
conducted in a manner that is impartial,
objective, and legally defensible. Fair hiring
practices include a consistent selection cri-
teria and evaluation of candidates for simi-

lar positions. The selection criteria must be
properly related to established job require-
ments. Finally, there must be consistent
treatment of applicants in all phases of the
process including preemployment screen-
ing, interviews, rating processes, and assess-
ment techniques.

• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada
With respect to preemployment back-

ground screening, the ADA provides legal
guidance that prevents employers from ask-
ing medical questions before a conditional
offer of employment is made, and that are
not considered bona fide occupational qual-
ifications. Because “current illegal use of
controlled substances” is not covered by the
ADA, employers can do drug testing and
screening at the applicant stage. So-called
psychological, “honesty” testing, etc., is not
prohibited, as long as it does not have a
medical dimension. The EEOC has issued
guidance on how to distinguish “psycholog-
ical” testing (permitted) from “medical”
testing (not permitted at the pre-hire stage).

• Civil Rights Act of 1991

www.eeoc.gov/policy/cra91.html
Caps or limits monetary damages for inten-
tional acts of discrimination in hiring.

• Age Discrimination in Employment Act

of 1967

www.eeoc.gov/policy/adea.html
Protects individuals who are 40 years of age
or older from employment discrimination
based on age.

• State Employment Laws

Many states (and even some counties and
cities) have passed fair employment laws
that are generally analogous to federal laws,
but may contain specific differences. For
example, several states regulate the use of
arrest records, and some states limit the
reporting of conviction records to seven
years. Be sure to research state law for the
states in which you operate.

Privacy
Privacy issues have always been a funda-
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mental concern for those dealing with sen-
sitive information. Those issues are increas-
ing in both public visibility and impact on
employment screening practices. One issue
employers must consider is that of confi-
dentiality. Whether using a CRA or not, the
preemployment screening process inherent-
ly allows the employer (and its employees)
access to personal information of a confi-
dential nature. As such, the employer’s
process must contemplate the proper man-
agement of that information and under
what circumstances its employees (i.e.,
applicant screeners and interviewers) may
access and use that information. Employers
need to establish policies for record storage
and security. Data security and access con-
trol are key responsibilities of employers
that perform background screens when
such screens involve the use of personal
information of a confidential nature. (See
also Section 13.5, FCRAA Document De-
struction Rules above.)

Increasing concerns about identity theft
and identity fraud are causing state and fed-
eral legislators to pass more laws that regu-
late what personally identifiable informa-
tion is available, and impose new security
requirements on what holders of that infor-
mation, including those who collect or use
preemployment background screening
reports, must do to safeguard such informa-
tion against unauthorized access. Some of
those laws include:

• Driver’s Privacy Protection Act (18

U.S.C. §2721 et seq.)

www.iix.com/dppa_act.htm
Establishes that a driver’s license informa-
tion needs to be protected against unautho-
rized disclosure, and establishes permissible
purposes for authorized disclosure.

• Financial Modernization Act of 1999,

also known as the Gramm-Leach Bliley

(GLB) Act

www.ftc.gov/privacy/glbact
Protects customers’ nonpublic personal
financial information held by financial insti-
tutions. The GLB Act gives authority to
eight federal agencies and the states to
administer and enforce the Financial Priv-

acy Rule and the Safeguards Rule. The
Safeguards Rule requires all financial insti-
tutions to design, implement and maintain
safeguards to protect customer information.
The Safeguards Rule applies not only to
financial institutions that collect informa-
tion from their own customers, but also to
financial institutions – such as credit report-
ing agencies – that receive customer infor-
mation from other financial institutions.

• Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act (HIPAA)

www.dol.gov/ebsa/newsroom/fshipaa.html
If the employer is a Covered Entity or
Business Associate, as defined in HIPAA, it
establishes that particular identifiable health
information is “protected health information”
and may not be used without permission.

• Applicable State Laws and Compliance

Considerable variations exist among
state laws and federal laws, and among
states themselves, in the areas of consumer
protection, employment, workers’ compen-
sation, sealed or expunged records, juvenile
records, use of arrest and conviction
records, and other related laws.

Practitioners must be well versed in all
the geographic spheres in which they oper-
ate and in all applicable regulations in
which the above issues are addressed.

• International Privacy and Data

Transfer Laws

www.export.gov/safeharbor
International privacy and data transfer laws
also impact the definition, availability, and
transfer of personal information used in
screening. The U.S. Department of Com-
merce tracks international privacy laws, and
for those companies involved in the transfer
of private information from the European
Union (EU), can assist them in getting cer-
tified as a safe harbor in compliance with
EU data protection laws.

Record Retention
Because background screens disclose highly
sensitive information about individuals, it is
essential that the employer appropriately and
strictly secure the confidentiality of the

information both internally and externally. In
reality, an employer may maintain multiple
files on employees. The employer should
retain relevant documents in a secure manner
for a period that complies with applicable
state and federal laws and regulations and the
employer’s records’ policies.

With respect to the period of time in
which to keep records, it is important to
keep in mind the FCRA’s statute of limita-
tions. An individual may bring a claim not
later than the earlier of (1) two years after
the individual discovers the basis for liabili-
ty, or (2) five years after the date on which
the violation occurs. (15 U.S.C. § 1681p.) In
other words, an individual must make a
claim within two years after he or she
learned of the violation.

If the violation is not discovered within
five years of the violation date, then the
statute bars an action. The following exam-
ples may be helpful:

Example 1. Ms Smith learns of a violation
on 08/16/06. The violation occurred on
08/01/06. Ms. Smith must make a claim
before 08/16/08.

Example 2. A violation occurs on 08/01/06.
The violation goes undetected. A claim for
said violation must be brought before
08/01/11 or the statute will prevent the
claim.

Example 3. A violation occurs on 08/01/06.
Mr. Jones learns of the violation on
07/15/10. Mr. Jones must make a claim
before 08/01/11 or it will be prevented by the
five-year rule in the statute. Mr. Jones cannot
claim that he has two years from the date he
discovered the violation, since the statute
provides it is the earlier of the two-year date
or five years from the violation date.

Criminal Records
The use of criminal records in the screening
process raises some specific legal issues.

• FCRA: The FCRA, discussed above in
13.2, prescribes limits on the criminal infor-
mation that can be released by a CRA for use
in preemployment background screening.
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(Keep in mind that the FCRA regulates
information obtained from a consumer
reporting agency, and its restrictions do not
apply to employers conducting their own
preemployment background screening
without the assistance of a third party.) The
FCRA limits the time period to seven years
in which arrest information may be reported
as part of an employment related back-
ground screen. The FCRA limitation of
seven years does not apply to conviction
records, which may be reported regardless
of the time frame. In addition, the seven
years limitation does not apply in the
employment of an individual at a salary
level of $75,000 or more.

• State Laws: In addition to the FCRA,
some states have laws that restrict the use of
criminal records. Some states grant excep-
tions for jobs at certain salary levels. In addi-
tion, some states do not allow employers to
consider or use arrest information as a basis
to deny employment. In some states, the
rules apply to both employers and CRA’s.

An employer should be familiar with and
consult with legal counsel concerning state
laws that limit the use of information and the
applicable exemptions. For example, some
state regulations may restrict the reporting of
criminal records beyond seven years.

• EEOC Considerations with Criminal

Records: The EEOC has published specific
guidelines related to the use of criminal
records in the employment screening
process.

However, exclusion of applicants based
on criminal behavior is permissible if the
employer can demonstrate business necessi-
ty. To establish business necessity, an
employer must be able to show that it con-
sidered: (1) the nature and gravity of the
offense or offenses; (2) the time that has
passed since the offense; and (3) the nature
of the job held or sought. (See EEOC Notice
N-915, February 2, 1987.)

With respect to arrest records, the EEOC
states that it is acceptable to consider an
arrest record as evidence of conduct upon
which the employer makes a decision. An
arrest record may raise a suspicion that an

applicant has committed a crime. However,
when considering an arrest, the EEOC
directs an employer to take an additional
step to consider “whether the applicant is
likely to have committed the alleged con-
duct.” To do so, employers should examine
the circumstances, offer the applicant an
opportunity to explain, and make follow-up
inquiries if necessary. Likewise, the EEOC
does not prohibit the use of misdemeanor
information in the hiring process. The grav-
ity and nature of the offense should be con-
sidered in the context of the job sought (See
EEOC Notice 915.061, September 7, 1990).

• Interpreting Criminal Dispositions: One
final consideration in the use of criminal
records is determining the status of a crimi-
nal record. The increased case load in the
criminal justice system has led to a host of
new ways to resolve cases, such as plea bar-
gains, probation, treatment programs,
deferred adjudication, community control,
and other state specific dispositions. Re-
cords may be sealed or expunged, and thus
may be prohibited under the FCRA and
state laws. A deferred adjudication might
indicate criminal behavior, but in some
instances it may not be considered a convic-
tion, and may be prohibited under state law,
depending upon the jurisdiction. Users of
background reports need to be familiar with
these terms, and consider whether the infor-
mation indicated on a criminal report may
be used in the context of all applicable laws
and guidelines.

Additional Important
Considerations

While there are numerous statutes, laws,
and regulations that dictate how back-
ground screens are conducted and what
information is available, employers should
be reasonable in how they use and collect
the information that may be available to
them. Some CRA’s monitor their reports to
ensure that information given to an employ-
er does not violate various rules concerning
what employers can and cannot use in mak-
ing hiring decisions.

A CRA may take the position that it is pri-
marily a data conduit to the employer, and it

is the employer’s duty to not use any informa-
tion an employer should not have. It is equal-
ly important that employers not use “confi-
dential sources” with access to non-public
information or data brokers offering informa-
tion from illegal or questionable sources.

A new trend is the use by employers of
online searches on applicants. Searches can
be conducted on search engines such as
Google or Yahoo. In addition, it has been
reported that some employers have begun
accessing social networking sites such as
Facebook or MySpace. Other online sources
that could potentially be checked are Web
sites, blogs, chat rooms, sales activities,
trading of electronic files, sharing of com-
puter programs, personal social listings,
posted writings, media reports, school activ-
ities, interest group activities, email dissem-
ination, digital photographs, and others.

Employers should approach the use of
these tools with caution for the following
reasons:
(a) Social networking sites, blogs, chat

rooms, and other Internet information
may contain information that a person
did not intend for an employer to view.
Some sites may have privacy notices lim-
iting use; or, passwords may be needed
to gain access and, there may be condi-
tions on obtaining passwords. An em-
ployer needs to consider if the manner of
getting such material is consistent with
privacy policy and privacy laws.
Although it may be argued that anything
on the Internet is “public,” these sites
may contain commentary, pictures, or
other material clearly intended for a pri-
vate use only and use of the material may
unduly invade privacy.

(b) If employers or recruiters utilize the
Internet directly without engaging the
services of a CRA, the federal FCRA is
not involved. That means that employers
are not required to send an adverse
action letter if they come across material
that they find objectionable. As a result,
applicants may be denied employment
and not know why.

(c) An employer can potentially face allega-
tions of unlawful discrimination if the
online research reveals information that
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may not be used directly or indirectly to
limit a person’s employment opportuni-
ties, such as race, color, religion, nation-
al origin, ancestry, medical condition,
disability, marital status, or sex (includ-
ing pregnancy).

(d) An employer should consider where
such online content is reasonably related
to the requirements for the job. The con-
sideration of extraneous information
that is not a valid predictor of job per-
formance can create a source of liability.

(e) There can also be an issue of whether the
online information was in fact posted by
the applicant. In cyberspace, virtual
identities can be shared. In addition,
there is the possibility that an employer
is looking at material that is a name
match only and does not in fact belong
to the applicant, or material that was
incorrectly attributed to the applicant or
even placed on the Internet maliciously.

How to Structure a Preemployment
Background Screening Program

The Importance of the Employment

Application

The preemployment background screening
process begins with the employment appli-
cation. The employment application is the
“window” to information about a candidate
and his or her qualifications and its use is
considered a best practice.

Applications help to ensure uniformity,
the obtaining of all necessary information,
and a place for applicants to sign certain
necessary statements.
Employment applications provide the fol-
lowing benefits:

• Standardization: The format and
content remain the same, making it
easier for the user to compare and
contrast applicants.

• Ease of Legal Review: the uniform
series of questions and instructions
aid in ensuring the applicant meets
all applicable state and federal laws
and industry requirements. (Note:
Periodically review and update appli-
cations.)

• Information Useable in Hiring
Process: unlike a resume, applica-

tions contain information that can be
used in the hiring decision. The use
of an application helps prevent
employers from having impermissi-
ble information.

• A signature line for the applicant
indicating agreement to the state-
ment that untruthfulness or omis-
sions may be grounds for termina-
tion or grounds to not extend an
offer of employment. This area is
important if information becomes
known that the subject did not
divulge on the application. (FDIC:
FIL-46-2005: Guidance on
Developing an Effective
Preemployment Background
Screening Program. Page 2.)

• Provides space for other necessary
statements and signatures.

Applications should include, at minimum,
the following information:
1) Applicant’s Current Information: name,
address, and contact information. The name
should include first, middle, last, and suffix.
Additional names should also be included if
they may be part of the background scope.
For example, if a criminal history search is
to be conducted in Puerto Rico, the maiden
name of the applicant’s mother should also
be required.
2) Residence Address History: specified res-
idence address history should be requested
according to the organization-defined years
to be searched (recommendation: seven to
ten years). The address history is often used
to conduct county criminal record checks
and to cross check against other informa-
tion provided in the application, such as the
employment history.
3) Social Security Number
4) Date of Birth: Many employers have cho-
sen to ask for an applicant’s date of birth on
the consent form an applicant signs that per-
mits the employer to conduct preemploy-
ment background screening. A request on
the part of the employer for information
such as “Date of Birth” on an employment
application form is not, in itself, a violation
of the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967. Employment application forms
that request such information need to assure

that the request is for a permissible purpose
and not for purposes prohibited by the Act.
The application form should therefore con-
tain a reference to the statutory prohibition
by means of the following example or by
other means: “The Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967 prohibits discrimi-
nation on the basis of age with respect to
individuals who are at least 40 years of age.”
5) Driver’s License Number and State (if
conducting Motor Vehicle Check). If special
licenses are required, list the type of license.
Some companies also ask the applicant to
list any recent motor vehicle violations.
6) Employment History should include
name, address, and phone number of
employer, position, department and job
responsibilities, salary, supervisor’s name
and title, start and end dates, reason for
leaving, and permission to contact the
employer. Employment history should be
requested according to the company-
defined years to be searched.
Note: A growing number of individuals are
employed by temporary agencies. Applicants
often list either the temporary agency name or
the company where they were placed. It is recom-
mended that instructions be given to indicate that
the temporary agency employment be listed.
7) Prior criminal history: provide enough
space for the subject to explain complete
information on the incident(s) and the dis-
position(s).
8) Educational History should include
name, address, and phone numbers of the
educational institutions, start and end dates,
major or course of study, and completion
status. It is recommended that the applicant
provide his or her name used while attend-
ing the institution. This practice will aid in
the retrieval of records.
9) License, Certification, or Registration
Information, to include state of issue,
license number, and status.
10) International Search Requests may
require additional information, defined by
each country.
Additional Documents to supplement the
Application:

• Waivers or Authorizations for
Information: These forms should be
regularly reviewed by legal staff.
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Federal, state, and local laws, rules,
and regulations may require changes
to waivers or authorizations.

• Disclosure and written authorization
(if the preemployment background
screen is to be processed by a
Consumer Reporting Agency).

Sample applications, waivers, and autho-
rizations can be obtained from a variety of
sources, such as attorneys specializing in
employment law and the Privacy and
Personnel Information Management Coun-
cil of ASIS International.

Critical Items Every Application
Form Should Contain

1) Application forms should contain a clear
statement that a background screen will be
conducted.
2) Application forms may include the ques-
tion “Have you ever been convicted of a
crime?” The form should also indicate, how-
ever, that a criminal conviction is not auto-
matic grounds for rejection. A state may have
particular requirements regarding time lines
and convictions. An employer should verify
that this question is permitted in the state
where a candidate applies for employment.

It is also permissible to ask such ques-
tions as “Would any conditions of current
probation or parole prohibit you from com-
pleting the tasks of the job for which you are
applying?” Some court-issued conditions
may be a violation for the applicant (i.e.,
operating a motor vehicle, working in an
unsupervised capacity with women, etc.)
3) Application forms should include a state-
ment that untruthfulness or material omis-
sions are grounds to terminate the hiring
process or employment, no matter when
discovered.
4) Applications forms should indicate the
applicant consents to preemployment back-
ground screening, including verifying edu-
cational and personal credentials, past em-
ployment, and court records. If an employer
uses an outside service to perform a preem-
ployment screening, the federal Fair Credit
Reporting Act requires there must be a dis-
closure and written consent form separate
from the application form. Make sure the
applicant has signed the authorization form.

5) It is suggested that the consent portion of
any release form used for a background
screen should indicate the release is valid for
future screening for retention, promotion, or
reassignment (unless revoked in writing).
6) At a minimum, the application form
should indicate that all employment for the
past seven to ten years be listed. Such a list-
ing will make it easier to spot unexplained
gaps in employment. Ideally, criminal
checks should be conducted in each county
where the applicant has lived, worked, or
gone to school.
7) The application form should ask about
addresses for the past seven to ten years.

This is important to determine the scope
of any criminal record search.
8) The application form should allow the
applicant to indicate whether the current
employer may be contacted for a reference.
9) The application form may cover other
standard matters. Examples include an
employment at will policy and the require-
ment for an applicant to provide original
documents to verify identity and right to
work in the United States, etc.

Criminal History Questions to Avaid
When asking a question about prior crimi-
nal history, use the broadest possible lan-
guage for felony and misdemeanor convic-
tions and pending cases. Employers should
avoid the following common mistakes:

• “Have you ever been convicted of a
felony?” Since misdemeanors often
can be serious, a mistake an employ-
er may make is to only ask about
felonies on an employment applica-
tion. Employers should inquire
about misdemeanors to the extent
allowed in their state, listing any
exceptions that may apply.

• “Have you ever been convicted of a
serious crime?” Use of this question
asks an applicant to offer an opinion
as to what is serious. If an applicant
indicated he or she was not convict-
ed of a serious crime, but he or she
does have a criminal conviction,
then the employer would have a dif-
ficult time showing the applicant
intentionally lied.

Application Review
Simply filling out an application should not
be the end of the application process. The
next step is for an interviewer to review the
application.

The first area of review should be for
completeness. At the very least, a cursory
review for missing information should be
conducted in the presence of the applicant.
This would allow the interviewer to point
out the missing information to the appli-
cant, with a request to complete the applica-
tion. (Note: This section may not be appli-
cable to online applications. Online applica-
tions typically will not allow the applicant
to submit an application without fully
entering information into each required sec-
tion. However, the information entered may
not be valid information, as the subject may
have entered erroneous information in an
effort to continue the process.)

The next step should be a review of the
minimum requirements of the position and
information from the application in support
of the applicant’s ability to meet these mini-
mum requirements. (Note: An employer
may conduct a minimum requirement
review at the very beginning of the applica-
tion process, even before the subject fills out
an application form. Such a process, when
done uniformly and consistently, can save
time and effort on the part of the applicant
and the employer.)

Interviews
The interview is usually the first opportuni-
ty for an employer to meet face to face with
applicants. A well-planned and executed
interview can accomplish three goals:
1) Convey critical information to the appli-
cant in order to discourage inappropriate
applicants and to encourage honesty.
2) Allow for the transfer of missing infor-
mation from the applicant to the employer.

The interview is when an employer has
an opportunity to fill in any gaps in an
applicant’s employment history and to make
sure the employer has all the needed infor-
mation to begin the screening process. Also,
the employer has the opportunity to ask
additional specific questions if the employer
suspects the candidate has attempted to
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omit or lie about unfavorable information.
3) Permit an assessment of the candidate.
The interview provides the employer a
chance to assess the skills, qualifications,
and credentials of the applicant in person.
In so doing, the employer should try to use
a consistent set of questions to allow for a
uniform process.

Applicant Screening Process
The goal of this section is to identify and
define key elements of the preemployment
background screening process for all
employers in all industries.

Prior to beginning any preemployment
background screening process, it is impor-
tant to have already established company
policies on the scope of the preemployment
background screens and the handling of
results. As with any part of the hiring pro-
cess, consistency and relevance to the posi-
tion are vital. Policies should be defined for
the following:

• Depth of background verifications:
Depth refers to how far back in time
to check information provided and
generally affects criminal record his-
tory, employment, and education
verifications.

• “Other” or alias names: Companies
should set a standard for checking
additional names, such as maiden
names. Identification of such names
is very important when conducting
criminal record searches and educa-
tional verifications. Criminal record
searches should be conducted for
both felonies and misdemeanors
under all names used by the appli-
cant.

• Levels of background verifications:
Levels of background verification
refer to the specific checks to be
conducted on each position. An
employer may maintain a single level
of preemployment background
screening, while others conduct
more intensive preemployment back-
ground screening according to the
sensitivity of the position.

• Decision making process: the deci-
sion making process refers to how

the results will be judged.
• Exception handling: Exception han-
dling refers to how results outside
the norm will be managed. An
employer may have procedures in
place to allow an appeal process of a
background result.

Scope of the Preemplyment
Background Screen

The scope of the preemployment back-
ground screen should contain the following
three key elements:

1) Identity Verification
2) Personal History Verification
3) Credentialing

A preemployment screening process should
consist of background searches to determine
if the applicant meets the employer’s
requirements in each of the three elements.

The employer needs to determine which
searches in each element constitute the best
method to conduct the search. Business fac-
tors to consider are:

• Business necessity
• Nature of the position
• Industry specific requirements
• Cost
• Time sensitive hiring needs

Description of the Elements
Identity Verification

Every preemployment background screen-
ing process includes a verification of the
“real” or “personal” identity. Real identity
means that the employment history, educa-
tion, credentials, court records, and other
data associated with a person does, in fact,
belong to the person who is physically
applying for the position. In other words, a
person’s real identity is based on the notion
that the personal history being presented
belongs to the person who is physically
present. All other preemployment back-
ground screening efforts are dependent on
that certainty.

An employer may perform a preliminary
identity check utilizing some form of a
Social Security trace database. The advan-
tage of such a preliminary screen is that it
saves the employer from having to proceed
further if there is a fundamental discrepan-

cy (also referred to as “no match").
However, the preliminary step is typically
not the end of the inquiry when it comes to
identity verification.

A good level of identity verification can
be accomplished by using two or more of
the following methods:

• Document Review: This can be a
credential or paper containing
descriptive information specific to
that individual. Common documents
include a driver’s license, a passport,
a birth certificate, and a military or
school ID card. Such documents
should be compared with the infor-
mation as shown on the application
form and with the applicant.

• Social Security Number Check and

Validation: A Social Security
Number is unique to each individ-
ual. The Social Security Number
Check provides information about
the names and addresses associated
with a given Social Security Number.
In addition to providing name and
address information for comparison
against what is provided on the
application, a Social Security
Number Check is used to derive
addresses in order to conduct the
personal history information search.
Social Security Number Validation
does not tie the Social Security
Number to the applicant. It only
provides an indication that the num-
ber may be accurate. Information
can also be obtained on the Social
Security Administration’s Web site at
www.ssa.gov.

To obtain information about Social Security
Numbers that are currently assigned, go to
www.socialsecurity.gov/foia/highgroup.htm.

To obtain information about the Social
Security Death Master list, go to www.ntis.-
gov/products/ssa-dmf.asp?loc=4-0-0

• An application review and inter-

view: As stated earlier, a review of
the application form may indicate
discrepancies. During the interview
asking the subject personally identi-
fying questions only that person
would know, such as information
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about previous addresses, payment
and loan history, and identity infor-
mation may indicate discrepancies.

Personal History Verification
Personal history searches provide insight
and information regarding, but are not lim-
ited to such areas as:

A) Home addresses
B) Criminal court record history
C) Sexual offender indices
D) Motor vehicle records
E) Credit reports
F) Regulatory sanctions and terrorist lists
G) Industry specific record history
H) Civil court record history

A. Home Addresses: Such searches are
often initially based upon the applicant’s
address history. The address history is typi-
cally obtained from the application; howev-
er, this information has not been validated,
and may be falsified by the applicant. For
this reason, many employers validate the
address history from a Social Security
Number check.

B. Criminal Court Record History: There
are two entirely separate court systems in
the United States – federal courts and state/-
county courts – and a search of one system
does not include a search of the other sys-
tem. Each system operates under its own
sets of rules and has its own courthouses,
clerks’ offices, indexes, and judges. As such,
criminal history records are contained as
follows:
• Local/County Court: Also known as a
“court record search,” this search requires a
direct search of the digital records of a coun-
ty courthouse to determine if the applicant
has a record at that court. Most often a court
record search requires physical access to
obtain information or simply to obtain
copies of dispositions for review. Although
most courts contain both felony and misde-
meanor records in the same courthouse
building, some jurisdictions maintain re-
cords or information in different locations
within the courthouse or even in separate
buildings.
• Statewide Criminal History Informa-

tion: There are two varieties of statewide
information. The first is a state repository
managed by a division of state law enforce-
ment. The second is actual court data from
a statewide case management system pro-
vided under the auspices of the state’s
administrative office of the courts. When
available and not all states make either
access publicly available, both types of
sources have limitations and advantages.
The advantages are a single point of access
for an entire state with one search. If that
state has many courts with statutory access
fees, a single access fee may be less expen-
sive than a search of indicated counties sep-
arately. A disadvantage, with respect to a
case management system, is that not all
counties may have become activated on the
system at the same time and there may be
inconsistencies in how the system is used
from county to county. Many law enforce-
ment repositories have been shown to lack
current case updates or dispositions. Both
types may suffer from delays in entering
information, high access fees, or very long
turnaround times for results. Additionally, it
may not be clear what data is included and
what is not. The site may provide conviction
records only or may provide non-conviction
records as well. In response to increased use
and heightened privacy concerns, many
records will not be publicly available if man-
dated internal documentation is missing,
and useful identifiers,4 such as a date of
birth, a driver’s license number, and a Social
Security number, are often redacted render-
ing the data useful only as an initial index
search. The most accurate, current, and reli-
able criminal history information is found at
the court of origin, not in any repository.
Nevertheless, statewide criminal history
information may have a place in an employ-
er’s background program. (Florida, for exam-
ple, provides an employer a measure of pro-
tection against negligent hiring lawsuits if
that employer specifically included a check
of the state repository as one element of a
background screen.) As with all aspects of
preemployment background screening, the
decision to use statewide criminal history
information should be considered in the con-
text of an employer’s complete preemploy-

ment background screening program and the
advice of counsel. See Section Criminal
Records, for additional information.
• Federal Court (District, Nationwide):

This is a search for a record of a federal
offense in one or more of 94 U.S. federal dis-
trict courts.5 Federal offenses include
crimes committed on federal property (gov-
ernment office, national park, etc.) and vio-
lations of the US Federal Criminal Statutes.

Usually, a search is conducted through
the Public Access to Court Electronic
Records (PACER) system. PACER is run by
the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts. (Web site: www.pacer.psc.-
uscourts.gov) (Note: Every federal court is
not included in PACER.) Through PACER, a
user accesses the “U.S. Party/Case Index.”
This index contains certain information
from the court files, such as case numbers,
and the names of those involved in the case.

For an employer trying to determine if
an applicant has a federal criminal record,
the system is beneficial since it allows one to
search by name. PACER shows all federal
cases, including convictions and dismissals,
pending, and even cases with incomplete
docket information. This database does not
typically have any identifiers except for a
name. It is imperative the user obtain addi-
tional identifiers on the result prior to mak-
ing any decision. Additional identifiers are
found on a Judgment and Conviction page.
If the federal offense did not result in a con-
viction, there will be no identifiers, and the
result should not be used.

Certain types of criminal history search-
es are not available to all employers in all
states and jurisdictions. They may lend
themselves to only certain types of business-
es and caution should be used when review-
ing them for employment purposes:
• International Criminal History Search-

es: To the extent available within a country,
this search involves checking that country's
criminal system. This search may not be
available in all countries; therefore, an
employer is urged to seek legal guidance
before seeking criminal history records from
other countries.
• Fingerprinting: The submission of fin-
gerprints to an agency for comparison
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against federal, state, and/or local criminal
fingerprint records. Fingerprinting is not
available for all employers or all industries,
nor is it always uniformly available in all
states for a particular industry. Additional
information can be found on the FBI’s Web
site at www.fbi.gov/hq/cjisd/fprequest.htm.

There is a growing requirement by some
state licensing agencies to require finger-
prints during the license and registration
process. These are often seen in professions
such as health care, elder care, childcare,
education, and security officers. Finger-
printing may also be required for some vol-
unteer positions. It should be noted that
state licensing requirements may be less
stringent than individual organizational
requirements and additional criminal histo-
ry screening may still be recommended in
order to perform proper due diligence.
• Propriety databases: These databases
are offered and run by specific Consumer
Reporting Agencies and contain negative
history information about subjects. They
tend to be confined to specific industries,
such as the retail and mortgage industries,
and report specific behaviors, such as inter-
nal theft, shoplifting, or industry sanctions
and violations. Some information provided
in a negative database may also be present in
the criminal court system. However, these
databases may also provide information not
found in the court system, since not all
employers prosecute subjects who have
been involved in negative activity.
• Incarceration records: A check of all
types of incarceration records, which may
include but not be limited to, Federal Bur-
eau of Prisons, state incarceration records,
Department of Correction records, munici-
pal jails, and various Departments of
Probation records. These records typically
contain information on individuals who are
or have been incarcerated or supervised by a
governing body of incarceration. Infor-
mation may include current inmates,
released inmates, and parolees and proba-
tioners. Records primarily contain felony
convictions, but depending on the state,
they may contain deferrals, adjudication
withheld, first offender probation, pretrial
intervention, and serious misdemeanors. An

incarceration record search is ultimately
used to enhance other types of criminal
searches.

The following are additional types of
Personal History Verifications that should
be considered based upon the applicant’s
position and security sensitivity.
C. Sexual Offender Indices: State listing of
sexual offender registries. (Not available in
all states.) Individuals who are listed in
these registries have typically been convict-
ed of a felony or misdemeanor sexual
offense and are required to register in the
state in whichthey reside. Many states have
created web access for their Sex Offender
Indices and employers can easily access the
information. The sites may not have com-
plete identifiers and caution should be
taken to verify the match with the applicant
to be screened.

A National Sex Offender Public Registry
also exists. The Registry, available on the
Internet at www.nsopr.gov, is coordinated
by the U. S. Department of Justice and is a
cooperative effort between the state agen-
cies hosting public sexual offender registries
and the federal government. The Web site, a
search tool allowing a user to submit a sin-
gle national query to obtain information
about sex offenders through a number of
search options,6 provides access to partici-
pating states’ Web sites’ public information
regarding the presence or location of sexual
offenders.

Because the criteria for searching are lim-
ited to what each individual state may pro-
vide, employers need to be aware that many
states categorize offenders into different risk
levels: Level 1 representing low, Level 2 rep-
resenting moderate, and Level 3 represent-
ing high. Some states consider only certain
levels of sexual offenses to be public record.
Consequently, that may mean that in some
states the names of sexual offenders only
within Levels 2 and 3 may be searchable
within the state’s sexual offender registry.

Employers in industries requiring a
search against all levels of sexual offenses
must go to the local police or state police for
non-public sexual offender registry search-
es. This option is generally only available to
certain regulated industries. Employers

should also note that a sexual offender reg-
istry may be available to the public but
through a different format, such as a tele-
phone hotline. State sexual offender sites on
the Internet often explain the access
options.
D. Motor Vehicle Search: These searches
are normally conducted on applicants in
which driving is a component of employ-
ment. Driving for work, however, is broadly
defined in most jurisdictions and may not
be limited to positions that specifically
involve operating a vehicle. For example, an
employee who drives to different facilities as
part of his or her employment may be con-
sidered a “driver” as well. MVR data is
maintained by each state. There is no
national MVR search, with the exception of
some specialized databases related to com-
mercial drivers licenses (CDL) and these are
not databases containing a driver’s history.
An MVR search will cover any driving
records from the state searched. Information
provided includes personally identifying
information (which can be used in Identity
Verification), and the presence of fines, vio-
lations and/or convictions related to the use
of motor vehicles. Additionally, an MVR
search may reveal a conviction that may not
be present in a criminal history search, such
as the use of alcohol or illegal drugs in a
DUI (Driving Under the Influence) convic-
tion. Some states limit the information
available for use in employment back-
ground screening. Other states may have
additional consent requirements or contrac-
tual requirements. An employer may need
to determine the specific requirements for
the states being searched.
E. Credit Reports: The credit reports used
in the hiring process are reports specific for
employment purposes. For example, it will
not contain spousal information or a credit
score. Credit reports provide name and
address information similar to that provided
in the Social Security Number Check, in
addition to information about the appli-
cant’s financial history. Although account
numbers are not mentioned, the person’s
payment history, highand low credit
amounts, and any negative activities associ-
ated with that account, are indicated.
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Typically, credit reports are used as a back-
ground screen for applicants with fiduciary
responsibility.
F. Regulatory Sanctions and Terrorist

Lists: This series of searches involves access-
ing a variety of federal, state, and industry
sanctions lists or Terrorist Watch Lists.

In addition to federal lists, several states
and some industries maintain lists of indi-
viduals or organizations that have been
sanctioned or barred from providing servic-
es in that state or industry. Regulations may
prohibit the hiring of individuals on desig-
nated sanctions or terrorist lists in certain
positions or industries. Employers should
ensure they have checked in all lists
required for that industry, including all fed-
eral, state, and industry lists.

Below are some common lists. This list is
not exhaustive of all lists available or
required:
• Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC):

OFAC, an arm of the U.S. Department of the
Treasury, administers and enforces econom-
ic and trade sanctions, based on U.S. foreign
policy and national security goals, against
targeted foreign countries, terrorists, inter-
national narcotics traffickers, and those
engaged in activities related to the prolifera-
tion of weapons of mass destruction.

OFAC maintains a Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN) list
that contains the names and descriptor
information of those persons identified to
pose a threat to the interests and security of
the U.S. Individuals on this list include nar-
cotics traffickers, terrorists, and businesses
and organizations supporting threatening
activities. An SDN list search may be
required for positions involved in govern-
ment contracts and those involved in partic-
ular industries. Web site: www.treasury.-
gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/
• International Criminal Police Organ-

ization (Interpol): Interpol was created to
assist international criminal police coopera-
tion. Its work centers primarily on public
safety and terrorism, organized crime, illicit
drug production and drug trafficking,
weapons smuggling, trafficking in human
beings, money laundering, child pornogra-
phy, financial and high-tech crimes, and

corruption. Interpol maintains a small pro-
portion of its ''Most Wanted Fugitives'' list
for public dissemination. Web site:
www.interpol.int
• GSA: The List of Parties Excluded from
Federal Procurement and Nonprocurement
Programs identifies those parties excluded
throughout the U.S. Government (unless
otherwise noted) from receiving federal
contracts or certain subcontracts and from
certain types of federal financial and non-
financial assistance and benefits. A search of
this list may be required for positions
involved in government contracts.
www.epls.gov/
• Health and Human Services Office of

Inspector General (HHS OIG): (Also
known as Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) Cumulative Sanctions
List.) Provides information regarding indi-
viduals and entities that are excluded from
participation in Medicare, Medicaid, and
other federal health care programs.
www.oig.hhs.gov/fraud/exclusions.html
• National Practitioner Data Bank

(NPDB): Information on medical malprac-
tice payments, adverse licensure, clinical priv-
ilege, and professional society memberships
actions. Hospitals are required to report pro-
fessional review actions that adversely affect
or restrict a physician’s clinical privileges for
more than thirty days. NPDB is generally used
when screening health care positions.
www.npdb-hipdb.hrsa.gov
• Federal Drug Administration (FDA)

Sanctions List: Lists names of investigators
who have at one time been disqualified,
restricted, or have made assurances in their
use of investigational products for FDA trials.
The FDA Sanctions List is generally used in
health care and pharmaceutical positions.
www.fda.gov/ora/compliance_ref/bimo/-
dis_res_assur.htm andwww.fda.gov/ora/com-
pliance_ref/debar/default.htm
G. Industry Specific Record History:

Several industries require specific searches
for licensing or for practicing within an
industry. Some of these searches are covered
in detail in this guideline, such as criminal
record checks and sexual offender indices.
Other searches are very specific to a partic-
ular industry and may not be covered in this

guideline due to their limited availability.
Some states require searches for specific
occupations, such as child and elder care. In
some cases, specific abuse or sanction data-
base searches may be required. It is best to
check with state licensing boards or indus-
try associations to obtain the requirements
by industry and by location. Some informa-
tion sources are specific to industries but are
not required for practicing in the field or for
licensing. Generally, these sources are from
private companies and are only available for
a fee. Examples of these sources are negative
databases containing subject information
specific to an industry, such as insurance,
retail, and healthcare.
H. Civil Court Record History: A civil case
is a non-criminal action in which one party
sues another for compensation for damages
or monies owed. Civil cases can be initiated
for torts or contracts. A contract case
involves one party suing another party for a
violation or enforcement of an agreement. A
tort case involves one party suing another
party for an injury in civil court for actions
other than breach of contract. Tort cases can
involve both intentional conduct and unin-
tentional conduct. An unintentional tort is
typically a negligence action, such as an
auto accident.

Some states have a separate upper and
lower court. In some states the courts are
combined. A civil search is traditionally
conducted for high-level positions.

• Civil Lower Court: Involves lesser
dollar amounts, typically less than
$10,000.

• Civil Upper Court: Involves larger
dollar amounts, typically $10,000 or
more.

• Federal Civil Court: Involves cases
heard by the U.S. District Courts.
They typically involve very large dol-
lar amounts, class action lawsuits,
lawsuits initiated by the federal gov-
ernment, or lawsuits that cover sev-
eral state jurisdictions.

While similar to obtaining criminal
records, obtaining civil records is, however,
more complicated. Records are located at
the county courthouse level in state court.
The rules for jurisdictions are somewhat
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broader for civil cases and the records may
be more geographically diverse. Civil
records also have very few identifiers.

Credentialists
Credentialing involves verifying the experi-
ence and qualifications that are presented by
the applicant. As part of the credentialing
process, employers should also review the
chronological order of employment history,
education, military history, and volunteer
service to determine if gaps or inconsisten-
cies exist. The employer should look for
unexplained gaps in time and determine if
the reason for the gap meets the minimum
employment standards.

Credentialing provides insight and infor-
mation on, but not limited to, such areas as:

A) Education Verification
B) Employment Verification
C) Licensure/Certification/

Registration Verification
D) Personal References
E) Supervisor/Co-Worker Interviews
F) Military History Verification

A. Education Verification: This search ver-
ifies the dates and attendance at a given
facility as stated by the applicant and can be
conducted by a company or through a
Consumer Reporting Agency. An increasing
number of educational facilities are con-
tracting with outside agencies to handle
education verifications, for a fee. (Note: The
applicant may have attended the education-
al institution under a different name, such
as a maiden name. It will be important to
have the additional name available when
searching for records at that institution.
Also, educational facilities are moving away
from categorizing their records by Social
Security Number. The most common identi-
fiers used to verify education history are (a)
name used while attending, (b) dates of
attendance, (c) graduation date or month
and year, (d) type of degree, and (e) date of
birth.)
B. Employment Verification: This search
verifies the information provided by the
applicant about their employment history.
Typical areas that are verified include dates
of employment, position, job duties, salary,

type of employment (full, part time, tempo-
rary, seasonal), reason for leaving, and
rehire status. Note: The policy in some
organizations may require a release form,
signed by the applicant, in order to release
this information.
C. Licensure/Certification/Registration

Verification: This search verifies the
specifics of the applicant’s stated license,
certification, or registration with the granti-
ng authority.

Also included should be a review of the
status (such as active / inactive) and any
sanctions that may be associated.
D. Personal References: A personal refer-
ence check is a subjective inquiry into an
applicant’s behaviors from sources provided
by the applicant. Applicants may provide
the names and contact information for
friends, co-workers, former co-workers, rel-
atives, or others whom they believe will pro-
vide positive information. These are consid-
ered primary sources. Contacting personal
references may assist in the development of
secondary sources of information, i.e., a per-
sonal reference could be asked to provide
the name and contact information of anoth-
er person who might be acquainted with the
applicant’s behaviors and personal history.
E. Supervisor/Co-Worker Interviews:

These differ from employment verifications
in that the interview is of a former or cur-
rent supervisor or co-worker. These inter-
views frequently focus more on job per-
formance, personality, the applicant’s work
quality, work ethic, attitude, and previous
negative behaviors, such as theft or threats.
As in the
use of employment verifications, some
organizations may require written permis-
sion from the applicant in order for their
current employers to be interviewed.
F. Military History Verification: This
search involves verifying an applicant’s mil-
itary history with the National Personnel
Records Center. (www.archives.gov/facilit-
ies/mo/st_louis/military_personnel_-
records.html) (Note:Turnaround time is
typically very long, in excess of six weeks.)

• Another method of verifying an appli-
cant‘s military history is to review his
or her

DD Form 214 (Report of Separation) and
compare it against the stated military service.

• Employers should be careful before
attempting to draw conclusions from
various codes on the DD Form 214
when making hiring decisions. Using
the codes on the DD Form 214 to
infer conduct in order to make a hir-
ing decision could result in claims of
discrimination or decisions being
made based upon irrelevant or
unsubstantiated criteria.

• A good practice is to use the basic DD
Form 214 to confirm an applicant
was in fact in the military, and then
ask for the names of references from
such military service to obtain job
related information that would be rel-
evant to an employment decision.

Preemployment Drug Screening
For workers in regulated and safety sensi-
tive industries, such as trucking, aviation,
rail, transit, maritime, pipeline, etc.,
employers are legally required to screen em-
ployees for drugs and alcohol. Some em-
ployers are required to conduct drug testing
as part of a government contract. Employers
that are not legally required to test for drugs
or alcohol sometimes choose to do so as a
risk management tool to reduce workplace
issues, such as lost time, absenteeism, acci-
dents and on the job injuries, health care
costs, and workers’ compensation claims.
Many employers opt to screen employees in
particularly safety sensitive positions, such
as any employee who works with children,
the elderly, or the disabled; has extensive
unsupervised contact with the public; is
required to operate a vehicle or heavy
machinery; handles money or valuables; or
has access to weapons, drugs, or dangerous
substances. Preemployment drug testing is
generally done with consent from the appli-
cant. Post employment drug testing, such as
random testing, postaccident testing, or
testing based on reasonable suspicion of
drug use has legal implications, and
employers should consult their legal coun-
sel concerning any legal issues involved
with drug testing. The U.S. Department of
Labor provides a helpful guide to the laws of
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the 50 states that is available online at
http://said.dol.gov/StateLawList.asp. Other
state and federal laws, such as the American
with Disabilities Act (ADA), can also impact
drug testing.

Screening Criteria Appropriate
for Position LEvels

An employer needs to use preemployment
background screening consistently, however
a single scope may not be appropriate for all
positions. An employer should consider the
types of positions it fills, each position’s
level of authority, and any specialization
that may impact screening, such as security,
finance, or professional licenses. Generally,
more thorough screens should be used for
positions of greater authority. If an employ-
er, however, fills certain positions from
labor markets where it has experienced
problems, it may chose to use a more thor-
ough screen for those positions. Below are
examples of screening criteria for an
employer with three position levels.
Modifications to this list can easily be made
and should be carefully evaluated by an
employer. For example, an employer may
want to add a credit report for any position
with financial responsibility.

LEVEL I BACKGROUND

General Employee

• Social Security Number Verification
• Address History
• County-wide Felony/Misdemeanor
Records Search

• Drivers License Search (if driving is a
component of position)

• Education Verification

LEVEL II BACKGROUND

Professional

• Level I Background (above) plus
• Credit Check (if fiduciary responsi-
bility is a component of position)

• Employment Verification

LEVEL III BACKGROUND

Supervisor

• Level I & II Background (above)
plus

• Federal District Criminal Search

Decision-Making Process
Decision-making is the process of judging
and evaluating the information gathered
and relating it to the job requirements.
Federal and state laws must be considered
during this process. Decision-making can be
accomplished in many ways, including
matrixes, guidelines, or a personal review of
the results. Typically, the individual search is
reviewed to determine if it meets or does not
meet minimum employment standards. And
then the entire applicant profile is subject to
the decision making process.

Some areas to consider with respect to
the decision making process:
• Consistency:When subjecting a result or
applicant profile to a decision, it is impera-
tive that the employer be consistent in the
hiring practices. For example, with respect
to a credit report, it is not acceptable to indi-
cate a “person with a bad credit report will
not be hired.” The standard of “bad credit
report” should be defined before using the
results of a credit report in the hiring
process.
• Outsourcing does not absolve a compa-

ny of responsibility. Some employers who
use third parties, such as a Consumer
Reporting Agency, or an employment serv-
ice, such as a Recruiting Service, may pro-
vide the third party with the employer’s
decision-making guidelines. The third
party’s judgment of the background verifica-
tion results should be considered prelimi-
nary. The accountability for the final evalu-
ation of the background search remains
with the employer.

Audits and Business Reviews
Employers should conduct auditing in order
to ensure proper procedures and security
measures are being followed. This would
include audits of CRA’s if utilized. Third party
providers should also be auditing clients, as
well as their own internal processes.

The purpose of the audits is to demon-
strate compliance with stated procedures
and laws and accuracy of information.
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